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Depot Renovation Work
Slated To Begin Monday f)
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Work will - begin Monday on adding
two expansion joints and replacing the
decking material and facia on the old
Louisville & Nashville Railroad depot
at the Murray-Calloway County Park,
according to a report given at Tuesday
'night's parks board meeting.
Gary Hohman, parks director, told
the board that parks employees will
finish stripping the old roof this week
before Swift Roofing Co. and contractor
Jackie Burkeen begin work Monday.
Burkeen will align the roof of the 200-
foot depot, which was moved to the
park in three sections during the early
fall. Swift will then add two expansion
joints in the roof of the structure before
Burkeen replaces the decking material
and facia
Beginning Dec. 26, the roofing
company will put felt paper over the
deck and roof the Victorian-style depot
with fiberglass shingles.
Murray Electric System began its
work on the building Tuesday, and
Murray Water and Sewer System will
start work next week.
Hohman said that Swift and Burkeen
bid $8,500 on the renovation of the
structure, which is believed to have
been built around the turn of the cen-
tury. In addition, the cost of materials
will be $2,960.
Scraping and painting of the building
Tobacco Sales Rescheduled
To Thursday, Dec. 13
The sales of dark air-cured tobacco
originally scheduled for Friday, Dec.
14, have been changed to Thursday,
" Dec. 13, according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager of the Western Dark-
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
The sales will be held at the Farris
and Growers Loose Leaf Floors. Ellis
said the sales should start sometime in
the early afternoon, following sales in
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Periods of rain and chance of
thunderstorms tonight, some
freezing rain possible with
temperatures lowering to 28 to 32
tonight. Rain or freezing rain
possibly changing to snow before
ending Thursday. Highs in the
low 30s.
Grade loan rates for fire-cured
tobacco were released today by
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
issociation. ,
The loan rates vary as to tobacco
quality; range from $0.45 per pound to
$1.39 per pound and are based on the
average support level of 90.4 cents per
pound, 6.9 percent above last year.
Most of the increase in support prices
were applied to leaf grades. There is a
reduction in the support of N2 grades, a
spokesman said.
Production is expected to be dovm 20
percent or more due to lower yields and
less planted acreage; the spokesman
added.
Sales for fire-cured tobacco will open
about Mid-January according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager.
will take place after the Dec. 31 ex-
piration date on the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation matching grant of $24,000
which was obtained to finance the
depot's move and renovation. The
painting will not be included in the
grant.
Volunteer workers will be enlisted to
scrape the peeling paint from the
building, and members of the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre
will paint it.
Plans call for the renovated depot to
house a parks office, headquarters for
the Community Theatre, an indoor area
for theatre productions, and a large
open area to be utilized by both the
theatre group and the public.
Dick George, finance committee
chairman, presented the committee's
proposed cuts in the 1980 budget
following the board's notification that
the city has allotted only $42,500 to the
parks department. The board had
budgeted $54,987.65 as the city's portion
for the year. The county's share has not
yet been decided.
Recommendations included halving
the amount allotted to salaries for
summer employees, eliminating the
basketball program, and cutting out the
parks board's portion of the umpires
and scorekeepers' fees. No action was
taken on the proposals.
Hohman said that a total of. '632
vehicles drove through the "Christmas
in the Park" display from 6 to 10 p.m.
Saturday. Approximating three people
in a vehicle, he estimated that 1,896
people viewed the 25 floodlighted
displays that night.
The director also noted that two small
figures in the displays were stolen
sometime between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Sunday. Vandalism has plagued the
program since its inception last year.
County Gets Grant For
Purchase Of Dump Truck
Commissioner William S. O'Daniel,
Department for Local Government, has
announced approval of a direct grant
for $35,824 in area development funds to
Calloway County to purchase a diesel
dump truck.
The truck is to be used by the county
road department.
Purchase Area Development District
recommended funding of the project
from its area development allocation.
Some Say Not Here'
When direct grants are approved,
complete funding for a project is paid to
the applicant agency.
Area development funds were made
available through action initiated by
Gov. Julian Carroll and approved by
the 1976 and 1978 legislatures. Each
biennium $12 million is allocated for the
fund.
Final authorization is made by the
Department of Finance following a
technical review of each project.
bfr
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SCHOLARSHIP CONTRIBUTION — Dr. 1. J. Flortin, center, retired chairman of the department of journalism at Mur-ray State University', looks at the $10,000 cheek presented this morning by Fred Paxton, president of Paducah Newspapers
Inc., to the L. J. Hortin Scholarship Fund. Dr. Constantine W. (urns. MSC president, holds the check. Looking on are Dor-
tin's wife, Mellie, background right. and Walt Apperson, publisher of The Murray Ledger & Times and Chamber of Com-merce president, background left. stall 111,44 HDvbbt, i•e
Paducah Newspapers President
Contributes To Hortin Scholarship
Calling the L. J. Hortin Scholarship
Fund "a fitting tribute to one who has
helped so many aspiring journalists,"
Fred Paxton, president of Paducah
Newspapers Inc., made a $10,000
contribution to the fund this morning in
ceremony at Murray State Univer-
sity's Wells Hall.
Paxton made the contribution on
behalf of The Paducah Sun newspaper
and WPSD-TV, Paducah. He told the
gathering of Hortin's friends and
colleagues that the Sun's managing
editor Karl Harrison once said, "I don't
believe 10 seconds goes by without a
smile crossing his face or an idea
lighting up his eyes."
Hortin retired July 1, 1974, as
chairman of the department of jour-
nalism at Murray State after 46 years of
teaching His "grand adventure," as he
terms it, included 26 years at Murray
State and 20 years at Ohio University,
Athens, where he was director of the
School of Journalism.
The money donated by Paxton makes
a total of $20,000 in the Hortin
scholarship fund. The first $10,000 was
raised by the Alumni Association
during the past year and one-half.
Under present guidelines, the
scholarship, the first of which is ex-
pected to be awarded in the spring, will
be open to seniors in high school who
are planning to attend Murray State.
The students must be proficient in
their work, have proved loyalty to their
school and community, and must have
been recommended by their principal
or guidance counselor. In addition, two
out of three of the students should be
planning careers in journalism.
In expressing his appreciation for the
donation to the scholarship fund, Hortin
said he was once told, "If a miracle is to
occur on a campus, it will be in a
classroom." He said that was the basis
for his teaching career.
Hortin earned his undergraduate
degree at McKendree College,
Lebanon, fll., which also conferred
upon him an honorary doctoral degree
in 1954. His master's degree was earned
at Murray State. which honored him
upon his retirement with his second
honorary doctoral degree in recognition
"of his lifetime contributions to the
educational and cultural enrichment of
the students and to the peoples of the
region."
His Journalism career included
associations with the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, the Associated Press, United
Press International, the Louisville
Courier-Journal and scores of
professional magazines. For 13 years,
he was secretary-manager of the Lower
Tennessee Valley Association, an
organization that aided in the early
development of TVA 's Kentucky Dam
and Lake.
His students include many who have
distinguished themselves in their field
— three Pulitzer Prize winners, Gene
Graham and John Fetterman, who
attended MSU, and Paul Gapp, a for-
mer OU student; a former lieutenant
governor of Kentucky; former editor
and publisher of Ladies' Home Journal
and editor of McCall's magazines; the
present chancellor of the West Virginia
Board of Regents; a former U.S.
congressman; the internationally-
known biographer and head of the
George C. Marshall Foundation; a by-
line writer for the New York Times;
nationally-known news and Isport-
scasters; the managing editor of the
Nashville Tennessean; and the general
manager and executive vice president
of Dayton (Ohio) Newspapers Inc.
While at Murray State, at which he
served from 1928 to 1947 and from 1967
to 1974, Hortin served on the faculty
under all six of Murray's presidents —
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Dr. John W. Carr,
Dr. James H. Richmond, Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, Dr. Harry M. Sparks and Dr.
Constantine W. Curris.
One of five brothers, all of whom
became school teachers, he began his
teaching career in a county school near
his home in Edwards County, Ill.
Mrs. Hortin, a recognized writer and
poet, is the former Mellie Scott of
Paducah. She is also a former student
of her husband's.
DRUGS: The insidious Community Problem
By ROSEMARY T. WARNER
Guest Writer
Eight-thirty a.m. It is a bright, sunny
day in Murray with the lingering signs
of autumn in the air. The school bells
have just rung, and throngs of
teenagers are pressing through the
double doors at Murray High and
Calloway County High Schools. A
normal school day has begun.
After extensive interviews with local
teenagers, this writer estimated and
documented that approximately one
out of eight of those students in-
terviewed were scurrying through
those doors and down the hallways to
their classes after already popping a
pill or smoking a joint.
Shocking? Scary? you bet their lives
it is.
These are our kids. Most of them
have known each other since early
childhood, and most are from hard-
working, respectable parents who truly
care — for them, and for their future.
What is happening? Why are these
kids turning to drugs? Why are they so
openly flaunting such a horrifying
defiance of society? These are
questions that should be haunting us. As
the parents and friends of these
teenagers, we need to open our eyes to
the cold, disturbing facts that a large
percentage of our children are drug
users and drug abusers.
Statistics are a reality, and the
figures that are the result of endless
hours of research for this article are
shocking. Since Jan. I, 1979, there have
been 88 drug-related arrests made in
Murray and Calloway County. Home
ground — and it has been infiltrated
with drugs to the point of epidemic
stages.
In 1978, according to the Kentucky
State Police Narcotics Section in
Frankfort, more than $17 million worth
of marijuana alone was confiscated in
Kentucky. In 1977, more than $26
million worth of drugs, including
marijuana, was seized by the State
Narcotics Unit. This figure does not
include confiscations made by local
city, county, state, or any other state
law enforcement agency throughout the
Commonwealth.
These are staggering figures — but
they are facts — and there are still
people in Murray and Calloway County
who say "there is no drug problem
here." It is time for the citizens of this
area to open their eyes and face this
problem — full of rage an fury. Being
apathetic in such a dire and crucial
situation is costing lives, the lives of our
children.
State narcotics officials are baffled
by the high percentage of amphetamine
and barbituate users among the
teenagers in Murray. Usually the drug
users and abusers in this category are
middle-aged females who procure their
supply from a non-suspecting
physician. The use of "multiple
prescriptions" for amphetamines and
barbituates is widely used among these
psychologically drug-dependent people.
While interviewing Murray
teenagers, I gained some interesting
insight as to their "whys." Over and
over, the answer to my question, "why
did you turn to drugs?" was the same.
"Drugs help me to cope with things,"
or, "everybody does it-why not?" On
one encounter with a young college girl,
who was obviously "stoned," I asked
her how she liked herself at the
moment. Her answer was in the form of
tears, rolling slowly down her face.
These kids — our kids — need our
help. They not only need it, but they
want it, even though this feeling may be
buried deep wthin their psyches, and
would never be openly admitted. We,
the adults, made it through the years of
physiological and psychological
"coping." We made it through the
trauma of the teen years, and in most
cases, we made it without the help of
drugs.
Drugs, as we know them today (with
the exception of marijuana, which has
been in existence for more than 2,000
years), didn't exist prior to the 1950's.
According to Jim Ward, Director of the
Alcohol and Drug Unit of the Western
Mental Health Institute at Bolivar.
Tenn., "the most prevalently used
drugs — 'uppers and downers' — are a
new phenomenon of the last 25 years.'
Many of these drugs have been taken
off the market and are now obtainable
only through black-market means.
selling for about $7 per pill.
Yet, marijuana is still an un-
fathomable unknown. Extensive
laboratory testing centers are being -set
up nationwide and according to
scientists working in the drug field.
there are some 75 ingredients found to
be in marijuana. So far, our
laboratories have identified only five of
these ingredients. In other words, we
really don't know what potential
dangers are lurking in the remaining 70
substances, that, to date, are unac-
counted for. The findings on the known
five substances are scary enough.
I received numerous responses to the
overall effect of marijuana. The most
persistent rationale "it's been used
for thousands ears and nothing has
happened yet." True, but the
marijuana grown centuries ago had an
average THC (Tetrahydrocannabinoll
content of about .04 percent. Today's
grass has a content of more than 6
percent, while hashish, a purer form of
marijuanaihas a THC content of ap-
proximately 80 percent.
PCP, better known as "angel dust,"
is an even more frightening drag. To
use lay terms, it literally "fries" the
brain, and is known as the death drug.
As an hallucinogen, the user loses all
contact with reality — a real "trip."
PCP (Phencycladine), after being
introduced into the body, stores its evil
and destructive sources in the fatty
cells of the brain, where it remains
indefintely. The user no longer has
control of the most complex and func-
tional organ of his body. Here in
Murray, a murder was committed by a
young person allegedly under the in-
fluence of several "dimes" of PCP. He
doesn't remember the act of death —
yet he will pay for it the rest of his life.
LSD is another powerful, widely used
drug — not only in this area, but
nationwide. It is a man-made chemical
and contains lysergic acid,
diethylamide. One ounce of LSD is
enough to provide 300,000 average
doses. Also an hallucinogen, it produces
strong, bizarre mental reactions and
distorts the user's senses dispor-
tionately.
According to the United States
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, an average dose of LSD,
amounting to a tiny speck of colorless,
tasteless and odorless material, has an
effect lasting from eight to twelve
hours. The psychological effects of LSD
vary considerably according to the
amount taken, the personality of the
user, and the circumstances under
which the drug is taken. Marked
changes in sensation are typical. Vision
is significantly altered. One sensory
experience may be translated or
merged in another — for example,
smells may be felt, and sounds may be
seen. This is called synesthesia.
Illusions and hallucinations can occur.
The sense of time and of self are
strangely altered.
Users refer to "good" and "bad"
trips. A "good" trip means there are
pleasant sensations such as elated
feelings with the sense of floating —
losing the normal feelings of boun-
daires between one's body and space. A
"bad" trip can be a horrifying night-










DEAR DR LAMB My
nephew who is a traveling
salesman told me that his eye
specialist said he had glauco-
ma My nephew says he will
go blind and he is very much
discouraged. I knew a woman
in my of fn.who has had glau-
coma for n years and she's
under the care of a specialist
She uses drops in her eves
every day Her doctor told her
to keep working and she could
live her lifespan and not go
blind.
I looked in my dictionary
and it said that glaucoma was
a disease of the eye affecting
vision and probably leads to
blindness. Everyone in the
family is deeply concerned.
What can the rest of us do to
prevent this disease of the
eyes, for example. in terms of
diet"
DEAR READER — The
common form of glaucoma is
an increase in pressure inside
of the eve. Your eyeball is
filled with a semi-solid, jelly-
like substance. Fluid is con-
stantly secreted into the eye
and also drains out of the eye.
Glaucoma is associated with a
defect in drainage of fluid
from the eyes and so the fluid
accumulates inside the eye-
ball and increases the pres-
sure inside the eye. As the
pressure increases, it can
result in eye damage which, in
its ultimate form, can pro-
duce blindness.
The fact that blindness can
occur does not mean that
properly treated ordinary
glaucoma will always cause
blindness. In fact, modern
treatment begun early enough
can usually control the pres-
sure inside the eye and pre-
vent blindness.
I certainly think your neph-
ew should see an eye special-
ist who puts him on regular
treatment and examines him
__periodically. The case you
describe of the lady in your
office is relatively typical.
Eye drops are commonly used
to help control the increased
pressure in the eye. Finally, if
the pressure can't be con-
trolled with medicine, there
are. some surgical procedures
that can be used to help
relieve the pressure.
There are some other forms
of glaucoma. A mature cata-
ract may create pressure on
part of the drainage mecha-
nism inside the eyeball and
cause glaucoma
Frequently. people do not
have any symptoms of gliuco-
m'a until the disease is far
advanced and starting to
cause significant damage to
the eye. The common form
usually doesn't occur until
after 50 and an ordinary eye
examination won't reveal its
presence until its far
advanced.
That's why its necessary
for the eye specialist to mea-
sure the pressure inside the
eye. After age 50 individuals
should have an eye examina-
tion at least every two years
and perhaps every year which
includes a measurement of
pressure inside the eye_ Ordi-
nary visual acuity may be
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
perfectly normal while the
pressure is starting to
increase inside the eye itself.
There's nothing which you can
do in terms of diet or various
aspects of your lifestyle that
will prevent glaucoma The
best approach is early diagno-
sis. This will enable early
treatment to control the pres-
sure and prevent the damage
that could lead to blindness.
TO GIVE YOU some addi-
tional information about eyes.
I am sending you The Health
Letter number 13-6. Your
Cataracts Are Coming. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stainped, self-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your .birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)411A,
Work that requires
cooperation should be done
early. Later, other's may not
be in the mood. Be content
with modest gains.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 134@;7
A productive work day
brings gains but possibly
tiredness. You may not be in
the mood for socializing later,
but be considerate.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Too much togetherness
could lead to a wish for
solitude. Enjoy good times
with a romantic interest, but
don't drift into sullenness.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 04:)
Write letters to distant
relatives. Talks with neigh-
bors uplifting. Later, a part-
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(July 23 to Aug. 22)
After a good start on a
creative project, the going
gets rough. Don't let stum-
bling blocks affect your mood
adversely. Be sociable.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept.'22)
Set limits re spending.
Initial purchases should prove
satisfactory, but grandiose
entertainment plans should be
'shelved.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 tt Oct. 22 Arcl
You'll gain insights re how
to be a more effective per-
sonality. However, don't
expect immediate applause
from others. Be gracious.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nveltic'
Private talks with friends
prove harmonious. Later, you
may wish to spend time by
yourself. Don't be rude or drift
into moodiness.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )e,440
Meetings with business
acquaintances are productive.
A party later finds some
guests out of. sorts. Avoid
unnecessary spending.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19i
Make plans re business
trips. Be content to remain
behind the scenes in career
efforts. Personality and
charm may fail to abet
dealings.
AQUARIUS /WY'
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)'
Consultations re in-
vestments are recommended.
Make travel plans, but a
companion's attitude may
seem unappreciative or with-
drawn.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Your overall business
career approach is good, but a
mixture of diverse or un-
congenial personalities makes
progress slow at present.
YOU BORN TODAY are
often found in businesses
allied with the arts. Your
greatest success somes with a
good education in the field of
your choice, but it is also
important that you enjoy your
work. Otherwise, you could
easily .scatter your energies.
Music, sculpture, engineering,
interior design, real estate,
and management are some of
the other fields in which you'd
find happiness. You could also
excel as a critic or writer and
may have talent in acting.
Birthdate of: Mary Todd
Lincoln, first lady; Carlos
Montoya, guitarist; and Dick
Van Dyke, TV personality.
Big Pm-Christmas Sale
20% OFF EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
(EXCEPT CRAFT ITEMS)
v Dinnerware 8 Acc. Pieces
1/ Crystal 8 Wine Sets




Open Late Fri. & Sat. Nights
1-6 Sunday Nights Until Christmas




Miss Patsy llarilvn Ray
--to wed Clifford Hutcheson
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Patsy
Marilyn Ray to Clifford Hutcheson, son of Raymond Hut-
cheson of Paris, Tenn., has been announced by her stepfather
and mother, Junior Olive and Johnnie Mae Olive of Murray.
-Miss Ray is a graduate of .Murray High School and is
employed at Fisher Price Toys, Murray.
Mr. Hutcheson, a graduale of Henry County High School,
Paris, Tenn., employed at Rickman and Norsworthy Lumber
Company, Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 22, at 3
p.m. at the Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Murray. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Calloway Students At
Universitv. Kentucky
A list of students fro::.
Calloway County enrolled this
year at the University ,
Kentucky, Lexington, 11.1
been released as follows:
Timmy D. Adams, ,Laurl!
Gay Alexander, George Rod,
Allbritten, .Robert T. Men.
Darrell Lynn Allman, Lou
Roberts Aulick, Jeffrey Brent
Austin, James H. Boone, lit a rei





Davarinejad, V. Lewis Drake,
Quentin Lee Fannin, Steven
Edward Farmer, Danny
Wayne . Futrell, William J.
Grasty, Jr., Ronald Lee
Green, Anne Louise Gregory,
Gerald Joseph Griffin, Gary
Wayne Hahn, Jimmy Lee
Herndon, Joseph C. Higgin-
botham,
Bruce C. Horning, Marilyn
J. Howard, Steven Grey
Howard, Jeffrey R. Kurth,
Mary Ann Kurz, Dan Michael
Luther, Sally Clay Matarazzo.
William R. McHugh, Michael
Stanley Noel, Melanie Gale
-Norwood, Jan E. Outland,
Thomas S. Pasco, William
Nall Pasco,
James Richard Pinkston,
William J. Pitman 11, Michele
Richardson. Dennis Ray
Richerson, Mary Elizabeth
Robbins, Vicki Lynn Roberts,
Andy James Ryan, Ada
Hutson Selwitz, Alan B.










Local persons elected as
officers of Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority at Murray
State University include
Sherry Nall, panhellenic
delegate; Lisa Jones, house
chairman; Tressa Brewer,
guard; and Gina Jones,
assistant pledge trainer.
NAMED OFFICERS
Elected as officers of Alpha
Omicron. Pi social sorority at




Hazel, and Danna Shipley,
panhellenic delegate, Murray.
ATO OFFICER
Marc Peebles of Murray has
been named - as public
relations chairman for the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
at Murray State University.
Thurman, Pamela Jean Todd,
William Pettit Toney, Shara
Jo Toon, Barry M. Wells,
Kelly Williams, and Bonny
Ann Young.
Rainev'3 2av
New catchy phrases, slang
words or in vogue expressions
are 'constantly appearing in
our every day vocabulary.
Have you heard the latest -
*laid back'?? The term in the
broader meaning describes an
easygoing person, un-
concerned with 'getting
ahead' so to speak. It also can
mean living well, but not
striving.
Now some older folks put
another meaning to it when
the young ones come along
and say, "man, look at we,
I'm really laid back." In the
disapproving mind it says,
what a smart aleck attitude!!
_Women, beware, the
designers are doing it again.
Just as we all get our tight slit
skirts together, the U. S.
Designers say the chemise is
the look of the 10's. Most of us
remember the old chemise of
the 50's, NI this new chemise
has wider Shoulders with the
shape tapering to the hem.
with a softer and looser top.
Walt and I had dinner the
other night with a forme:
student at Murray Stati
University, Lieutenant
General Robert McAlister,
Deputy Commander of NATO
in Stuttgart, Germany. Bob
attended MSU for one year,
before being accepted to West
Point. He and his wife Marty
were house guests of- Bob's
mother and sister, another
former MSU student, Lolly
I Mrs. Ray Edwards.
Bob and Marty's two older
sons, Bob and Ed. are students
at Murray State now, and
enjoying being here very
much.
Bob brought word from
another former resident, Col.
John Pritchard. former ROTC
head at MSU, who serves in
Gen!.McAlister's command.
Gaylon 'Hog'. Thurman is
bouncing back from his recent
aack surgery and throat
surgery'. It is gikld to see him
out and about in tire for
Christmas.
th U IINE1 IPPERNIA
Speaking of Christmas, the
Senior Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County are making
attractive and unusual gifts to
sell in their Granny's Gift
Shop, located across the street
from the Ledger and Times.
Ann Lale manages the shop,
so save a few shopping items
to buy from our Senior
Citizens. The items for sale
include needlepoint, pine cone
wreaths, and Christmas
decorations for the tree.
One of our Lehigh visitors at
the elegant post game,party at
Sally and A. B. Crass's home
was Dr. Jerry King, a Murray
native, who teaches at Lehigh
University' in the math
department. He was a
classmate of Sally and A. B. 's
at Murray High School. Sally,
who teaches home economics
at Murray High School,
graded A+ on her Christmas
decorations and delicious
food.
This was The Week That
Was.- when Max Hurt speaks,
we all listen, and he stated
that to the best of his memory,
last week in Murray, Ken-
tutitY, was the busiest week he
could ever remember. Think
about it - you will probably
agree. If you had wanted'to,
you could have been three
different places eaCh day. Just
to mention a few, there was a
college basketball game, a
college football game, the
Chamber of. Commerce
Dinner, the Christmas parade,
as well as all the party ac-
tivities, connected with the
Lehigh visitors. A special
evening for Lehigh, ABC
sports, and the MSU people
enjoyed at Ann and Chuck
Hoke's home was dazzling.
Two local men had a smile
after the playoff football
game. Roy Kain and Bill
Major, both graduates of
Lehigh, were in a situation
where they couldn't lose. The
Engineers or the Racers
would have given both a
winner. Lehigh brought so
many nice people to our
community and Roy and
Just In Time For
Christmas. . .
A New Shipment Of
Calvin Klein
Phyllis and Bill and Margie.





The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church has changed the place
of its meeting from the home.
of Mrs. Gaylord Forrest to tile
fellowship hall of the First
Baptist Church on Thursda
Dec. 13, at 6 p.m.
Mrs. Forrest has • been -
called to Louisville due to the
death of a family friend.
Richard Hagan.
In charge of the
arrangements will be the ,
group with Mrs. Virgil Harris
as captain.
All members and associate.
members are urged to attend
GUEST HERE
Gene Fairchild has returned
to his home in Omaha, Neb
after spending a few days
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Can-
terbury Estates.
NEW MEMBERS
Among the newly initiated
menibers of Alpha Kappa Psi
business fraternity at Murray
State University are Mitchell
Burkeen. Fariba gasherni.
Candy Webb, and Gay
Howard, all of Murray.
ELECTED OFFICER
Rob Jarrell of Murray has
been elected treasurer of
Lambda Chi Alpha at Murray
State University.

































All Through The Store
Collector Prints and Framing
So
Come On. . . Do Not Wait
Do Not Hesitate
For That Special Person or For
Your Very Special Self Shop













































• Local Couple Is
Married 30 Years
11r. and Mrs. James C. Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Lamb of Murray Route 5 will
celebrate their 30th wedding anniversary on Monday, Dec.
24, with their children at their home.
The couple was married in Corinth, Miss. Mr. Lamb is
employed by the Murray Electric System where he has work-
ed for 32 years. Mrs. Lamb is the former Dorothy Coursey.
They are the parents of five children who are Mrs. Johnnie
(Shirley) Lane, Jr., Mrs. Sam ( Carolyn) Warner, Miss Deb-
bie Lamb, and Danny Lamb, all of Murray, and Jimmy






Thanks . to The Murray
Ledger & Times for printing
my last letter. I received calls
from some persons I had long
lest track of. One came from
the former Jewel Knight of
near Model. Tenn. Now after
40 years, she and her husband,
a retired railroad employee in
Chicago. Ill., live in a lovely









brush roll loosens em-
bedded dirt and grit.
while brushes sweep
it up
Edge Kleener cleans that
last tough inch along
baseboards
'6995
r"urdom's,Inc.753-4872We Service WhatWe Sell" 
Panorama Shores, not far
from here.
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker
sent my letter on to her
daughter in Memphis after
spending Thanksgiving there.
The Gene Lovins' had the
family at their home for
turkey dinner with as guest a
nephew, Andy Gannon, a
student from Milwaukee,
Wssconsin, in Kentucky for the
holidays.
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
sent me a delicious fruit plate
by Mrs. Bobby Meador and
daughters. •
I was remembered by a
representative from the Blood
River Baptist Church, Mrs.
Nell Norsworthy, mother of
the pastor there, who with the
cooperation of mpny, is
renovating that church.
The McClure reunion was
attended by more than 40
relatives at the Peoples
Branch band.
But illness, as usual, sad-
dened many homes. The Lloyd
Spicelands of Dearborn,
Mich., spent their vacation
with his sick sister, Mrs.
Christine Dawson. Mrs.
Herman Lovins had more
surgery in Lexington. Mrs.
Connie Adams has been
hospitalized as has many
others of our acquaintance.
,Maud Nance is recuperating
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
As many will be preparing
for Christmas, others over the
world are rioting until it is
hard to sing "Joy to the
World."
Tip Wilcox, when teaching
at New Concord long ago,
taught our quartet a song,
"Master, the. Tempest Is
Raging." Everytime I listen to
the news I am reminded of
how badly Jesus needs to look
on our troubled waters today
as in Mark 4:39 and say
"Peace be still."
I enjoyed M. C. Garrott's
story about Mrs. Winnie
Scarbrough's 100th birthday
for I knew her. Our aged
people deserve such love and
care as she is getting for they
have braved many storms.
Mr. and Mrs. Dane McClure
will celebrate their 65th
wedding anniversary this
Christmas.
1979 has been an un-
forgettable year for some for
there has been much suffering
and many heartaches.
If there are any Christmas
decorations here, they will be
at the house on the corner
where we lived about 30 years
and where Kim Davis lives
now and will have the meeting
of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution on
Dec. 15.
To all who sent me cards,
and rernemberances during
my months of hospitalization,
I thank you. May 1980 bring





Organizations will meet at 7
p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Art Exhibit by Murray State
University Housing Program
will continue from 6 to 8 p.m.
at Hart Hall Lobby.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Barbara Erwin at
6:30 p.m.
Program of performances
by students in the Department
of Music, Murray State
' University, is scheduled to
start at 12:30 p.m. in the




Church Women will meet at
6:30 p.m. at DeVanti's.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at 6:30 p.m. for a potluck -




Homemakers Club will have a
potluck supper at the home of
Jean Bennett, 806 South 16th
Street, at 6:30 p.m.
Greater Paducah Area
Chapter 106 of Mended Hearts,








Club is scheduled to meet.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Murray Middle School
Eighth Grade Drama Class
will present a special program
at the school auditorium at 7
p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92,
Royal Arch Masons, will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Temple.
Art Exhibit, sponsored by
Murray State ,University
Housing Program, will con-
tinue from 6' to 8 p.m. in the
Hart Hall Lobby.
Hazel Craft Club and New
Concord Group will have their
annual Christmas luncheon at
the Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens' ac-
tivities will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with lunch
served at noon.
Senior Citizens -greenhouse
is scheduled to be open from 1
to 3 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus
wilt-be in the old courthouse at
the Mdtray-Calloway county
Park between 5 to 8 p.m! An
instant camera will be
available for pictures.
liDeak-Abbt
By Abigail Van Buren
Giving Thought
To Gift-Giving
DEAR ABBY: Last year you devoted an entire column to
what and what not lo give for Christmas gifts. I thought it
was one of the most helpful columns you ever wrote. Please
run it again.
OVER 80 IN 0104 ULGEE.OKLA.
DEAR OVER 80: That column was so well received I've
updated it. And here it is:
DEAR READERS: Can you believe it's time to prepare
for the holidays again? Well, it is, so do yourselves a favor
and do your Christmas (or Hanukkah) shopping early.
If you're wondering what to give Aunt Bessie or Grandpa.
who don't get out much, let me tell you what NOT to give
them:
No dusting powder, after-shave or cologne. (They prob-
ably have several unopened boxes gathering dust on their
closet shelves.)
Grandpa doesn't need another necktie, and Aunt Bessie
doesn't really want any more brooches, necklaces or
bracelets.
With the price of groceries so high, folks who live alone on
a fixed income probably would be delighted to receive a
basket of goodies. Include small cans of salmon, chicken.
ham, tuna, vegetables, fruit, instant coffee, tea bags.
crackers, cookies and instant soup mixes.
Older people who live in confined quarters do not need
more "things" that are ornamental only. Don't send music
boxes, statuettes, or other bric-a-brac.
Another thoughtful gift is lined stationery with envelopes
and a generous supply of postage stamps. (Enclose some
felt-tip pens, too.)
Shut-ins would appreciate a box of greeting cards for all
occasions so that they, too, can send birthday, anniversan .
graduation, get-well and condolence cards to others. (Be a
sport! Stamp some envelopes.)
Don't give anyone a gift of clothing unless you're ab-
solutely sure the size is right. That goes for the color and
style, too.
If you're tempted to pass along a scarf, purse, wallet or
some other useless little doodad you received for Christmas
three years ago, please don't. It's a pretty fair bet the
recipient will find it just as useless as you did. (Besides,
YOU might get it back the year after next.)
If someone on your gift list is living on a pension, a check
for ANY amount would be much more appreciated than a
frivolous little trinket. Or give someone who's counting his
pennies a year's subscription to a newspaper or magazine
you know he'll enjoy.
Please, don't ever send a gift in a box bearing the name of
a store unless you bought it there. Should the recipient want
to exchange it, he will be embarrassed, the store clerks will
look bewildered, and it won't make YOU look too good.
If you buy a gift on sale, be sure it's appropriate since if
the recipient tries to take it back he will be told, "Sorry.
Sale merchandise is not returnable."
Don't give a pet to anyone unless you're absolutely sure
It'. wanted and will be properly cared for. And if you want
to delight someone who considers his pet a "member of the
family," include a tin of cat or dog food for the pet.
Don't give gifts of wine or liquor unless you're sure the
recipients imbibe. Candy, nuts and fruitcake make wonder-
ful gifts for those who aren't counting their calories, but
please have compassion for those who are, and lead them
not into temptation.
Resist giving toddlers stuffed animals and dolls that
are bigger than THEY are. And parents will thank you for
not sending their children horns, drums, sirens or whistles
If you give • child a game or book, be sure it's in the ap-
propriate age range.
Instead of giving someone • gift with permission to "take
it back and exchange it if it's not what you want," why not
save yourself land them) much tithe and effort by giving
them • gift certificate in the first place?
Holiday time can be very depressing for people who are
alone, so if you know someone who might be alone and lone
ly, give him (or her) the best gift of all—an invitation to






Class of First Baptist Church
will have its dinner at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
at 6 p.m. Note change of
meeting place.
Christmas Decorations it:
the Making will be from 9:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes.
Rachel Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will




Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet in the church
library with the program to be
by the First Baptist Church
Bell Choir.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from Ito 4 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 14
Local Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at 11:30 a.m. for a Christmas
luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Chapter 50 of the Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will have its annual
Christmas dinner at the
Legion Hall at 6:30 pm. Meat
and beverages will be fur;
nished and each is asked to
bring two dishes.
Second day of Christmas
Decorations in the Making will
be from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes.
Five Murray State
University graduates in the
ROTC Program will be
commissioned second
lieutenants in the U. S. Army
at 2:30 p.m. in Room 228, Roy
Stewart Stadium. The
program is open to the public.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Eastwood Christian School,
grades 1 to 5, will present a
Christmas musical program
at 7 p.m. at the Eastwood
Baptist Church. The public is
invited.
THE CHRISTMAS STORY as told by Eastwood Christian School will be presented by
grades 1 to 5 on Friday, Dec. 14, at 7 p.m. at the Eastwood Baptist Church. Directing the pro-
gram will be Miss Barbara Allison and Mrs. Linda Wright. Cast members, pictured in top
photo, are, left to right, Dusty Harrell, Matt Jennings, Kim Dugger, Brian Cain, Barry Har-
rell, Candy Howard, Kela Conley, Christi Reeves, Stacy Dugard, Mary Anne Todd, and
David Guzman. Not pictured are Michael Butler, Shane Jennings, Benjamin Wright, and
Christian Smyth. A sixteen voice choir of angels will be featured by the Kindergarten
students, bottom photo, left to right, top row, April Duncan, Krista Stalls, William Gordon,
Chantelle Howard, Jennifer Hart, middle row, Hannah Geerdes, Jill Waters, Chris M.
Jones, Jodinna McCoy, Jason Bevill, bottom row, Shea McWherter, Steven Gresham, Tonya
Bogard, Joy Guzman, Pam Burton, and Chris A. Jones. The public is invited to attend, a
school and church spokesman said.
Register for our BEL-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-A-







Most Stores Open Nights












8-track tape player with AM, FM
Stereo Runs on ACI)C12-volt
Comes with cigarette lighter
cad Tone loudness and bal-












Student size Steel reinforced
neck Dick guard steel strings
High gloss shaded top with
mahogany sides and back
4 microwave oven cookware utensils FREE with the purchase
of this G E Microwave Oven (A) Bacon) Roast Rack "B) ov Bak-
ing Ring. rCi 12" Roasting Pan DI Muff in Pan
Microwave Oven
18
Makes preparing meals FAST and EASY This counter too model has
1 3 cu tt cavity, high and low power levels Glass door for inspection
while cooking. 35-minute timer 4
SAVE 20.95
Deluxe 40 Channel CB
159 95
Reg $39
Delivers maximum power out-
put 100% modulation iS fine











handle disturbuiator brush arid
vinyl bumper to protect furni-
ture and walls •
Prices Good Through Saturday At An OTASCO Stores and PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
Friendly Folks—
Friendly Service Bel-Air Center-753-8391 I
lcitel
Caw Oa
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Retail Sales
Strong Again AA
NEW YORK AP — To the surprise
of economists who had been forecasting
a recession, retail sales apparently
turned strong again in November.
All year long, they've been talking
about the coming recession, and now it
appears that it won't appear, that it
won't come up in 1979.
Next year, they assure us. but didn't
they say that a year ago?
Yes, and nine months ago, six months
ago and as recently as last week.
Viewing weak second-quarter figures,
even the White House had all but
conceded last summer that the
recession had arrived.
That isn't to say that it didn't have an
impact. Fear of it influenced con-
sumers, business, labor, the Federal
Reserve, Congress, the White House.
People borrowed, bought and spent, but
with a guilty feeling.
Consumers' polls show, in fact, that
many people believe a recession did
occur in 1979, no matter that the official
statistics, some of which are still
subject to revision and correction, said
no.
To them, and to all others who
worried constantly about it, recession
was a presence in every commercial
transaction, even if it was the presence
of a ghost. Countless words were
devoted to it; it wan perhaps the most
anticipated economic nonevent of the
decade.
A popular forecast, perhaps even a
consensus, developed as the year wore
on: The longer the recession was
delayed the worse inflation would get
and the deeper and longer would be the
ensuing recession.
Could frustration and anger have
been a factor in that forecast? One is
inclined to believe that objective,
scientific, academically proud
economists wouldn't be guilty of such
behavior. But they are human.
Now, near the end of the year,
nothing much has changed. The
forecasts remain as solidly defended as
they were a year ago. There will be a
recession in 1980; that is the consensus
view.
In fact, a Conference Board forum,
made up of private sector ecomists
from think tanks, academia,
manufacturing and banking, concluded
this week that even now the economy
was in recession.
One might even read into their report
a suggestion of ennui. "It is entirely
clear," the forum chairman said, "that
the group treats inflation as the
overwhelming issue of 1980, out-
weighing the cyclical potential for
recession that lies ahead."
That isn't to say there won't be one.
Everyone knows you can't live a whole
year with a ghost and not believe in it.
The specter is there: recession in 1980,
The forum concurs.
It says that unemployment, now at 5.8
percent, will rise to 7.2 percent, and
that industrial production, which rose
3.9 percent in 1979, will fall to just 1.8
percent in 1980. That represents a sharp
downturn.
Next year at this time we'll know if






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — Kentucky
Attorney General Steve Beshear has
promised to breathe some new life into
the state's consumer protection
division.
Although he has made no specific
promises, one of Beshear's first
statements after taking office last week
was that he will make changes to
"revitalize" the division, making it
stronger and more effective.
Beshear said he plans an an-
tietincement on the changes in two
weeks. He said he wants to increase
public awareness of the services
provided by the Attorney General's
office.
The Lexington attorney pledged to be
a "people's lawyer — a people's ad-
vocate in state government."
He shied away from committing
himself to specific bills, but indicated a
strong interest in seeing consumer-
related legislation enacted by the 1980
General Assembly.
Asked his position on the so-called
"new-car lemon bill" — which would
require auto dealers to replace or
refund the purchase price of a defective
new automobile — Beshear said he
believes consumers need some relief in
that area.
However, he said he is not sure that
legislation currently being prepared is
the answer.
"I'm looking at the whole area right
now ... I want to make sure that
whatever we do is aimed at the people
responsible," Beshear said, adding that
manufacturers rather than Kentucky
auto dealers have primary respon-
sibility for a vehicle's quality.
Asked his feeling about a possible
revision in the state motor vehicle
usage tax by the legislature, Beshear
said he supports the concept and that as
a state legislator he unsuccessfully
sponsored legislation to change that
tax.
However, he said as Attorney
General he would have to look at it in
light of state revenue projections. State
revenue officials have estimated that
changing the tax could cost the com-
monwealth millions of dollars in tax
revenue each year.
The proposed revision would base the
usage tax on the actual price of a new or
used vehicle, instead of the windshield
sticker price or "book" value as is
currently done.
Beshear also said the attorney
general's offfice should expand its role
in monitoring utility rate cases and
utility companies.
The consumer protection division
Bilile Thought
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temper-
ance." Galatians 5:22-23
If you po,o,e,,, the Spirit of God
and if He fully poccessec you then it
will be abundanilly evident in the
QUality of life
intervenes on behalf of customers in
rate cases heard by the state's utility
regulatory commissions.
However, Beshear said consumer
protection doesn't have to be anti-
businesss.
Shortly after taking the oath of office,
he said he plans to review policies and
procedures that affect individuals and
businesses.
"We want to make sure that undue
red tape is eliminated, that we will not
cause unneccessary burdens to those
individuals and businesses — and to see
that what we require is practical,
logical and in the best interests of all,"
he said.
"I don't intend to impose
bureaucratic burdens on the taxpayers
of Kentucky merely for the sake of
having something to do."
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45 Copley Nowa Stirvice
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its Purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me if the
Medicare deductibles will be changed
next year? — K.S.
Yes — continuing inflation in the
health care sector has triggered in-
creases in Medicare -Part A-
deductibles.
The patients will have to pay the first
$180 of their hospital bill before the
government picks up the remainder for
the first 60 days of hospitalization.
Medicare patients also will be paying
more in 1980 if their hospital con-
finement exceeds 60 days, with their
share of the bill jumping from $40 per
day in 1979 to $45 per day from the 61st
day through the 90th day in 1980.
The patients' part of the bill for a
hospital stay beyond 90 days (when
lifetime reserve is in effect) will in-
crease from $80 per day in. 1979 to 890
per day in 1980.
The current amount of $29 per day
from the 21st day through the 100th day
while in a skilled nursing home ex-
tended care facility will be raised to
$22.50.
All of the above raises will go into
effect on Jan. 1, 1980.
Heartline now has available their
1980 edition of the guide to Medicare.
The book contains all the latest in-
formation on Medicare. To order, send:
$1.75 to Heartline's Guide to Medicare,
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The changing of the site to near Paducah was one of the nioe•
fortunate vagaries of history to Calloway, County, despite the I.t
that this correspondent bitterly assailed the change in critical edi-
torial comments. Foremost in this hindsight observation. the Cil-
bertsville site had the massive advantage of a canal linking the
Tennessee River with the Cumberland River at their closest ap-
proach. Secondly, the pollution factor of subsequent chemical sites
below the dam has been extended by 25 miles to a very minimum.
The convenient proximity of an industrial complex might enhance the
financial well-being of Calloway County, but this opinion bolds that
the industrial rewards undermine a wholesome community life-
style. May be old fashioned, but no city will compare with the joy
of living in Calloway County with its enhanced cultural community
and a minimum of industrial operations. The upheaval of uprooting
hundreds of families living in the Tennessee River basin will be
reviewed later, space permitting.
Another stalwart of the medical profession departed with the
death of Dr. Wildy H. Graves on Sunday, March 9, 1936, Dr.
Craves, the son of a pioneer practitioner, was one of the.countv's
most lovable medics, church leader, and compassionate gentlemen.
Ile died at the age of 63 years.
FLOOD OF 1937
Ca41loway County was continuing to reel along with the rest of
the nation staggering to its feet in an effort to re-establish a new
economy more on the foundations of a centralized government.
The total helplessness of Calloway County to cope with natural
disasters was never greater exemplified than during the great flood
of Jan. 28, 1937. Although this county. was in the flood plain of
the Tennessee River with a water level hitting an all time high,
the hardy river bottom people moved out of their homes to higher
ground with a minimum of discomfort and loss as compared with
other sections of the great Mississippi River basin. Twenty-three
inches of rain fell in the county, blanketing the area with, 600
million tons of water, more than even fell during the flood of 1913.
Over the great basin 300,000 to 400,00 people were made homeless
and 381 lives lost.




HEARTLINE: My father recently
died. My 80-year-old mother has been
totally lost without him. He had made
all the decisions for the last 40 years.
The reason I am writing is because I
am worried about a situation that
developed recently. •
A salesman came to my mother's
home and had with him a Bible. A
large, very expensive Bible. This man
told my mother that my father had
ordered . this Bible and had paid $20
down with the balance due on delivery'.
My mother told the man that Father
had died, and he said he was not aware
of this nnd asked Mother if she still
wanted the Bible, which retailed for
$100.
Mother did not know quite what to do.
She couldn't understand why my father
ordered the Bible without telling her. It
was so unlike him.
She reluctantly agreed and wrote out
a check. A week later. I took her
shopping, and we saw the exact same
Bible, normally $24.95, on sale for
$19.95.
Angrily, I called the number on this
man's business card. The number was
someone who never heard of him. I
think my mother was taken by a con
artist. What we can't understand is how
he knew so much, like how many
children my parents had, the name of
WashinA.,4on Jo(/a•
my uncle and other things that he
claimed my father told him. Have you
ever heard of anything like this hap-
pening? — C.A.
Yes, it sounds like your mother might
have been taken by what is known as a
funeral chaser. This is a con artist who
appears at the home of a recently
bereaved victim with a Bible, a piece of
jewelry or something in hand, claiming
that the deceased person made a
downpa)ment on the item and that the
victim owes him for the rest of the
purchase price. The swindler, who can
be very convincing by displaying
knowledge of the victim and the
deceased gleaned from the obituary
column, takes advantage of a very
emotional situation.
This is only one of hundreds of facts
and warnings listed in a publication
titled "The Older American Crime
Prevention Guide." It is made
available by the National Association of
Older Americans. To order, send $3.95
to NAOA's Crime Prevention Guide, 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book covers it all —
burglary. prevention, fraud, how to
protect yourself, security systems,
window and door locks, how to estimate
how vulnerable your home is, plus
much, much more. It also lists over 40
other books related to crime preven-
tion.
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Kennedy's Campaign
An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON API— The first vote
has yet to be cast, but there already has
been a boom-and-bust cycle in the
campaign of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
for the Democratic presidential
n omi nation.
President Carter, virtually written
off by scrne politicians and analysts
even before he declared his candidacy,
turns out to be politically alive and well.
He appears more formidable than
before, and Kennedy less so.
But comebacks and slumps don't
mean much until they start producing
nominating delegates, a process that
won't begin for five more weeks.
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by running. In fairness, he never
suggested he would, but said weeks ago
that he expected a closely fought
contest, with Carter a candidate for the
duration.
There was at the time a wave of
speculation that Carter would not make
it through the early primary season. He
was down, and some said he would be
out early. Now the fashion has changed,
and the focus is on Kennedy's campaign
problems.
The only surprising thing about this is
that anyone should be surprised. And
the only certainty is that there will be
more peaks and more valleys for
Carter, for Kennedy, and probably for
California Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
as well.
Carter's performance rating has
soared during the Iranian hostage
crisis, and the most recent polls show
the president and the challenger from
Massachusetts in a virtual dead heat
heading into the primary election
season. That, too, is subject to change.
On the Republican side, then-
President Gerald R. Ford looked shaky
— at best — in 1976 against the
challenge of former California Gov.
Ronald Reagan. Ford proceeded to
defeat Reagan in the early primaries,
at which point the challenger seemed
all but eliminated. As soon as that had
been said, Reagan started defeating
Ford, who held on narrowly to win the
nomination.
Changes like that are part of the flow
of any campaign. They can grow out of
an incident, a slip of the tongue or, as is
the case now, an international crisis.
The embassy imprisonment of 50
American hostages in Tehran has put
Carter in the position that is most ad-
vantageous for any president. There is
no better campaign pulpit than the
White House, and there is no better way
to campaign for the job than by doing it.
Any candidate challenging an in-
cumbent president finds that fact
frustrating. Carter did in 1976, when he
complained that Ford was cam-
paigning from the Rose Garden instead
of going to the country.
In declaring his candidacy for a
second term on Dec. 4, Carter said he
had curtailed political activities
because of the Iranian crisis.
Now there are complaints from the
Kennedy camp that Carter has been
campaigning by telephone, and by
calling in potential supporters for
meetings at the White House.
Looking Bark
10 Years Ago
Gary D. Robertson, Richard G. Sims.
and Joe F Herndon were inducted into
the United States Army in the
November draft call from Calloway.
County, according to Mrs. Cuss*
Adams, executive secretary of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service
Deaths reported include Luther M
Gupton, 90, Clyde Netherton, 64, and Ell
Black, 68.
Dr. W. Frank Steely, native of Hazel,
""d''S been named president of the new
04orthern Kentucky State College at
Covington.
Dr. Richard H. Stout has been
promoted to major while serving at the
hospital at Fort Lewis, Washington.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry McCallon on Dec. 9 and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs Dennis Tidwell on
Dec. 10.
Basketball queens crowned at
Farmington High School were Valerie
Mangrum, high school, Cynthia Gor-
don, junior high, and Jan Wilford,
elementary.
20 Years Ago
Judging of the Christmas Lighting
Contest for Murray, sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will be held Dec. 21 and
22, according to Mesdames Humphrey
Key, E. C. Jones, Olin Mooe, and
Harold Douglas, committee members
Deaths reported include Mrs
Prentice Overbey, 44, and Mrs. Hat-
'bard Jetton, 72.
Judy Thomas, Judy Clark, Mary' Ann
Crawford, Bobby Ray, Charles
Eldridge, Robert McDaniel, Harnp
Brooks, Judy Grogan, Carolyn Wood,
Gary Beshear, Charles Robertson,
Shirley Crutcher, Janice Phillips, Chris
Miller, Vernon Gantt, Johnny Winter,
Ienda Jones, Greta Brooks, and Jerry.
Hendon of the Murray College High
School Beta Club attended the state
Beta convention at Louisville.
Births reported include a girl,
Amanda Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Klapp on Dec. 8.
Alfred Lindsey, Red Hale, and
Garvin Phillips had top. averages in
bowling in the Night Hawk League at
Corvette Lanes last week.
Hymer Harpole, Fire Chief from
Clinton, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
30 Years Ago
Hazel Camp 138 Woodmen of the
World will be dedicated Dec. 15 and
renamed Turnbow Camp in honor of the
late Oscar Turnbow who was secretary
of the Hazel Camp until his recent
death. Waylon ,Rayburn will be the
principal speaker.
Deaths reported include Frank Short,
78.
The winner of the Munday Downs
Motor Company's new Ford given away
at its grand opening was Leon Bland.
Mesdames W. P. Roberts, E. J.
Beale, J. D. Peterson, A. F. Doran,
Fred Gingles, E. W. Riley, Albert
Lassiter, and E. S. Ferguson of the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy; and
Walter Moser, Jr., Janet Huie, Nancy
Spann, and June Barnett of the
Children of the Confederacy were in
Russellville and Bowling Green on Dec.
10 for the dedication of town
monuments marking the sites of
Confederate.,points.
Showing-at the Capitol Theatre is
"Bad Boy" starring Uoyd Nolan and
Jane Wyatt.
T()(lay In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 12, the
346th day of 1979. There are 19 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1792, Ludwig van Beethoven paid
19 cents for a music lesson, from Franz
Joseph Hayden.
On this date:
In 1924, guests at the Hotel Savoy in
London were treated to a technological
miracle: they danced to music being
played by a band in New York City. The
music was broadcast over a complex
radio link.
In 1937, the Japanese sank an
American gunboat on the Yangtze
River in China, causing an in-
ternational incident.
In 1966, the Supreme Court upheld the
conviction of Teamster leader Jimmy
Hoffa on jury-tampering charges.
In 1968, a Pan American Airway*
airliner exploded near the airport in
Caracas, Venezuela, and plunged into
the Caribbean. Fifty-one people died.
In 1973, a 28-member group, the
Republican Coordinating Committee,.
was formed to help the party through
the crisis of confidence in the Nixon
presidency.
Ten years ago, Greece, under fire on
charges of violating human right";
withdrew from the Council of Europe.
Five years ago, eight !Alin American
nations issued a declaration 01
agreement to limit arms and stiip
acquiring offensive weapons.
One year ago, former Israeli Primi
Minister Golda Meir was buried.
Today's birthday: Frank Sinatra 14
64.
Thought for today: It is impossible, A
our condition of society, not to .be
sometimes a snob. — W.M. ThacketaY
(1811-1863) •
•
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PRESENTS STOVE — E.J. Haverstock (second from right), vice 
president and general
manager of the Murray Division of Tappan, shakes hands with Rev. Dr. Au
stin Bell, presi-
dent of the Hopkinsville College of the Bible, as Tappan donated a ga
s stove to the college.
Also pictured are (from left) Rev. James Western, purchasing agent for the co
llege; Rev.
Charles Hubart, district missionary; and Rev. W. H. Hornbuckle. The
 college is seeking ac-
crediation and anyone wishing to donate to the college may call 753-3685.
EKU Regents Board Urges Campus
Newspaper To Be More Considerate
RICHMUND, K. tAP i —
The Eastern Kentucky
University Board of Student
Publications has encouraged
The Eastern Progress, the
student newspaper, to pursue
..newsworthy" issues, but
cautioned it should "be more
considerate" in its treatment
of controversial toms.
The board on Tuesday
issued a report to Eastern
Kentucky President Dr. J.C.
Powell on a hearing called
after members of the Black
Student Union and Omega Psi
Phi, a black fraternity,





'Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless aticken Filets
• French Fries
• Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
•2 Southern style Hushpuppies







Progress editorial and cartoon
were racist.
The editorial and cartoon
criticized the practice by
Omega Psi Phi of branding its
symbol on the chests or upper
arms of members.
The cartoon depicted two
black students preparing to
brand another black student
tied to a stake. The caption
was, -Relax, brother."
The fraternity said branding




The two sides met Monday
night. in a four-hour hearing
before the EKU 'Board of
Student Complaints. The
hearing was closed to
reporters and attorneys.
"We really sort of just
rehashed and talked over
what had been established,"
Ron Wolfe, who oversees-
EKU's student publications,
said Tuesday in a telephone
interview. "There seemed to
be some Ailusion in the
minds of the publications
board about the term
'racism.—
The publications board's
report said the Oct. 25 issue of
the Progress "contained
material which was of-
fensive" to some black
students, but noted that, "as a
vehicle for learning, the
nature of student newspapers
is such that errors of fact and
editorial judgment do occur."
Erroneous information in
the Oct. 25 issue was
"clarified" in the Nov. I issue,
the report said, and the
fraternity was offered news
space in which to rebut the
Progress' charges.
"111se board encourages the
fraternity to provide this
material at the earliest
possible time," the report
said.
It added that the board
"encourages future editors
and reporters of the Progress
to continue to pursue issues
they regard as newsworthy,
but to be more considerate
and more careful in the
handling of sensitive and
controversial topics."
Attorneys Point Finger Of Guilt In Club Fire
Christmas
is a drag.
How many times have you said or at least thought this? It
can be a drag if we let it.
At this time of the year it's good to slow down long enough
to realize what Christmas is all about. It isn't just trying to
find gifts for all the relatives or having to wade through all
those noisy parties. It isn't the tinsel and colored lights, nor is
it noxious things like chestnuts on an open fire. It isn't even
the celebration of the birth of the Christ Child.
The real reason for celebration is for the expression of
God's love in His act of placing His own Son on an extremely
hositle little planet called Earth.
During this Christmas holiday, go into a church and let the
reality of this thought soak deeply into your soot. Come to the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and share these
moments with us. Celebrate with us this glorious expression
of God's love through His Son.
Let's make it a really merry Christmas.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
By ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Writer
COVINGTON, Ky. AP) —
A parade of defense attorneys
have pointed the finger of guilt
away from aluminum wire
and toward other causes
which they believe con-
tributed to the May 1977
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire
which killed 165 people.
Attorneys for the aluminum
wire industry, in opening
statements which were to
continue today, said improper
construction and maintenance
along with fire code violations
were to blame for the fire
which destroyed the Southgate
club.
Earlier Tuesday, attornes
for those bringing suit finished
their • opening arguments
which contended that alleged
deficiencies in aluminum
wiring were "time bombs. '
that caused the fire.
Defense attorney Charles
Brown of Columbus noted thal
aluminum wiring is bein:.
used in almost every nok
building across the country.
-If the wiring were hin,.
bombs, they'd be blowing u;,
like the Fourth of Jul)...
Brown said.
Attorney Alex Rose coil-
tended improper constructi.,!,
and maintenance caused the
fire.
"Had the building been
constructed and maintained
according to the codes of
Kentucky and Southgate, the
fire would not have occurred,"
Rose said.
-It the blame) is to be laid
at the feet of those who are not
defendants in this action,"
added attorney D. Michael
Roberts, another of the more
than two dozen attorneys
representing the 24 defendants
in the case.
However, Stanley Chesley,
an attorney for those filing
suit, was equally adamant
about the dangers of
aluminum wiring.
He traced the origin of the
fire to an electrical receptacle
in a cubby hole adjoining the
club's Zebra Room.
Chesley said expansion and
contraction of the wiring
would cause loosening of--a --
connection, which would
cause a heat buildup leading
to a fire.
While this process was going
on. Chesley said electrical
appliances could still be used.
Attorneys for the aluminum
industry countered that 99.
percent of the failure of
aluminum did not result in
fires at all, but led only to
lights going out.
James Wiles, a defense
attorney, said 'that between
1963-and 1967, nearly 2 million
homes were constructed with
alwninum wiring and that
there have been no failures
resulting from the wiring.
Attorneys for both sides
walked inside a large-scale
mock-up of one wall of the
supper club in order to
demonstrate their arguments.
The mock-up took up most of
one side of the courtroom and
was nearly as tall as the bank
of lights hanging from the
ceiling of the courtroom.
STARTER NECKLACE
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14K Gold Beads on 14K Gold Chains
Start with one 14K gold bead on a chain,
add a bead for other gift occasions OPEN EVERY NIGHT AND SU
NDAY
or Just to make any day a special
day for someone you care for
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Deluxe Stereo 8 Track Recorder, FM/
AN/FM Stereo Receiver, Record
Changer
Records direct from any mode, auxiliary source, or
"live" from M1CS *Stereo 8 Track Recorder features:
Pause, fast forward and record pushbutton controls
•Recording indicator light •Auto-stop one/all push-
button control and indicator light .LED tape channel
indicators and pushbutton program selection
*Separate left/nght channel recording level VU
meters and slide volume controls •FWAM/FM Stereo
Receiver features .Lighted slide rule vernier tuning
•Switchable AFC for drift-free FM reception •Push-
button loudness compensation switch .2/4 speaker
pushbutton switching .FM stereo indicator light and
FM tuning meter for isolation of strongest signal
.Rotary controls for volume, bass, treble, balance,
tuning and function 'Jacks for aux. speakers, tape out,
aux. in-put, stereo headphones .Complete with Deluxe
BSR Automatic Clanger with cue, pause and ad-
justable anti-skate •Deluxe 23" speaker enclosures
with 8" full range speaker, 2" tweeter, tuned port, trim
rings and caps 'Twin pro rnics, hinged dust cover, car-
tridge storage tray .Receiver (inc. cover); 23%" w
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TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The
students holding the American
hostages say they know
nothing about foreign ob-
servers interviewing their
captives, promised by Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghottrzadeh,
and that Ghotbzadeh doesn't
speak for them.
"We are not here to confirm
or deny anybody's statement.
We have not been informed
about any meeting arranged
with the hostages. If anything
comes up, we'll announce it
ourselves and nobody can be
our spokesman," a student
leader said of Ghotbzadeh's
pledge.
The foreign minister made
the promise at a news con-
ference Tuesday, declaring:
-We are going to have in-
ternational observers to go
and visit the prisoners in, I
hope, a very short time, and
afterwards I hope that visits
will be made) regularly."
However, he said he has not
met with U.N. Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim's
special envoy, Zuhair Yamin
of Lebanon, who arrived in
Tehran Monday hoping to visit
the 50 hostages seized at the
U.S. Embassy Nov. 4 by
students demanding that
President Carter send the
shah back to Iran for trial.
Tehran Radio claimed today
that Sen. Edward Kennedy, a
critic.of the shah, sent a letter
to Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini expressing support
for his revolution and asking
permission to visit Iran. But a
spokesman for the senator
denied he had had any contact
-whatsoever" with the





He announced that he was
sending an investigative
commission to clamp down on
what he called "anarchic"
elements among his
revolutionary guards who he
said were seizing government
land and buildings.
The ayatollah did not say
where the land grabs were
taking place.
There was no indication that
a peace mission Khomeini
sent to northwest Iran was
making any progress toward
quieting the rebellion of the
•Azaris, the ethnic Turks who
seized control of Tabriz, Iran's
third largest city, in a revolt
against Khomeini's one-man
rule.
The Turks and their
spiritual leader, Ayatollah
Mohammad Kazem Shariat-
Madari, are Shiite Moslems
like Khomeini and his Persian
Iranians, and Shariat-Madari
is considered the sect's
second-ranking leader, behind
Khomeini.
In an interview Tuesday,
Shariat Madari warned
Khomeini that if he did not
liberalize his policies toward
the Azaris in Azerbaijan, he
would have a civil war on his
hands.
Meanwhile," Secretary of
State Cyfus R. Vance wound
up a two-day swing through
London, Paris, Rome and
Bonn, and an aide reported
"very strong support" for U.S.
efforts to free the hostages.
But the American official said
there was no agreement yet on
what joint attion the allies
should take.
Gov. Brown Starts




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Young Brown Jr.
started his first full day of
official duties today after an
inauguration that fulfilled his
lifelong dream.
One of his first acts after the
Tuesday ceremony in front of
the Capitol was to reappoint
Billy Wellman as State
Adjutant General .and issue
executive orders on several
announcements he made
recently..
One order appoints five
cabinet members while
another makes official
Brown's intention to abolish
five state regional offices.
After an inaugural ball and
dinner at the executive
mansion which lasted into the
early hours today, Brown was
ready to begin his four-year
tenure.
In the inauguration speech
to thousands. Brown said that
"Kentucky today has what the
world needs," and he called on
citizens to start the 1980s
with renewed commitment
and idealism."'
Standing in front of the
Capitol under warm sunshine
-- the best weather during an
inauguration in decades — the
45-year-old millionaire who
vaulted to victory in his first
political effort gave a hint of
his administration's goals in
the next four years.
"I say to you that Kentucky
state government will not be a
handout agency," Brown said,
"but those who work with us
will earn their way."
The governor took his oath
of office from state Supreme
Court Justice John Palmore
shortly after midnight in
private ceremonies at a
Louisville residence. The





The Calloway County School
Board will hold its regularly
scheduled meeting at 4:30
p.m. Thursday, Dec. 13, in the
school board office, according
to Dr. Jack Rose, superin-
tendent.
Items on the agenda include
personnel matters, California
Test of Basic Skills results,
model procurement code and
the superintendent's report,
Rose said.
Sworn in as lieutenant
governor was Martha Layne
Collins, who said that she
hopes the structure of her post
— which has been reduced
recently to almost a token
office — "will be significantly
improved."
Brown, who rose to riches
with the Kentucky Fried
Chicken empire, said:
"I want to be the salesman
for Kentucky in the market
place — and the managger of





A discussion of the rising
cost of food heads the agenda
for the Thursday, Dec. 13,
meeting of the Murray
Independent Board of
Education. The meeting will
be at 7 p.m. at the board office
building.
Glinda Jeffrey, director of
food services for the system,
will present a report on the
topic to the board. Also in-
cluded on the agenda are
personnel recommendations.
School board meetings are




Council will be faced with a
lengthy agenda Thursday in
its first regular meeting for
December.
A major topic to be
discussed is the presentation
of the recommended 1980
general fund budget.
Among other items to be
considered by the council are:
— The first reading of an
ordinance rezoning property
adjacent to Parker Ford on
Main Street for commercial
use.
— Authorization for Mayor
Melvin B. Henley to sign a
grant amendment for the
sewer system evaluation
survey, pahses III-V.
— A recommendation for
employment of two patrolmen
for the police department.
— Presentation of a grant
application for the Murray-
Calloway County Transit
system.
— Ordinances fixing the
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*Porn Porns (all colors)
*Tube Socks

















Open Sundays 1-5 Until Christmas
753-8844
.H
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PARADE WINNERS — Winning floats in the Rotary Club Christmas parade were an-
nounced at the Dec. 6 Rotary Club meeting. Winners were Murray Middle School, first;
Southwest Callouay Elementary, second; and Robertson Elementary, third. Watford
Sautel (second from righti, chairman of the parade, presents the first-place check Dr.
- Larry Salmon, Murray Middle float sponsor. Others pictured are from left Sue Ann Hut-





A book entitled "Teaching
English Today" by Di
Charles R. Duke, associak
professor of English at
Murray State University, is
now in publication.
Written for use by English
teachers at the junior high and
senior high school levels, the
book offers both theory and
applications for the teachin:
of literature to today's young
people.
Duke said it is an attempt t
offer an expansion of tie
possibilities for teaching
literature by providing a
variety of ideas and ap-
proaches designed to make
any classroom where
literature is taught student
response-centered.
He added that the basic
premise underlying the book
is that the study of literature
calls for active engagement
by students while they are
learning and polishing basic
literary skills.
Included in the text are
discussions of the reasons for
teaching literature, ways of
organizing literature in-
struction, types of con-
tenirx)rary literature suitable
for adolescents, applicatnills
for niulti-media to the
teaching of literature, and the
in ipact of censorship on the
teaching of literature.
Three unusual features of
the book are a multi-text unit
on death and dying designed
by one of Duke's students, an
elective course on the Western
in literature and -film, and






STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU, NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILED.
SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.
THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.
Duke. who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1978,
has also had six articles
published in recent issues of
professional journals. They
are:
"Why Our Efforts with
Remedial Writers Fail" in the
September issue of Research
ii Education, which has




Activities into the Writing
Class" and "Current
Readings in Creative




in the October issue of Arizona
English Bulletin; "Caution:
Sentence Combining Ahead"
in the fall issue of English
Leaflet; and "Dramatizing
Behavior in Literature" as a
co-author with Mary Reynolds
in the fall issue of Oregon
English Bulletin.
Duke is the author of two
other books on the teaching of
English and teaches courses
in adolescent literature,
English methods, and the
teaching of writing in the
Department of English.
FINALS END
The fall finals will end on




Storey's Meats...A Super Bel Air Center
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18 to 22 lb. avg.
COUPON 095664
Limit 1 Per Fornily
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Plan Ahead For Your Christmas Dinner
Your Choice $2495
6-8 lb. Baked Ham
1 01. Green Beans
1 Ot. Sweet Potatoes
6 Dinner Rolls
Steak Sandwich
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1 Pt. Cranberry Sauce
6 Dinner Rolls
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Chicken Of The Sea
Chunk Light
TUNA







































Bakers Angel Flake Scot Lad Scot lad Southern Bell
Angel Flake
Coconut Coconut Coconut Pecan
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calling for city licensing of
major events to prevent what
one man described as a
"living hell" in )which 11
people were killed Dec. 3
during a crush to get into rock
concert.
Richard Castellini told the
city council's law and public
safety committee Tuesday
guidelines should extend
beyond just rock concerts and
should include other special
events, such as running
marathons and parades.
THE ACES ®RAG CORN, JR
We triumph without glo-
ry when we conquer without
danger. "-- Pierre Corneille.
West skirted with disaster
in the bidding. of today's
unusual hand However,
South's weird distribution
spared West a huge penalty
and West returned the favor
to gain glory with a brilliant
defense.
West was Sidney Lazard
of New Orleans, one of the
nation's top players. He has
represented the United
States in three World Cham-
pionships and for several
decades there have been
few who could equal .his
brilliance in dummy play
and imaginative defense.
Lazard's two spade cue
bid was the "Michael's
convention" and described a
hand with length; in hearts
and one of the minor suits.
North doubled hoping that
he could become permanent
captain of the bidding, but
his double of three dia-.
monds led scant chanfe to
end the bidding. •
South was looking at a
fine eight card suit and he
was far from interested in
defending - a doubled part
score. Three diamonds dou-
bled would have been a four
digit number, but today's
story is about the defense to
four spades.
Lazard led his heart ace
and, when declarer dropped




hearts). South was probably
holding 12 black cards!
At trick two. Lazard exit-
ed with his king of spades
placing the lead in declar-
er's hand and forcing him to
lead his own black suits.
Declarer won the spade
ace, cashed the spade queen
and gave East his spade
jack. East's golden club
NORTH 12-12-A
• 7
K Q 6 4
• A J 98 3
• 9 7 2
WEST
• K
A 10 7 5 2
• K Q 7 6 2
• 6 3
EAST
• J 4 3
9 8 3
• 1054
• K J 108
SOUTH
• A Q10 9 8 6 5 2
• J
• - -
A Q 5 4
Vulnerable East-West
Dealer South The bidding
South West North East
1 • 2 • Dbl Pass
Pass 3 • Dbl. Pass
4 • Pass 4 V Pass
4 • Pass Pass Pass
Opening lead: Ace of hearts
spots allowed him to return
the club jack and, eventual-
ly, declarer had to lose two
club tricks to go down at
four spades.
An excellent hand and a
brilliant defense. Foul-
spades would have been an
easy make had the defense
ever given North the oppor-










After passing originally, an
invitation to three hearts is
conservative. Better to bid the
game and apologize if things
go wrong.
Send bridge questions to The Ace,
PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply
Here', Something Por




Even the man who has everything will appreciate
Fruit of the Loom underwear. This quality under
wear is styled for comfort and good fit. Because the
fabric is 100% cotton, it's wonderfully absorbent and
perfectly washable. Where there's elastic, it's made to
stand up under lots of wearings and washings. Be
SUM to add Fruit of the Loom to your holiday gift list.
Men's Tee Shirts  3/$4.99
Boy's Tee Shirts  3/S3.49
Men's Briefs  3/$3.99
Boy's Briefs  3/$3.19
Men's Athletic Shirts  3/$3.911
Men's Shorts  3/$5.99
Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
Noy. 641 Se.
"When people react in a
crowd, the potential exists for
converting an enjoyable,
memorable experience into a
nightmare," Castellini said.
He noted several instances,
including a sale sponsored by
the local symphony, where
crowd control became a
problem.
Castellini, during a public
hearing, proposed special
guidelines for .events which
would attract crowds of 5,000
indoors, or 3,000 outdoors.
Sponsors and promoters
would have to apply for a
license and pay a fee to hold
such events. The city would
determine what services and
security might be needed. A
bill for such services would be
sent the sponsor of the event.
Castellini also called for an
immediate halt to the policy of
general admission, or
"festival" seating, at places
where the seating capacity is
more than 2,000.
The general admission
policy at the Dec. 3 rock
concert, featuring the group
-The Who," has been cited as
one reason for problems at
Riverfront Coliseum, where
the concert was held.
The council committee,
which is looking into methods
of crowd control, took no
immediate action on
Castellini's plan. It plans
another public hearing
Tuesday.
A special task force ap-
pointed to look into th,
problem after rast week'•
incident also met Tuesday anti
received a charge from Mayor
Ken Blackwell.
Blackwell urged them to
complete their work t)
midJanuary and urged dim:
to also provide recom-
mendations for stoppilw
"lawless and ant i-socia
behavior" at rock concerts.
Several persons w hi.
testified before the committee.
said many in the crowd
waiting to get into the concert
tried to help each other, but
the crush was too great.
"I couldn't move. I could
only scream," said Ronalii
Duritsch of Cincinnati.
Michael Kanser took issue
with the claim the crowd
stampeded the door and asked
why no action was taken while
the crowd was building.
"Calling it a Stampede is a
distortion of fact," Kanser
said. "It was a slow crush that
built steadily for more than an
hour until panic broke out."
Another man, wearing a
Who T-shirt, several times
nearly broke down in sobs as
he told council members about
the "living hell" he ex-
perienced while being crushed
by the crowd which had for-
med at the doors of the
Coliseum.
CCHS's Laker Review Receives
Recognition From State Betas
The Laker Review, the
Calloway County High School




October by the National Beta
Club.
Each month the National
Beta Club, covering 19 states,
selects five newspapers to be
honored. Schools must send
copies of each newspaper
issue to the national office
where the papers are judged.
The Calloway newspaper is
published quarterly by first-
year journalism students. The
20 students presently enrolled
in the journalism class use the
following steps in publishing




writing and interviewing for
editorials and features and
preparing page layouts.
The teacher and newspaper
advisor is Mrs. • Vernon -E.
Riley.
The Calloway Betas were
presented a 'plaque for their
honor at the Kentucky State
Beta Convention last weekend
in. Louisville. Seventeen
members of the Calloway
Club; accompanied by Riley,
assistant principal Billy Rue
Nix, Mrs. Nix and John Paul
Nix; attended the meeting.
Students attended three
general sessions and special
meetings led by state officers.
Bob Moore, guidance coor-
dinator for the South Carolina
Department of Education,
spoke on "Turn Nobodies Into
Somebodies" at the Saturday
session.
State officers and sponsors
from Louisiana also attended
the meeting.
LAKER REVIEW — Members et the Laker Review, Calloway County High School's
newspaper, present a plaque of excellence to principal Jerry Ainley. The newspaper won
the plaque from the National Beta Club during October. Pictured are (from left, front row)
Belinda Harris, Tammy Bogard, Gena Hargis, Jana Henson, Regina Bynum, Renee
Prideman, Louis Zimmerman and Ainley. (Second row) Cindy Brandon, Mita Matheny and
Amanda Prescott. (Third row) Shane Darnell, Shirley Elkins, Tammy Blakeley, Renata
Collins, Teresa Jones, Beverly Store, Gena Beaman and Angie Parks.
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First Thing Planned By Former
Gov. Carroll Is Goose Hunting
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
The first thing former Gov.
Julian M. Carroll planned to
do after leaving office was to
go goose hunting today in
Ballard County.
Carroll says he will do a lot
of hunting, fishing and golfing
over the next few months
before deciding where he
wants to practice law.
Carroll said in an interview
Tuesday that he does plan to
return to the practice of law
and that he is weighing offers
from law firms in Louisville,
Lexington and his hometown
of Paducah.
"They sought me out, I
haven't sought anyone,"
Carroll said. "I told them I
will sit down and talk with
them this winter, but I will
make no decision until next
spring."
Carroll said he would live in
Frankfort for the time being
because his youngest son,
Brad, is still attending Frank-
fort High School.
Carroll and his family
moved several weeks ago into
a house they bought in Frank-
fort earlier this year.
Carroll said he did not know
where speculation began that
he would join a Frankfort law
firm.
"I've never told anyone
that," he said.
Carroll said he would also
lobby "from time to time" in
the 1980 General As4embly for
issues in which he is, par-
ticularly education.
However, Carroll said he
would be an unpaid citizen
lobbyist.
"I do not intend to accept
remuneration from anyone for
my work during the
legislature," Carroll said.
"And in no respect will I get
involved in an issue that is
contrary to the policies of the
governor," Carroll said. "I
will support ,the governor and
:in what I can't support him I
won't do anything."
Carroll, who assumed the
govenorship in December 1974
when former Gov. Wendell
Ford was elected to the U.S.
Senate, said he has also
received some offers to teach
in college, but would not
identify the schools.
However, he said any
teaching position would only
be as a visiting professor and
not on a full-time basis.
Carroll spent his final day in
his Capitol office saying
goodbye to friends and sup-
porters and having pictures
taken with his family at his
desk.
He said the various personal.
paintings on the office wall
will remain temporarily until
incoming Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. has a chance to move in his
own things.
Carroll said all of his files
and personal mementoes will
be moved into two rooms in
the Capitol Annex and that
three or four of his staff will
remain for a month or so to
sort through them.
Carroll said his. wife,
Charlann, predicts he will
have trouble adjusting to the
slower pace of a private
citizen.
"But I have gotten so many
offers to make appearances
that I imagine I can keep as
busy as I want," he said.
Wetherby, Chandler, Combs
and Breathitt rode in a farm
wagon behind four white
horses in the inaugural parade
Tuesday, while Ford rode in a
convertible automobile as one
of Kentucky's two U.S.
senators.
Ford did not go through an
inauguration ,day as the
outgoing governor since he
left office a year early in
December 1974 when elected




wants you to win a share of
$16,500!
It's not a sweepstakes. Not a. drawing. But a Bible contest based
on your answers to questions taken directly from the Bible.
How much you win doesn't depend on how lucky you are—but on
how well you know your Bible.
Three chances to win
The contest is divided into three parts. Part one asks you three
questions about the Old Testament. Part two asks three questions
about the New Testament. And part three asks three general
Bible questions that require knowledge of both Old and New
Testaments. You may enter any parts of the contest you wish —
first, second, third—or even all three.
54 cash winners! $16,500 in prizes!
Pnzes are as follows:
Part One Part Two Part Three
First Place: $2,500 First Place: $2,500 First Place: $2,500
Second Place: 1,000 Second Place: 1,000 Second Place: 1,000
Third Place: 500 Third Place: 500 Third Place: 500
Plus 45 Fourth Place prizes of $100 each (15 for each part).
That means you could win up to $7,500 cash money, depending on
how many parts of the contest you enter and win.
Easy- to enter
To participate, all you need do is answer the three questions to
each part of the contest you wish to enter. Then merely fill out the
rest of the entry blank and mail this whole ad, along with your
free will entry contribution of $1 for one part, $2 for any two parts
and $3 for all three parts. (Free will entry contributions are tax
deductible.) Mail to:
Christian Church Union
Dept. C0559, Box 750•Independence, MO 64052
Judging
Entries will be judged—and winners selected—by a panel of
judges selected by the Christian Church Union. The King James
version of the Bible will be considered the standard authority for
judging entries. Judges decisions are final.
Proceeds to fight world hunger
and spread the Christian message
All after-expense proceeds derived from free will entry contribu-
tions go toward research leading to the development, production,
and international distribution of fish protein concentrate for
infants and children suffering from malnourishment and protein
starvation—and toward production of Christian films designed to
carry God's message to mankind. Any additional contribution you
wish to make over and above your $1, $2, or $3 entry contribution
will be greatly appreciated. Send cash, check, or money order.
Please make checks and money orders payable to:
Christian Church Union,
National Bible Contest, Part One, Old Testament:
1. Name the man God used to deliver Israel
from Egypt 
2. Who killed Goliath? 
3. What prophet was kept safe in the lion's
den? 
National Bible Contest, Part Two, New Testament:
1 What did the Wise Men follow to find
Jesus? 
2. Who was sent to prepare the way for
Jesus? 







National Bible Contest, Part Three, General Bible Questions:




2 What is the longest book in the Bible?




Dept C0559eChristian Church Union
Box 750 • Inospendence, Mt., 04030
Mail by midnight this Saturday,
Here is my entry for the first National Bible Contest. I wish to
enter (please check) Part One [ I, Part Two [ ]. Part Three
(I and am enclosing a $1 free will offering contribution (tax
deductible) for each part entered. (To help the work of the




CITY STATE ZIP 
to the Senate.
Carroll, as lieutenant
governor, succeeded Ford and
served more than five years in
office. Wetherby had the same
experience when former Gov.
Earle Clements was elected to
the Senate in 1951.
Clements, who now lives in
Washington, D.C. and has
been in ill health, had been
scheduled to attend the
inauguration but did not make
it.
Nunn, who was defeated by
Brown in a bitter election
campaign, also did not attend.
A spokesman for the
inaugural committee said he
had been invited and no





FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
In his first official act as
governor, John Y. Brown Jr.
on Tuesday reappointed Billy
G. Wellman as state adjutant
general.
Brown also signed executive
orders eliminating the five
regional offices of the
governor and the Secretary of
the Cabinet position.
He also signed appointment
orders for cabinet secretaries
he had already appointed.
Sworn in Tuesday in








nuiltucity id* provides that
the adjutant-general must be
appointed and sworn in irn-
mediately after the
inauguration of the governor.
Big Country presents
a big biscuit buy
in Murray.
STORE COUPON
ave 7C on any size can of Big Countr* Biscuitsfrom Pillsbury. The biggest biscup we make 7C
TIECONSUMER oirow DIM Cdepon can  Actioddetned onry mentor purCamix 085 wag  soecned_smool cannyted trassfetge aold_m dsibAnglit
otter 4.gis5istentes  Nye TO THE RETAILER We wet reimburse you tor Ifse face value of Nies cameo Titus SC handling proy*Ithis co_upen is redeemed by
CeirODAR fdlielJletrit_PCChaSe of  Ihi_g_eand SO$C8.ed an_d thetaci !kg tiO_CsmistIMis kftpg_fthe retail seep prrce wowing tits potpie,
tettneutstimens yAptigkeitt (Sat you ,edeemed 4 In the mann& gesdltkg_e_de and purSvaillgAgoe Teton The consumer must pay any sales 114
+NONNI Elm confab, rs IS assMnabie AemceS PrOeing purchases of sheljoont Thicket Ilia swindled mcduct to corer coupons presented must be Slow.
eon ''stein OF we may contmc ate alt coupons Submitted Reinibur5ernen1 win be Wee only to a 'Mad 0151roboto, 01 Olir Mert113001511 Of 10 a holder ot our
certificate of authority actong ter hue EM •enemption
S carports mad to The Pillsbury Compan, 8co 802
Mmneapoirs Minnesota 55460 Call ,edereption
rake I 1084 of lc VoM einem lased
8,0845.40, ItStr CH by law LIMIT
ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE




An offer from Sallie; that can help you
with your romance, your mother,your garden,
your savings and even your memory
Now that's a lot to expect.




Not only does switching
to sanka" Brand Decaffeinated
Coffee let you feel better, if too much
caffein bothers you, but here's another
way to let you get more enjoyment
from every day of the year.
The sanka* Broad 1980 Calendar.
A free calendar that does
more than save the day.
Without a calendar, you'd
miss appointments, forget
birthdays and pretty soon,
people probably would
forget about you.
This beautiful, full-color, illus-
trated calendar does more than
make it easier for you to plan
your day. It has "12 exciting monthly
offers for you to save on things that
make your seasons a lot more fun.
Plus, it's full of ts anci ideas on how
to get more enjoyment out of every
day. For instance...
Get a sweetheart of a deal.
There's no surer way to your
sweetheart's heart than with
a box of sweets. So for
Valentine's Day, save $4.95
and send someone special a box
of candy. Guaranteed to




As spring comes 'round,
another offer blooms. $3.10
worth of Burpee Seeds for
only $1.00. With a few gentle Sho
r- MAIL c
kwant to save up to $17.60 over 12 months.
First, remove the inner send l from any size jor of
Salle Brand 97% Caffe•n-F ree Coffee or cut out
a square inch of plastic (to,' the lid of any size
con of Sonar Brand. This is ,our proof of pur-
chase. Then fill in the information on this certifi-
cate. Now just mail the completed certificate and
one proof of purchase to the address indicated,










60901NERAL FOODS C 
e.oc-,..:r pl?,,F:7'. ePO. Box 8057.
GEgm in me um ......... ......... 
miser
and lots of sunshine, you'll find yourself
whistling down Ole -garden path.
Smell like a rose on
Mother's Day.
Sencl,mom a beautiful bouquet
of flowers on her
special day. And
save $8.90 with
our Flowers by Air
mail-in offer. If you're
at a loss for words,
say it with -flowers.
Time is money.
To be exact, 12 months
can amount to
$17.60. Just fill out
the certificate below
and send it with one proof of pur-
chase, and the Sanka* Brand 1980
Calendar is yours. It's that simple
And because we Want you to
keep on enjoying Sono' Brand and
to start saving before your calen-





r 1979 Gene, a. yourl rEnr.E1,
Save 404 on Sanka.
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Scores 22, Grabs 14 Rebounds
Hooker Leads Balanced MSU
Squad Past Arkansas State
Gary Hooker scored 22
points and grabbed 14
rebounds to lead balanced
Murray State to a 68-46 college
basketball win over Arkansas
State.
Murray, 3-1, took control of
Tuesday's game in the
opening 11 minutes, rolling up
a 20-6 lead as Hooker and
teammate Kenney Ham-
monds each contributed six
points.
Arkansas State managed to
close the margin to 30-24 at the.
half. but Hammonds scored a
pair of baskets to open the
second half and Hooker added
a dunk to put the Racers in
1•ommand for good.
Mont Sleets added 14 points
for Murray and Hammonds
had 12. Marvin Jarrett, with
18. was the only double-figure
scorer for Arkansas State, 1-4.
The losers connected on only
36.5 percent of their shots and
were outrebounded 40-25.
The Racers,, who hit 51.9
percent from the field the first
half, ended the night with a
45:6 percent field goal. . • • • •
average.
-We're getting better every
game," MSU coach Ran
Greene said of the victory.
Greene said he is very
pleased with the Racers'
defensive play and pointed out
that in the last two games
MSU has held its opponents to
43 and 46 points respectively.
Tuesday's game marked the
first start of the year for
sophomore Kenney Ham-
monds, an all-OVC selection
last season. Greene said
Hammonds' performance in
the Shocker Classic tour-
nament at Wichita this past
weekend was what elevated
•••••
,
JERRY SMITH drives around and ASU defender during Tuesday s game.
him to the starting role over
Glen Green. Hammonds
pulled down 11 rebounds in the
Racers' win over San Fran-
cisco State at Wichita
Saturday.
The Racers' scrappy
defensive play, combined with
excellent first half shooting,
'Barra Fans Writing Letters After
Ohio State Moves Atop AP Poll
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer .
NEW YORK (AP) — What_
happerg.gi tn the gland nld days
when' the postman only rang
twice? He rings a whole lot
more than that when Alabama
fans drag out the stationery to
write in support of their
beloved Crimson Tide.
And they had plenty to write
about last week when Ohio
State supplanted Alabama as




The nicer letters began
"Dear Scrooge" and "To
What Big Dummy It May
Concern" and ended
"Hatefully." And they all —
all but one, that is — said the
same thing...Alabama should
be No.1. Most were of the
• 'How could you?" variety;
very few recognized the fact
that The AP merely counts the
votes and that no AP em-
ployee has a vote. And most
saw it as a cheap, political
trick to boom the Ohio State-
Southern Cal Rose Bowl.
Have some excerpts:
—"I do not think that you
are a very nice person...You
aIlould not even be allowed to
sit on the AP Pole (sic ).,.Even
ilanta Claus should be mad at
ytiu...I hope on Christmas Eve
Oat you have nightmares and
411 you can see is Roll Tide."
; —"For eight voters to omit
Alabama from their top three
choices is absolutely a
horrendous act.. .It is obvious
that you overlooked it
iltogether because you are
probably a part of the cam-
paign to draft USC for national
champions."
—"Well, you've done it
again, haven't you? I think it's
a shame that the money-
grubbing bowl politicians are
able to control who gets No.1
it the end of each year."
—"How can a team that has
even voted No.1 for seven
straight weeks fall in the
rankings when they win their
final game, then take a team
Oat is idle and ranked No.2
PAid replace the top team? It
liounds like a set-up by the
sports writers to have the
nose Bowl for the national
championship.-
-"I know that you can't tell
the people how to vote, but you
damn sure ran see that more
responsible people are ap-
pointed as voters next time."
—"Alabama proved their
championship qualities in
coming from behind in the
fourth quarter, driving 82
yards to beat an 8-3 Auburn
team; however, Ohio State
had to block a punt to beat an
8-3 Michigan team. I sincerely
hope this will be under serious
consideration after the bowl
games are completed."
—"How can eight voters
leave them out of the top three
and still look at themselves in
the mirror? It's pure, simple
politics, as usual."
--"It is my opinion that
people are against the South
and I disagree on how
Alabama has dropped from
No.1 and don't understand and
I would- like a retufn fetter if
you could enlighten me on the
subject because this is football
country and if you could have
been one of the 80,000 people to
attend the Alabama-Auburn
game you would agree
completely.",
—"Whoever voted Ohio
State No.1 is not being fair and
is not in their right mind."
—"My husband and I think
that it is stupid and sad that
The AP poll doesn't know its
job well enough to know that
Alabama is and always will be
No.1."
—"You people say Alabama
played a weak schedule.
Yeah, they might have, but
they beat every-damn-body
they played, you silly damn
Yankee."
—"What do you mean
placing the Great Tide No.2? "
—"I think your point of
voting is about as sicking (sic)
as Komenie (sic sic)."
—"Alabama WI1.1, be the
No.1 team in the nation
regardless of your eight
idiots."
—"My suggestion to you is
for you to get a few more
competent people to do your
voting and hopefully they will
also possess enough fortitude
to place football teams in an
order that won't show such
3bvious partiality toward
Southern football." Haw's that
again?
—"After seeing and hearing
the resulLs af The AP poll LAM
completely disgusted,
although 1 expected as much
What does AP-really stand
for? Always .Prejudiee•? -And
to think that the majority of
Americans think that the
South discriminates."
They have long memories in
Alabama when it concerns
1966, a team Bear Bryant
considers , his best ever but
which was relegated to No.3 in
the final rankings behind
Notre Dame and Michigan
State — they both finished 9-0-
1 after playing that famous
(infamous? 10-10 tie —
despite an 11-0 record.
But they have very short
memories about 1978, a year
The AP awarded the national
championship to Alabama
over Southern Cal despite a
not-aselose-as-it-sounds 24-14
loss to the Trojans. Here are a
couple from the • 'How Quick]) 
They Forget Dept.":
—"Well, it looks like our
Crimson Tide has been shot
clown for the third year in a
row."
—"You must have some
kind of odd reporters. You did
it to Alabama last year."
And finally comes a letter
from Hoover, Ala., which
starts out like all the rest --
namely, "Once again The AP
has goofed." But this one is
different. It goes on:
"I fail to understand how
Baylor, 7-4, can be ranked in
the Top Twenty and other
quality 7-4 teams such as
Tennessee and Notre Dame
unranked."





I AP ) — Host Johnny Miller
birdied two of the last three
holes Tuesday to take a one-
stroke victory in his $100,000
invitational tournament.
Miller, finishing last, carded
a 65 for a 134 total to edge
Grier Jones and Sandra Post,
tied at 135. Miller promptly
donated the $15,000 prize to the
tourney's charity, Amputees
for Training, Education and
Rehabilitation.
"For a while, I thought it
might be a flop if they named
it the Johnny Miller
Invitational," the winner
quipped. "Wit people are
happy I'm playing better, and.
I am happy, too:"
Thirty-five men from the
PGA tour and 35 women from
the LPGA turned out for the
two-day event at the
Bonaventure Country Club. To
even out the men's harder
swings, the women's tees were
moved up an average of 70
yards.
A stroke behind Post and
Jones at 136 were Chi Chi
Rodriguez, Butch Baird,
Joyce Kazmierski, Calvin
Peete and Lee Elder, Jim
Simons and Jim Colbert hit
137, followed at 138 by Dot
Germain, Lynn Adams, Silvia
Bertolaccini and .1.C. Snead.
At 139 were Bruce Fleisher,
Mark McCumber, John
Fought and Mark Lye.
Georgia Southern Coach
To Speak To Racer Club
Georgia Southern basket-
ball coach J.B. Scearce will be
the featured speaker at the
Murray State University
Racer Club meeting at noon
Thursday at the Colonial
HouseSmorgasbord.
Racer roundball coacht on
sw
Greene will be on hand to
review his squad's 6846
triumph over Arkansas State
University Tuesday night He
also wilhdiscuss the Murray.
Georgia Southern game
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Thursday at tip Sports Arena.
was more than enough to
overcome Arkansas State's
perfect 8-8) mark at the free
throw line in the relatively
cleanly played game. Jeff
Bolding, who tallied eight
points for ASU, picked up six
of those in only six trips to the
free throw line.
Murray dropped in 18 of 21




University 69-62 in overtime
and lost to Memphis State (54-
51, Oklahoma City (69-68
and Missouri (86-67). The
Racers victories have been
over Roosevelt University
106-741 and San Francisco
174431 and their only loss has
been to Pan American (67-67).
Murray State will face
Georgia Southern in a home
game here Thursday and will




fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
Jarrett I 13 0 0 4. 0 16
Saltes 3 5' 0 0 1 2 6
34.)1es 1 3 2 2 4 2 4
Mt Calril/T1011 3 9 0 0 5 2 6
Jeff Son 1 6 0 0 3 3 2
Hub son 1 6 0 0 3 3 2
1 4 6 6 5 2 8
14% 0 3 0 0 0 2 0
Harris 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
Garner 0 2 0 0 0 1 0
Val 'tine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 19 52 8 8 25 17 46
Sllurra State
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
Hooker 9 15 1 4 14 2Z2
HanunoncLs 4 10 4 I 5 1 12
Man fl 3 4 1 2 5 5 7
Sleets 6 13 2 3 5314
Smith 2 6 3 4 1 0 7
Green 0 3 0 0 3 0 0
Boyd 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Bates 0 2 0 0 1 2 0
is. :4.1 1 1 2 2 0 0 4
Strouse 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Adams 0 1 2 2 0 1 2
TOrT ALS . 25 55 18 21 40 15 68
Mifrray Ledger & Times
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Kentucky Game To End Year Of
Waiting For Kansas Jayhawks
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) -
A season of waiting ends
tonight for Kansas when the
Jayhawks entertain Ken-
tucky.
One year ago, Kansas blew
a six-point lead and No. 5
national ranking in the final 21
• seconds of overtime as the
Wildcats clawed to a 67-66
upset.
The shoe is on the other foot
this season. Kentucky is
ranked No. 5 this week, while
the Jayhawks are missing
from The Associated Press
Top 20.
"We have a tough trip ahead
of us," Kentucky Coach Joe B.
126-81 walloping of South
Carolina. "We're in (final)
examinations. Our players
had exams in the morning at 8
Receives Eclipse
1
o'clock, then we have to travel
again."
The Wildcats, 5-1, dispat-
ched Baylor 80-46 Saturday
night before thrashing the
Gamecocks to end a brief two-
game homestand. .
Kansas, a narrow loser to
Or,a1 Roberts and Southern
Methodist in its second and
,third games, has rebounded
with back-to-back victories
over San Diego State (79-66)
and California State-
Bakersfield 93-53).( 
The Jayhawks, 3-2, will face
a young Wildcat squad that
caught fire at home after four
games on the road.
Kentucky set a home




"We're a better ballclub
now and I don't think we'll
Award
of that game
ever regress back to where we
were," he said. "I think we'll
be a better ballclub from now
on, but anything can happen
on the road with a young team.
"I don't think there's any
question of how far they've
come, but that's a bigger and
tougher test at Kansas," Hall
said. -They're not going to be
able to play this way- against
Kansas on the road, at least
not accomplish what they
accomplished here.
Hall said his team's No. 5
ranking is "a speculative
thing at this time. I don't know
'where we belong (in the AP
poll).
"There are a lot of good
oin to take
more for me to know where we
belong. Tonight (Monday), we




LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. (AP)
Affirmed, most
everybody's favorite horse in
1979, has been officially
confirmed as No. 1.
The first horse to win $2
million and one that jockey
I Alfa Pincay Jr. described as
"the best I've ever had"
received the Eclipse Award
for the second straight year
Tuesday night as the Horse of
the Year.
"If you had to pick the five
•
MSU'S MONT SLEETS goes up in defense of Arkansas
7
State's Marvin Jarrett's shot.
greatest horses in history,"
said Pincay, "he would have
to be one of them."
In winning, the 4-year-old
Harbor View Farm colt
became the third repeater
since the voting began in 1971.
Secretariat won in 1972 and
1973 and Forego was Horse of
the Year in 1974, 1975 and 1976.
The award was made by








Affirmed - trained by Laz
Barrera and ridden by Pincay
Jr., the first jockey to win $8
million in purses in one year -
also was voted the outstanding
colt, horse or gelding, 4-
yearsold and up. That gave
him a career total of five
Eclipse Awards. Last year, in
addition to being named Horse
of the Year, he was chosen
best 3-year-old colt or gelding,
and in 1977 he was picked as
the outstanding 2-year-old
colt.
Nine other Eclipse winners
were announced Tuesday
night: Rockhill Native, best 2-
year-old colt or gelding;
Smart Angle, best 2-year-old
filly; Spectacular Bid, best 3-
year-old colt or gelding,
Davona Dale, best 3-year-old
filly; Waya, best filly or mare,
4-years-old and up; Bowl
Game, best male grass horse;
Trillion, best female grass
horse; Star de Naskra, best
sprinter, and Martie's Anger,
best steeplechase horse.
Asked if the Wildcats may
have hit an emotional peak,
Hall said, "We've certainly hit
a peak in this season, but I
don't know that we can
maintain that.
"Other teams are going to
have a say about it. We have
some very tough teams ahead
of us on the schedule and, if we
can repeat this type of per-
formance against those good
teams, then we have a chance
to win."
Year Makes Difference
In Paxton's Cage Career
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer ,
Last year at this time, John
Paxson was playing
basketball for Bishop Alter
High School in Kettering,
Ohio, with his college future
still up in the air.
Tuesday night, he was the
center of attention in a red-hot
Notre Dame-UCLA game with
the outcome hinging on his
free throw shooting.
"I never thought I'd be in
there at the end of a close
game," said the wide-eyed
freshman.
He never thought he'd be
delivering the winning points
in the last five seconds, either,
as the fourth-ranked fighting
Irish defeated the seventh-
ranked Bruins 77-74 at South
Bend.
"I don't even remembei
what I was thinking about,''
said Paxxson, .whose older
brother, Jim, starred for the
University of Dayton last
season. "I just went up there
with the idea of making them.
When I released the shots,
they felt good."
With UCLA leading 74-73,
the 6-foot-2 Paxson was fouled
as he took a desperation shot
with five seconds remaining.
"Somebody had to," Paxson'
said of his shot. "I was just
fortunate to get fouled."
Paxson sank the go-ahead
free throws, then stole a UCLA
pass and was fouled in-
tentionally. He hit the clin-
ching foul shots with -tivo
seconds to go as Notre Dame
defeated UCLA for the sixth
time in the last eight meetings
of this great series.
The other Top Ten teams in
the state of Indiana didn't do
too badly, either, as Op-
ranked Indiana defeated No.
16 Georgetown 76-69 and No. 9
Purdue stopped Nebraska 78-
56.
Senior Mike Woodson scored
23 points and freshman Isiah
Thomas added 19 to highlight
Indiana's victory. Thomas, a
6-foot-3 guard, scored 10 of his
points in the final five
minutes, including six key
free throws in bonus
situations.
The victory was Indiana's
fourth in as many starts.
Georgetown, led by Craig
Shelton's 23 points, 'suffered
its first loss after three vic-
tories.
"Thomas adds a new
dimension to Indiana) with a
quick guard," said
Georgetown Coach John
Thompson: "I think they (the
Hoyas I worked very hard, and
they haven't done that in the
past."
Guard Keith Edmonson and
Joey Hassett's New Role
Shooting Three-Pointers
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer r •
Joey Hassett has become
basketball's latest specialist-




"Sonar" because of his long-
range shooting talent, struck
again Tuesday night. After
sitting on the bench the entire
second half, he entered the
game with the New York
Knicks leading 113-110 and two
seconds showing on the clock.
Hassett raced free behind a
screen, took an inbounds pass
from Phil Chenier and lofted a
three-pointer from the left
side that went through at the
buzzer, sending the game into
overtime.
The Pacers squandered a
seven-point lead in the
fiveminute extra period but
came back to win 124-122 on
Alex English's 13-foot jumper
with 46 seconds left.
"It's no secret Hassett is the
guy we go to in that situation."
said Pacers Coach Bobby.
Leonard, one of the three-
point goal's chief advocates.
-We ran a decoy play and a
pick to get him free and he had
the shot we wanted. But with
that little time, you've .got to
have a lot of luck, too."
Having Hassett around to
shoot three-pointers helps as
well. The third-year pro from
Providence was signed by the
Pacers with that purpose in
mind after being, cut by
Seattle, and he has connected
on 17 long-range baskets.
Earlier this season he tied a
game against Utah with a
three-pointer and won a game
against Houston with three
bombs in overtime.
"The three-pointer has
certainly been good to me,"
Hassett said. used to shoot
from there in college and we
only got two points for it. Now
that we get three, it's nice. My
future is brighter now."
In other National Basketball
Association games Tuesday
night, the Denver Nuggets
defeated the San Antonio
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NHL Standings
By The Assodated Press
Campbell Conference
Patrick Divides
. W L T Pts GF
Philadelphia 18 1 7 43 121
NY Rangers 13 13 4 30 115
Atlanta 12 12 3 2783
NY IsLanders 10 13 4 24 99
Washington 5 19 5 15 78
Smythe Dtvisios
Vancouver 12 11 7 31 99 95
Chicago 8 9 10 26 71 79
St. Lolls 9 18 5 2394 108
Winnipeg 9 16 4 72 80 113
Colorado 8153 19 M 97
Edmonton 6 14 6 18 M 115
Wales Cnnference
Adams Disdains
Buffalo 19 6 3 41 110 61
Boston 1674 36 99 78
Minnesota 12 8 7 31 109 5
Toronto 12 11 3 27 93 88
































Kentucky Finance 37 19
Peoples Bank 36 20
Thurman Furniture 33 23
Dennison Hunt - 31 5
Women of the Moose 30 26
Murray Ins 26 30
Tower Sports Center 26 30
Wilson aean Up Shop 22 30
Paradise Kennels 21 35
Fire Ball 5 it 38




HIGH TEAM GAME (NC)
Dennison Hunt 1071
Thurman Furniture  1017





HIGH TEAM SERIES (NC)
Dennison Hunt 294 1
Kentucky Finance 2908
Wilson Clean Up 92soc2907
HIGH IN!). AME (SC)
Debbie Griffin 727
Decie Beale  193
Marilyn Chatman 190
























By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston Coll. ed, Seton Hall 61
GA Boston U. 63, Upsala 65
es Colgate 70, Cornell 66, OT
115 Connecticut 66, Fairfield 57
so Duke 70, Penn 57
47 Duquesne 77, Canisdus 62
118 Fairleigh Daldroon 70, Montclair 55 .57
LaSalle 102, Rider 59




NEW YORK METS-Gave Bob






L e a g net, c
NEW JERSEY GEMS-Waived Sue
Martin and Sheilah Collins.
SAN FRANCISCO
T'IONEERS-Signed Lynn Smith. Plac-




director of public relations.
COLLEGE
NORTHERN ILLINOIS-Fired Pat





By The Ansedsted Press
Eastern Csateresee
Mirk Dirges
W L Pet. GB
Boston 21 7 .750 -
Philadelphia , 21 7 .750 -
New York 14 5 .413 71/2
Washington 11 14 .440 Pt
New Jersey 11 17 .3113 10
Central Divbre
Atlanta III 13 .561 -
Houston 14 13 .519 2
San Antonio 15 14 .517 2
Indiana 14 16 .417 31/2
Cleveland 14 17 .462 4
Detroit g W 81/2
Western Onference
Midwest DIvglos
Milwaukee 19 12 813
Kansas City 5 14 .533 21/2
Denver 11 20 355 8
Chicago 10 20 333 81/2
Utah 7 21 250 101/2
Psegle Division
Seattle 10 9 690
Los Angeles 20 10 .667 ks
Phoenix 18 13 561 3
Portland 16 15 516 5
San Diego 14 17 452 7
Golden State 11 19 367 Pi
Tuesday's Games
Indiana 124, New York 122, OT
Phoenix 123, Washington 99
Seattle 143, Milwaukee 99
Chicago 104, Portland 93
Denver 127, San Antonio 121
Wednesday's Games
New Jersey at Boston
New York at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Seattle at Indiana
Portland at Kansas City
Detroit at Golden State
Houston at San Diego
Thursday's Games
Washington at Cleveland
San Antonio at Utah
Houston at Phoenix
Rutgers 84, Massachusettes 68
St. Peter's 49, Army 41
St. John's, N.Y. 91, Columbia 75
Temple 81, Lehigh 64
Trinity, Conn. 60, M.I.T. 57
Vermont 89, Dartmouth $2
SOUTH
Bowie St. 78, Virginia St. 77
Murray St. 68, Arkansas St. 46
Oglethorpe 75, N. Georgia 60
Transylvania 81, Georgetown, Ky. 79
MIDWEST
Huron 59, SW Minnesota 46
Illinois 91, Mo.-St. Louis 65
Indiana 76, Georgetown, D.C. 69
Iowa 81, Wichita St. 62
NW Missouri 80, Emporia St. 62
Notre Dame 71, UCLA 74
Oberlin 67, Heidelberg 57
Oklahoma City 77, Oklahoma St. 72
Purdue 73, Nebraska 56
Wayne St., Neb. 81, Briar Cliff 72, 20T
SOUTHWEST
Baylor M. McMurry 69
Houston 15, Texas Lutheran 71
Oklahoma 86, Midwestern 74
Pan American 70, Lamar 65
Southwestern 74, Texas Wes) 61
Texas-El Paso 66 New Mexico St. 59
FAR WEST
Brigham Young 80, Cal-Fullerton 64
Colorado St. 84, US. International 77
Idaho 116, Whitworth 56
Idaho St. 90, Great Falls 79
New Mexico 76, Grand Canyon 88
No.Arizona 94, San Diego St. 90
St. Martins 80, Pacific, Ore. 70
Sao Francisco 76, Iona 66
Spurs 127-121, the Phoenix
Suns beat the Washington
Bullets 12349, the Chicago
Bulls edged the Portland Trail
Blazers 104-93 and the Seattle
SuperSonics trimmed the
Milwaukee Bucks 103-99.
Mickey Johnson led Indiana
with 28 points, English
finished with 25 and James
Edwards had 20. Toby Knight
led the Knicks with 26 points
and Bill Cartwright had 24
points and a season-high 18
rebounds.
Nuggets 127, Spurs 121
George McGinnis scored 11
of his 35 points in the fourth
quarter as Denver held off a
San Antonio rally that cut a 34-
point deficit to two in the
closing minutes.
George Gervin, the two-time
NBA scoring champion and
the leader again this year,
scored 41 points and teamed
with Larry Kenon in the last
period to bring the Spurs back.
San Antonio had trailed 82-48
earlier and 97-74 entering the
fourth quarter.
But the Spurs made 17 of
their first 19 shots in the final
period and closed to 123-121
before two free throws apiece
by David Thompson and
George Johnson in the last 10
seconds clinched it for Den-
ver.
Suns 123, Bullets 99
Paul Westphal scored 18 of
his 27 points in the first half as
Phoenix shot 59 percent from
the field in building a 65-45
lead. The Suns led by as many
as 27 points in dealing the
Bullets their fifth loss in the
last seven home games.
Westphal shot 13-for-21,
handed out seven assists,
made three steals and blocked
three shots in 30 minutes.
Bulls 104, Blazers 93
Reggie Theus scored 23
points and Mark Landsberger
added 20 as Chicago won its
third in a row and dealt -the
Blazers their ninth straight
loss.
Sonics 103, Bucks 99
Guards Gus Williams and
Dennis .Johnson combined for
58 points as Seattle beat
Milwaukee. The Bucks were
without all-star forward
Marques Johnson, who has
shoulder and back injuries.
center Joe Barry Carroll
made key baskets at the start
of the second half to trigger
Purdue over previously un-
beaten Nebraska.
Purdue, now 5-0, led only 33-
31 at halftime before going on
a 14-2 tear for a 47-33 ad-
vantage that sent the Cor-
nhuskers down to their first
defeat in five games.
Edmonson scored six points
and Carroll four in the
Boilermaker spurt.
Moe lba, Nebraska's in-
terim coach while Coach Joe
Cipriano is recuperating from
surgery, said Purdue is "15
points better than they were a
year ago. They have more
weapons this year. Edmonson
is good at posting a small
defensive guard near the
basket. When we sagged the
defense to stop Carroll, they
were able to take advantage of
it this year."
Elsewhere, second-ranked
Duke whipped Penn 70-57 as
Mike gminski scored 27
points. The contest was the
nightcap -of a doubleheader at
Philadelphia's Palestra. In
the opener, LaSalle over-
whelmed Rider 102-59 behind
Michael Brooks' 33 points.
Bernard Rencher led five
players in double figures with
19 points as 15th-ranked St.
John's hammered Columbia
91-75.. Ronnie Lester had 23
points and Kevin BOyle added
20 to lead 17th-ranked Iowa to
an 81-62- victory over -Wichita
State,'
Danny Ainge poured in 22
points and Alan Taylor had 16
points and 15 rebounds to lead
18th-ranked Brigham Young
to an 80-64 victory over Cal
State-Fullerton.
BYU Coach Frank .Arnold
said Cal State-Fullerton ap-
peared tired, pointing out that
it was their third road game in
five days.
"When you go out on the
road as long as they've been,
you can't help but get tired,"
he said. ,




"We used the press on them
and dropped back to the zone.
They don't have good outside
shooters," he said..
Kenneth Green grabbed If
rebounds to lead Pan
American past Lamar 70-65;
Keith Parham scored 21 points
to lead Temple over Lehigh 81-
64; Baylor whipped McMurry
83-69 as Terry Teagle and
Mike Battle combined for 54
points; Mike Evelti's 23 points
triggered Vermont past
Dartmouth 89-68; Colgate
edged Cornell 70-68 as Mike
Ferrara scored 47 points;
Corny Thompson scored 14
points and grabbed 12
rebounds to pace Connecticut
over Fairfield 66-57; Kelvin
Troy's 19 points led Rutgers
past Massachusetts 84-68;
Texas-El Paso held off New
Mexico State 68-59 as Terry
White scored 16 points and San
Francisco stopped Iona 76-66




Canyon College 78-68 as Kenny
Page and Everette Jefferson
combined for 50 points. It was
the first victory this season for
the Lobos, who lost most of
their players in a recent






The Racer Club will hold a regular scheduled meeting
Thurs., Dec. 13th from 12:00 p.m 1.00 p.m at The
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Regular Luncheon For
All Racer Club Members & Guests
Coach Ron Green will review Tuesday nights win over
Arkansas State University and discuss Thursday nights
contest with Georgia Southern.
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-Drugs
(Continued From Page One
mare, with terrifying images and an
emotional state of dread and horror.
Because of impaired time sense, a few
minutes can seem like hours, making
the "trip" a living hell wih no ending.
It is easy enough to ask why kids
• today are turning to drugs, but it takes
raw courage to try to find the answer.
In a drug-oriented society such as ours
today, one sometimes wonders if there
is a real hard-core reason. Parents, as a
rule, tend to blame themselves when
they discover that their child is
smoking grass or taking drags.
While it is true that the develop-
mental environment that is provided by
the parent has a profound effect on the
growing child, in most cases it is unfair
to blame oneself when the effects of
society do show up a potential weakness
in the character of that child — through
the use of drugs during ( and sometimes
before) their teenage years.
These are years of experimentation
and extreme peer pressure, so there
are numerous and sometimes com-
plicated reasons as to the "why?" Some
of the kids take drugs for kicks, some
simply for the experimentation in-
volved, but all admit that peer pressure
is the one outstanding reason.
Throughout the extensive and of-
tentimes frustrating research that was
necessary for this article, I kept asking
myseN the same old question —
"Why?" Why do our kids need
something artificial in their systems to
feel "high" or to help them "cope"
Once again, the old, worn-out cliche
"peer pressure" enters the picture,
with catastrophic results.
The one thought that completely
boggles the mind of any average, in-
telligent adult is, "what does this ex-
cessive use of mind inhibitors and
hallucinogens mean for future
generations?" It has been proven in
extensive lab tests that frequent use of
marijuana definitely affects the
reproductive organs and chromosomes
in both male and female users. So what
does this mean for the future? If the
kids today think they can't cope with
life's stresses involving the maturing
processes, how are the going to "cope"
if faced with a horribly malformed
child that is completely dependent upon
them — the result of their past
inabilities to cope — and in many ways
when turning to pot for support, their
admission of weakness? It is only
human to have weak moments in life,
but to give in to them regularly is
something else. In order to make a
success of life's brief span, one has to
really like oneself. I did not find one
individual using drugs able to admit
that he, indeed, liked himself.
This drug-related paraphernalia has been con-
fiscated by the Murray Police Department.
Drugs in The High Schools
Editor's Note: The following story
was turned in by a Murray State
student as a class project and provides
valuable insight from a teenager's
viewpoint. It is hi its original state, with
no editing whatsoever. The similarities
between the town population and school
enrollment is similar...to Murray and
Murray High.
Every school has some problems
concerning drugs and their students.
The administration is usually
powerless to over-ride such a personal .,
and engulfing problem. Whether_ the
school can cope with the problem and
help to solve it is based on its teachers.
In this paper I will compare two school
systems: one which ignored the drug
problem that led to the death of one of
its students, and the other school —
much larger and more connected to the
outside world — which kept its drug
problem under control.
School "A," where I attended high
school, was a -modern building just
outside the city limits. The school
contained around 700 students and the
town supported approximately 14,000
people. It was the typical small town
school. The students were not so
typical, or should I say that their
families were not so typical. Since the
town supported one of the largest
clinics and hospitals in the area, and
since immediately outside the town on
all sides existed hugh coal mines, the
average family income ranged from
$25,000 to $95,000 a year. This meant
that there was a great deal of money
floating around in one area and the
population of the school showed how it
was spent.
In the grade school, extra money
allowances were spent on better
clothes, toys, tripe, or any small thing
to better die child's world. At the high
school age, different ways of spending
money emerged.
As I was a member of the high school
I am writing about, I can truthfully say
that I saw most of what went on. It
helps too, when you realize that this is
not a typical high school (my older
cousins had already told me about high
school. They lived in a neighboring
town).
For example, in their school, drug
seminars had been presented and
students were urged to talk about it,
while in our school no mention of cases
and effects were ever discussed in
health, or, heaven forbid, in the
classroom. Even after a sixteen-year-
old classmate of mine died of drug
overdose, it was only discussed by the
teachers when the cameras of "60
Minutes" invaded our school to find out
how so many different drugs could be
found and financed in such a small
town.
We, as students, were told not to talk
to the network people on threat of being
thrown out of school. My classmate's
death was quickly labeled suicide, even
though there was no sign of it being
such (after three years of listening to
various stories of the incident, the one I
believe to be true is that she was
murdered by an important townsman's
son because she was ready to leave
town and he believed she would inform
the police of how he was getting his
drugs — another interesting story).
You might wonder why I questioned her
death. We had been friends earlier in
school and her death was too close for
my own belief — I have not yet over-
come my grief.
So what of teachers? In my room-
mate's school, there was asimilar
problem. Her school was more urban,
closer to a large eastern city, and
contained more different types of
students than did my own. Her teachers
handled the problem of drugs by
acknowledging their existence. In
every class, when the problem was at
its worst, students were urged to talk
about drugs and why students took
them. Students were given the chance
to learn from other students about the
different drugs and their effect. The
teachers made the classroom an open
arena for more reserved students to ask
questions and for the average student to
see that not everyone was "doing it."
Teachers allowed students to express
their views in English papers, in social
science debateg and science labs to
discuss the chemical reactions of drugs
on the body. The drug problem was not
an underground issue; it was an open
air, fact-fiction, myth-truth stage with
all students involved and all teachers
being just that — teachers. They put
into effect what many of their peers
were only whispering about.
The high school teacher can be an
influence on the student in relation to
drugs. It takes an administration,
admittedly, to help push the issue, but I
just believe that in 1975, if there had
been one teacher that students knew
they could come to and discuss the
problems openly, there might not have
been the needless death of a 16 year old .
girl and the rest of us might now be a
little less nervous about discussing our
views concerning drugs.
As parents of these teenagers, along
with the school officials, the local
clergy and other responsible
organizations, we need to wake up to
the fact that drugs and drug abuse are
real in Murray, and the kids who have
turned to them, for whatever reasons,
are still our kids, and will someday be
the leaders of not only this community,
but of the world. If there is one strong-
hold they need, it is our support and
understanding.
If we turn our backs an them and
pretend the problem is not here, we are
doing them an injustice — possibly as
much harm as the drugs themselves —
only in a different form. After
saturating their minds and bodies with
the various unknown "killers," they
become mentally like small children. It
is our responsibility to see them
through this period of impending peril
— trying to bring them back to nor-
malcy — and through our strength,
theirs can be regained.
It can be done.
We need to educate ourselves and our
children to the multi-facted threat in a
community that is being over-run with
drugs. To say that the problem can be
totally annihilated is absurd — there
will always be someone to keep the pills
floating and the grass flying, but the
problem can be tackled and brought
under some semblance of control with
the cooperation of parents, school of-
ficials, and most important, the
teenagers themselves. The local police
force, along with the State Narcotics
Squad, wants to help — but their hands
are tied if we, the citizens of Murray,
continue to bury our heads in the sand
and say "this won't happen to our
children."
It can and is happening, to our
children.
What Can The Parents
And Responsible Citizens
Of Murray Do To Help? .
The first step in trying to bring a halt
to this growing problem ol drug use and
abuse before it reaches epidemic
proportions is the admission of stark
reality by the public in general. I was
told by one individual who holds a
responsible position that —there is no
drug problem in Murray." After con-
fronting this person with hard-core
statistics from local and state files, the
non-committal reply was, "statistics
can be misleading."
We cannot hope to render a solution to
the drug situation in Murray with this
type of attitude. Certainly It is easier to
look the other way — ignoring the
problem — than to face the gruesome
task of finding solutions. This is a cop-
out. Statistics such as these, when
carefully compiled, are not misleading.
They are cold, hard, appalling facts.
We must acknowlege that these
statistical facts prove that Murray is
indeed being over-run by drug pushers
— and our kids are the buyers. We must
recognize the problem at hand and try
to stop both.
Educate yourself to the symptoms of
drug use. If you are confronted by your
child, coming in glassy-eyed and in-
coherent either-in speech or thought,
try not to panic. There is no way to fight
something as potent as a mind
inhibitor. Instead, wait until the "buzz"
wears off (unless it is obvious there
could be an overdose involved — then
get help Lmznediatelyl. After you have
given the drug a chance to "do its
thing," talk to the child in a low-key,
supportive manner. If you are met with
extreme hostility at this point, don't
despair. This is a natural reaction when
the body is saturated with a foreign
substance such as "uppers" or
"downers." Instead of overreacting,
seek professional help.
Murray has highly qualified,
specially trained people who deal with
drug users daily. Getting off drugs is
something neither you nor your child
can do alone, except in rare instances.
Once you get help for the user, then turn
your energies toward trying to help
eradicate the pusher.
Pushers are slick, deplorable,
pseudo-humans, and the task of running
them down is awesome — but it can be
done. According to Chief of Police Jerry
Lee, we are not dealing with "kids"
when trying to pursue- the pusher.
These are usually adult individuals who
think nothing of trading a life for a
buck. They are slick, but they are not
infallible. All it takes is one slip, one
error, one miscalculation, and one
more corrupting influence will be
eliminated from society.
We must unite and work with, not
against, law enforcement officials.
.They are our only hope bill they need
our cooperation and suprIbrt. Their
involvment, along with parental in-
volvement, produces teamwork — and
this is what it is going to take before
results can be produced.
There is a tough road ahead for all of
us — it will be tougher for some than
others. But once you look into the eyes
of your child and see that thole eyes no
loner belong to him, but to, some ob-
scure, alien entity, you can follow that
road with unbelievable resolve. As
Carol Burnett observed in a recent
article concerning drug use, "we
sometimes have to love our children
enough to make them hate us." ,
For anyone who has dealt with a child









SPECIALS AT DIXIELAND CENTER
Weekend Christmas Special
Fri., Sat., 8 Sun., Dec. 14, 15 8 16
Special Group of
Sweaters
V-Necks & Crew Necks
Solids & Fancies
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Dixieland Center 753 83c,5
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WITH 610.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO PRODUCTS ' *
AMERICAN ACE
Prices Good
Dec. 12 thru Dec. 18
COFFEE





















We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
3/$1 00
1602.
WHOLE 15-18 LB. FRESH
PORK SHOULDERS 







WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PVRCNASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY I TOBACCO PRODUCTS






M'MALLOWS  1 LB.
an BAKER'S ANGEL FUIKE
$1 " COCONUT 
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99c mix
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Deaths and Funerals I
Richard Hagan Dies
Tuesday At Hospital
Richard Hagan of 2425
Broadmeade Road. Louisville,
died Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. at
the Highland Baptist Hospital
there.
Mr. Hagan is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mildred Graves
Hagan, formerly of Murray.
and one nephew, Jack
Newton. Richmond.
Funeral services will be
held in Louisville.
Hassell Shelton Is
Dead At Age Of 70
Funeral Saturday
-Hassell Shelton of 511 South
Sixth Street, Murray, died
today at 8:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 70 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Tappan
Company, Murray Division,
and was a member of the
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Born May 2, 1909, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late George Elmer
Shelton and Mary Ellen
Barnett Shelton.
Mr. Shelton is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lucille Harris
Shelton; one daughter, Mrs.
Gene Barbara) Knight,
Murray Route 3; one son, Dr.
George Shelton, Clifton Forge,
Va.; one sister,, Mrs. Walter
Laurell) Benedict, Junction
City; one brother, V. 0.
Shelton, Murray ' Route 6;
three. grandchildren, Cindy •
Knight, Sandra Shelton, and
Karen Shelton; one great
granddaughter, Stacie Knight.
One brother, Venice (Bill)
Shelton, died Aug. 26 of this
year.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. with the
place to be announced. The
Rev. William Taylor will
officiate and the Cherry
Corner Church Choir will
provide the music. Burial will
follow in the -Barnett
Cemetery.
The Max Churchill Funeral






Shirell True and Family, will
present a special program of
music on Saturday, Dec. 15, at
7 p.m. at the Chestnut General
' Baptist Church, located on
Chestnut Street, Murray.
The pastor, the Rev. Stanley
Griggs, urges-the-publie--to----
attend.
Services on Sunday at the
church will be Sunday School
at 10 a.m. and preaching





Mrs_ Modelle Suiter Hayden
died Tuesday at 4:35 a.m. at
the Green Acres Personal
Care Home, Mayfield. She
was 71 years of age.
The deceased, a resident of
1051 South Ninth Street.
Mayfield, was the widow of
Mike Hayden, and the
daughter of the late John
Suiter and Laura Jones Suiter.
She was a member of the
Seventh and College Church of
Christ.
Mrs. Hayden is survived by
one brother, Codie Suiter,
Detroit. Mich., several nieces
and nephews. and numerous
cousins, many in Murray and
Calloway County.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Service, Mayfield. with W. E.
Skipper officiating.
Pallbearers will be Willie
Harris, Woodrow Miller, Bill
Dick, Don Sparks, James L.
Cook, and James Wylie.
Burial will follow in the
tiighland Park Cemetery.
-Mayfield.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Mrs. Uittie
Furgerson was held today at
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr. Walter
Mischke, Jr., officiating.
Music was by Larrie Clark,
soloist, awl Bea Farrell,
organist.
Pallbearers were Earl
Nanny, Paul Dill, Charles
Rains. Ivie Culver, Robert L.
Smith, and Ronald W.
Churchill. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery..
Mrs. Furgerson, 88, died
Monday at 11:10 a.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital.
Benton. Born June 11, 1891, in
Livingston County, she was
the daughter of the late Jasper
Marculles Cothron and Sarah
Dycus Cothron.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Georgia F.
Stevenson, Palos Verdes,
Calif.; two sons, William W.
Bill) Furgerson, Murray, and
Lynn Dale Ferguson, Stark-
ville, Miss.; step son. Byron
Furgerson, Dexter; one sister,
Mrs. Novella Vick, Paducah;
seven grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.
Rhode Island calls itself
America's "first
a. •
OATH OF OFFICE MAKES IT OFFICIAL - Kentucky Supreme Court Chief Justice John
S. Palmore, left, administers the oath of office to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Tuesday on the
steps of the Capitol. Gov. Brown rests his left hand on three family Bibles held by his wife,
Phyllis George Brown, during the swearing-in ceremonies.
Witnesses Confirm Reports
BARDSTOWN, Ky. 1 AP 1 -
Two witnesses say that Clyde
David Graham confirmed he
had killed a man shortly
before Graham himself was
shot to death at an Illinois
motel as police attempted to
arrest him on a murder
warrant, according to Nelson
County Commonwealth's
Attorney Richard S. Barlow.
',One witness would testify
that Graham told him. 'I'm in
trouble. I killed a man.' The
other witness would testify
that Graham said, I'm in
trouble. I killed a state
trooper,- Barlow said. Hedid
not identify the witnesses. ,
He said. evidence also in-
cludes at least one of
Graham's fingerprints found
on the windshield of a car
believed to be the one Trooper
Eddie Harris, 29, stopped for
speeding_ moments before he
was shortOldeath Nov. 7 on
U.S. 31-E near Hodgenville.
Police had said previously
that Graham's wallet was
found in the car.
Graham, 22. of
Stock Market
Prices vt st, a, .ri(erest at
noon. EST. today. furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger & Times by First of






goes back to 1524, when the
Italian explorer Giovanni da
Verrazano sailed the coast. He
found Narragansett Bay so
pleasant that he stayed a
fortnight.
For Your Shopping Convenience
Open Mon -Sat 9-6
Sundays 1-5
*Free Gift Wrapping*






American Telephone . . 53% -%
Bonanza  . 211.13 3hA
Chrysler  5'. uric
Ford Motor ....   34 tine
G.A.F. ... . .. .. 10% -/- %
General Clare  .. 16% uric
General Dynamics . . . 564 uric
General Motors . . 51% , 4.
General Tire . . 204. - 4
Goodrich.. . . RN ..".
Hardees . 14".
tem. . 30% - ".
I.B.M. ,,,,  -65A. line
-lento ... 19 4B 20".A
K Mart . 24'. -I-a
Pennwalt  ... 31r. unc
Quaker Oats.. . 29'. -%
Texaco . 29%
Wal Mart . .. 36 •'.
Wendys  13%13 13'.A
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
December 12, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1013 Est. 450 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Tuesday fully steady
with Monday Sows 50 higher Tuesday
$I 00 than Monday
US 1-2 200-230 lbs  $39.75-40 25
US 2 200-240 lbs.. 139.50-39.75 few 40.00
US 2-3 240-250 lbs 939.50-39.50
US 24 260-290 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . 626,00-2700
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 126.00-27.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.  626.00-2750
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. 92700-2300
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.  625.00-2600
Boars 18.00-20.00 some light down to
16 00
You Are Cordially Invited
To Our
PRINT SHOW
Wed., Dec. 12 - Sat., Dec. 15
From 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. Wed. - Fri.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. Sat.
COLLECTOR PRINTS
Choose From these celebrated artist.: Ray Harm, Charles Frace,
Charles Harper, Anne Ophelia Dowden, Richard Evans Younger.
Paul Saw yier, Dalhart Windberg, anti many others.
Featuring Hay Harm's "Chipmunks"










Elizabethtown. was shot to
death early Saturday by
Kentucky State Police Sgt.
Eugene Coffey at the Villa Inn
Motel in Effingham, Ill.
Graham will be cremated
Thursday after a service at
the Graham family home. in
Hardin County.
State police at
Elizabethtown said that two
Elizabethtown men, Gerald
Durrell and Ronald Durrell.
are still being sought on
charges of harboring Graham
and transportiN him to
Illinois on Nov. 21. They were
charged in warrants. obtained
Monday, in Hardin District
Court.
There has been no decision
on what to do with a $33,000
reward fund raised for the
arrest and conviction of the
person who shot Harris; said
I.arue County Judge-
Executive Joe Perryman.
"We're going to hold on to it
until we get some notification
from somebody whether it is
to be either returned to the
people who donated it or paid
out to somebody," he said.
Many of the donors specified
that if no one qualified for the
reward, their money was to go
to Harris' widow and children.
An Illinois state police
detective, John Moomaw, has
said the presence of a Ken-
tucky state trooper was in
accordance with Illinois law.
Moomaw, squad leader for the
Illinois Division of Criminal
Investigation, said that the
"Kentucky officer was on
hand for the purpose of
NARFE Chapter To
Hold Meet Friday
The local chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will have its Christmas
meeting on Friday, Dec. 14. at
11:30 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Miss Jane Bailey and Miss
Nita Baugh of the Outreach
Program of the Calloway
Public Library will present
the program.
Gene Tarry, president.
urges all members and




The Choir of the "trinity
United Methodist Church.
Paducah, will present the
cantata, "The Night of
Miracles," by John W
Peterson on Sunday, Dec. 16,
at 7 p.m. at the Christian
Fellowship Church at
Briensburg.
The public is invited to




Estimated receipts cattle and aloes
1600; slaughter steers and heifers
scarce; slaughter cows fully steady,
bulls firm, slaughter calves and sealers
poorly tested; feeders near steady,
however quality not very attractive one
lot good slaughter steers 1350 It, Hols-
teins 60.00; utility cows 45 00-49 fin, few
49.50-52.00; few cutter 43 2S-15 NJ:
slaughter bulls 900-1600 lb 5325-54 25.
couple 1600.1710 lb 59.75-61.50. few good
and choice 115-305 lb vealers 65 00-75 00:
slaughter calves untested; feeder steers
medium and small frame No 1 300.450 lb
77.0046.25, including 50 head string 354-
430 Ib15.25; 500-600 lb 75.00-79 75; 700450
lb 116.25.76.50; medium frame No 2 300.
500 lb 70.00-7900; 50-700 lb 65 00-75 00;
large tram No. 2 including Holsteins
400.900 lb 10.00.7000; 600-1005 lb 57 so_
61.00; heifers medium and small frame
No. 1 296400 lb 64.00-72 50: 5004150 lb
64.0041.75; medium and large franie NO
2 375440 lb 54.7544.00; stock cows
medium frame No. 1 3-5 years old $50.
1100 lb 45.0040.50; some heifers bred 000.
1000 lb 50 75-52.75.
Hogs 2.100 includes 1300 feeder pigs;
harrows and gifts opening 75-1 00 higher;
1-2 200.240 lb 41 60-41 95, No,2 200-250 lb
4100-4161. 2-3 230-255 lb 40.00-41 00;
sows uneven, under 400 lb mostly steady
and over 400 lb 25 higher; 1-3 304-395 lb
5550-V 75. 400-500 lb 210046.00, 515450




identification; it was our job
to serve the warrant," he said.
Coffey said Graham ap-
parently recognized him as a
Kentucky officer and reached
for his back pocket where he
had a knife, and that when
Graham broke away after
officers attempted to grab
him. Coffey fired twice,
striking Graham in the chest.
Capt, John Robey, com-
mander of the state police post
at Elizabethtown, said. "If
anybody believes that we
gunned Graham down without
giving him a chance to




Chapter 50 sif the Disabled
American VetCins and the
Auxiliary will have the annual
Chnstmas dinner on Friday,
Dec. 14, at .6:30 p.m. at the
Legion Hall. South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Meat and beverages will be
furnished by the chapter and
each one is to bring two dishes
of salad, vegetable, or dessert.
All members are urged to
attend, a chapter spokesman
said.
REALTORS' DINNER - (From lefts J.T. Graham, president of the
Kentucky Realtors' Association, swears in Nelson Shroat as president of the
Board of Realtors; Anna Requarth, as vice president; Helen Spann, as
secretary; Pete Waldrop, as treasurer; and Loretta Jobs, representative to the
Board of Directors. The 1979 outgoing president was SW Kopperud. The dinner
meeting was held at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club Tuesday night.
AWARDS - Ray Roberts, right, former Realtor of the Year, presents
Bill Koppenid a plaque for the 1979 Realtor of the Year. The presentation was
made at the annual Board of Realtors dinner held Tuesday night at the Murray-
Calloway Country Club.
Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town
T-M art
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Discount
Foods












Alpo BeefChocolate Flavor Chip 12 oz .85 COCO Mix 32 oz 1.88 Chunks 14 5 or •35
Flaked Coconut 14 oz 1.09 Instant Milk 2Oqi 4.49 Cherry Pie
Cake Mix ia soz .59 Evaporated Milk 13.5 oz •39 Filling 21 or 1.19



























Asparagus Cuts I I 5 oz .79 Peanut Butter le 01 .89 Detergent 50 or 1.29
Butter Beans IS or .27 Saltines 16oz •55 Liquid Dish
Tomato Sauce 150: .33 Gelatin All Hovers 3o.•16
Detergent
Foil IS 'off, .310,,;
32 or .39
.75Catsup 32 oz .75 Pudding All flavor* 32 oz. all
Paper Plates 100.. .89Salad Dressing 32 oz .79 Tuna Chunk l.910 6.SOoz..65
Med Grain Rice 21b. •59
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MAR(' ARE ',mil ER, Murray middlc School teacher, rehearses the class for a song
which will be included in the performance. 1st row, from left, Bob Futrell, Billy Phillips,
Tracey Graves, 2nd row, David Fleming, Julie Baker, Amy Ross, Lee Ann Babb, Lori
Wynn. 3rd row, Myles Barnett, Chris Young, Jimmy Osburn, Trevor Mathis, and Raysha
Roberts. •••11111111.4
PREPARING SCENERY for the performance are from left. Tracey Graves, Raysha




A play, STAR OF
BETHLEHEM, will be
presented by the Murray
Middle School 8th grade
drama class at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Dec. 13 in the
Murray Middle School
auditorium.
The play which is directed
by Margaret Porter, is a
Christmas message of love
and giving. In addition, the 6th
grade students will present a
medley of, traditional
Christmas songc —
The play and a selection of
songs by the 5th grade will be
performed for the student
body on Friday. Dec. 14 at 1:45




TREVOR MATHIS and Chris Young move scenery in
preparation for the play STAR OF BETHLEHEM which





All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like. And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon.
country sausage, hash browns, hot cakes, biscuits, and gravy
you can eat. With all the coffee you can drink. For one very
sensible price. Only $1.99, every day from 6 to 10.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
U.S. Pilot, Cambodian Woman
Love Story In Wrong Time And Place
By DEN IS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand ( AP)
— This is a love story, about
an American pilot, now get-
ting on in years, and a
Cambodian woman he met
and married at the wrong time
and place.
Chances are the story will
not have a happy ending.
The woman may well be
dead, one of the countless
victims of a savage revolution
which left no room for
families, love or the living of
private lives.
Philip Schneider has not
seen his wife for 4 Li. years,
since they were separated in
the chaos before the com-
munist Khmer Rouge overran
the nation. But he has not
forgotten, and he still hopes.
"Here's her picture. It's not
very sharp because I took it by
candlelight. But I like it — and
it's the only one I got," he
said.
Schneider has had dozens of
prints made of this picture. On
the back of each is his wife's
name — Nehm San — her age,
height, weight and the phrase,
"last seen in Phnom Penh on
13 April, 1975."
Schneider has distributed
these photographs and a
mimeographed sheet . with
similar information at em-
bassies, humanitarian
organizations and refugee
camps in Thailand. He had
hoped someone would have
news about Nehm San, or best
of all, that she herself would
turn up.
"I got three letters from
people, saying they could find
her for a price," Schneider
said. "I sent about a hundred
dollars each time, figuring it
was worth it on the chance.
"Naturally, I was dealing
with crooks. I heard nothing."
Cambodia was cut off from
the outside world the month
Schneider and Nehm San saw
each other for the last time.
When refugees began to
trickle our, they brought
scarcely believable stories
about disease, hunger and a
regime bent on purification
through mass executions. The
emaciated bodies of dying
children and the newsfilm of




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Proposed constitutional
amendments used to have a
'poor track record, but last
November, Kentucky voters
seem to have, changed the
• outlook.
They approved two
amendments: one to change
legislative election years and
• extend sessions as much as
one month, and the other to
allow four instead of two
amendments to be voted on
every two years.
The legislative amendment
goes into effect within a
Brown Outspends
Nunn By $1 Million
During Election
FRANKFORT, Ky. iAP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. spent
more than $4 million to get
elected, outspending
Republican candidate Lbuie
B. Nunn by more than $1
million in the general election.
Finance reports filed with
the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance showed this
year's gubernatorial cam-
paign was the most expensive
on record.
Brown's spending included
;2.3 million on the general
election alone, compared with
$1.2 million spent by Nunn on
the general election cam-
paign.
Nunn lost to Brown 1)
176,810 votes.
Thursday was the deadline
for candidates in the general
election • to file post-election
spending reports, but state
law provides for a five-day
grace period that ended at
midnight Tuesday. .
In the latest reporting
period from Oct. 22 to Dec. 2.
when Brown was perceived as
having a big edge in the
contest, his campaign raised
$821,254, compared with
$300,000 raised by Nunn's
campaign.
Brown also raised money
during the period to pay off his
primary campaign debt.
consisting primarily of a
$1.275 million loan he made to
the campaign.
Brown's campaign has
remaining debts of $645,072.
The latest reports on file
with the Registry showed
Brown did not put any of his




Subscribers who have not recn-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p.m.Monday-Friday or by
330 p m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 PA.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m to noon, Satur-
days
matter of weeks, which means
the regular session, usually
lasting until mid-March, won't
break up until mid-April of
1980 although the 60-day limit
stands.
The changed arrangement
is due to provisions which in
effect do not require the
General Assembly to meet for
60 consecutive days.
The revised election years
will take until the mid 1980s to
implement and the effect will
be to grant new legislators a
full year before they have to
consider a new budget.
The liberalization of
amendments allowed to the
1891 constitution will take
effect in November 1981, when
voters can decide on any four
proposals the 1980 legislature
selects for that ballot.
Since the limit for proposed
amendments has doubled, it is
expected that fiercer com-
petition will develop during
sessions to get favorites
considered.
'So far, one probable
amendment is likely to
emerge, sponsored by
Republican state Sen. Gene
Stuart of Louisville. It has
been endorsed already by the
interim Committee on State
Government.
Stuart's plan is to tie taxes
to the ability of the taxpayers
to pay.
The aMendment would limit
government expenditures at
every level without ham-
stringing operations.
It would require that state
revenue accumulate to no
more than 12 percent of the
average state personal in-
come.
Stuart said that state
revenue now is 11.6 percent of
.the gross personal income,
whiCh would allow for a little
more growth.
On the local level, increases
in the assessed property
valuation — aside from new
construction and im-
provements — would be tied to
increases and decreases in the
consumer price index.
,The Republicans are a
distinct minority in the
legislature, and chances are
thk Democrats will come
forth with variations of
Stuart's proposal and the final
product il1 carry the spon-
sorship of someone or some in
the majority party.
But that's a question of
credit. Stuart's basic plan
appears acceptable to a vast
majority of House and Senate
members.
Both chambers must ap-
prove any proposed revision to
the Kentucky constitution.
Then the measure is placed on
the ballot in the next regular
election in which state officers
or House members are
chosen.
mass graves have made
believers of the world.
"1 want to stay in this part of
the world to be ready to return
to Cambodia for my wife — if I
can," Schneider told this
correspondent in 1975, 10 days
after he had been thrown out
of the country.
Except for a brief return to
the United States, Schneider
— a native of San Francisco —
did stay. He helped run an
airline in the Maldive Islands,
flew for oil companies out of
Singapore and made trips to
Thailand.
When the fall of Pot Pot and
the Vietnamese intervention
in Cambodia sparked a huge
exodus of Cambodians to the
Thai border, he moved from
Singapore to Bangkok.
Schneider says he hopes
Nehm San might be among the
more than half a million
refugees who have clustered
at the frontier from every
corner of Cambodia. He has
volunteered to work among
the refugees and has asked for
help from friends who have
been allowed to work inside
Cambodia with international
agencies.
"Chances are pretty grim
that she will still be alive. But
you hear some amazing
survival stories from the
refugees," he said. "I just feel
I have to find out if she is alive
or not."
Schneider and Nehm San
are no star-crossed adolescent
lovers. He was 50 when they
met. Both had been married
previously, and Nehm San had
a son who would be 10 years
old if he stayed alive.
Schneider has been around.
A soft-spoken man given to
understatement, Schneider
said he flew his first combat
mission on D-day and saw
service in the Korean War
before switching to com-
mercial flying. He returned to
action in 1965.
Some of his flying buddies
say Schneider was one of the
best among the tough
professionals who flew for Air
America, a paramilitary
outfit supporting the
American war effort in Laos.
He moved to Cambodia in
1974, working for a domestic
airline which ferried people
and supplies among isolated
cities during the war. There he
met and married Nehm San
The couple had one yea'
together, living in Phnom
Penh.
Schneider recalls their
bungalow on the outskirts of
the capital, complete with
farm animals and a pond.
Despite the war and his often
dangerous air hops, Schneider
was at home.
During the last days of the
war, Schneider found himself
trapped in the seaport of
Kompong Som, his aircraft
out of fuel and the communists
closing in on the city. He had
seen Nehm San on April 13, the
day after the U.S. helicopter
evacuation of Phnom Penh.
Schneider had been away
during the evacuation and the
American embassy never
notified his wife, he said,
although she was registered
there as his wife.
Four days later the Khmer
Rouge captured Phnom Penh.
Its 2 million people- were
herded out of the capital to
become rice farmers. The
survival of the fittest had
begun. -
Schneider and 20 other.
foreigners Witnessed the
capture of Kompong Som and
the emptying of that city. He
pleaded with his captors to be
allowed to stay in the country
and search for his wife, but he
was expelled with the other
foreigners.
"Nehm San was a very
clever woman and she had a
Survival instinct. She had been
in trouble before and wis able
to pull through," Schneider
says now, weighing the odds.
"But let's face it, she
qualified for execution, she
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Sweet Potatoes LI 29'
PENCIL SIZE
Green Onions 3 Kits $ 00
STUFFIN SIZE GREEN
Bell Peppers 3 F01$100
WASHINGTON SEC! KISC Olt























































Whole Turkey Hams LB $ 1 99
GLENDALE
Boneless Half-Ham LB. $ 2 69
$98Big Eye Swiss 2 
NOSIESTILI SWIFT
77'Cole Slaw 
NoT any ov2(IXCLUDIIIG BOO nuas$ 79
Plate Lunches All FOR ONLY
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Serve & Save Weiners
SERVE a SOLVE SLICED
Lunchmeats
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COUNTRY STYLE ROLLS . 2 VI $1"
KROGER KM FOREST
RYE BREAD /4 ie-oz.S109LOAVES •
• COUNTRY OVEN
PiCHERRY ROLLS "t 66`
COUNTRY OVEN
PUMPKIN SPICE CAKE PEG. U139
ROYAL VIKING

















WICREAM CHEESE  81 C
;113GRAR COOKIES  1641:99c
PIMIENTO CHEESE 4this 129
KROGER SHREDDED
MOZZARELLA CHEESE si411: $119
KROGER
MONTEREY JACK CHEESE ...lai$125
KROGER















GLAZED DONUTS 14-01.70cPKG. • W
ASSORTED VARIETIES 11114 -01. TO 13-01.





11 -02 . PEPPERONI, 12-01. SAUSAGE OR HAMBURGER





09CREig IIgino; OR WHOLE
.*1 .75c
Alkaline "C or '0 Coll
DURA-CELL
BATTERIES



























Tomato Sauce "c% 89'
MINT S SPECIAL
Tomato Sauce CAN 531
1501.
nowt
Tomato Puree 111/2 371
INKY'S
Spiced Peaches "Nis 8 1
mons
75'Peach Halves 1101. CAN
NAM GUM










You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus, each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health and beauty aids, meats, and produce
WAS
OUSTS AND CLEANS












1201. 5Lysol Spray   1 9 5CAN
SURMA WRITE SELF MS1NG


















































































Mixed Nuts 12c046 5 I 89
PLANTER1
1601 89Sesame Nuts CAII 1
OREGON PITTED SWEET
Dark Cherries '11 '1°7
asocoun 3201 $ r) 9 9Nestle's Quick CAN
OREM LAM
Kw° Syrup













Baker's Coconut .1411d s 1 54
CHOCOLATE CNIRS
Nestle's Morsels12:AzG s2 '7
RAKER S FLAVORED
201Chocolate Chips 1 PIG S 1 43
SWIFT SUE
Chicken Broth 1402 041CAN 4
KROGER CHICKEN FLAVORED
Stuff in Magic " 
• 
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Star Trek Movie Is Here
Trekkies' Dreams Have Come True
By KENT FORRESTER
All tight, all you Trekkies
out there. Your dreams have
come true. After years of
anticipation, drinking in every
rumor while you breathlessly
waited, STAR TREK - THE
MOTION PICTURE has
finally arrived. Captain Kirk,
Spock, Bones, and the rest of
the Enterprise crew have
signed on, at very lucrative
terms I understand, for one
more voyage.
Every since the TV series
folded in 1969, you've
dreamed, haven't you, of what.
a Star Trek plot would look
like if someone pumped a lot
of money into it? Well,
someone finally got up enough
nerve to pump thirty million
dollars into it.
Of course, in those brief
moments of cold,
dispassionate reason, you
knew that STAR TREK - THE
MOTION PICTURE couldn't
possibly be as good as the
movie you've created in your
mind the last ten years. You
knew, didn't you, that reality
can never match expectation,
that Christmas can't compare
with the days that lead up to it,
that all dreams are finally
shattered?
Your cold reason was right.
STAR TREK - THE MOTION
PICTURE doesn't match your
dreams.
Skills Seminar Scheduled
A two-day seminar on
"Developing Supervisory
Leadership Skills" for
supervisors in the medical
field has been scheduled by
Murray State University at
Barkley Lodge in Lake
Barkley State Resort Park
Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec.
11-12.
Two executives of Arvin
Industries, Inc., of Princeton
who are Murray State adjunct
faculty n eiltbers will conduct
the seminar sessions. They
are: Saii.uel 0. Ruth, vice-
presideot of U.S. Manufac-
turing, Consuirer Electronics
Division: and Jere Hall, in-
dustrial relations manager.
Sessions are scheduled from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and from 6 to 9
al='" ..gur me= maw mem
Come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and talk
with Jan Dalton, one of our salesmen.
Call Jan during the daytime at 753-2617




CIINERAL INOTOOS mars DIVISION
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Cherrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
iniF—WO—Rov AGMs, auDICar mem migt.,
p.m. on Tuesday and from
8:30 a.m. to 2:45 p.m.,
followed by a critique, on
Wednesday.
The seminar is designed to
eet the needs of hospital and
nursing /tome administrators,
• floor supervisors, ad-
ministrative assistants in
doctors' offices, and others
interested in pursuing careers
as administrators or super-
visors in the medical field.














The fee of $100 'for each
participant doe i not include.
meals- - and-- lodging. --:Par-
ticipants should make their
own reservations for lodging.
Anyone interested in at-
tonding the seminar must pre-
register and may do so by
( ailing the Office of Con-
ferences and Continuing









Fietd Cures hams no one else_ tr)
times longer than mcstl... and only with
pure naturally good hr,rey The hart s
are so tender you can yise a polo. ott
with a fork For the C 0015 that s
gift ...a gift of tendernee,s..a d3i
enjoyed morning to
Make your choice a F ha-
,5 fully cooked deep sr-dked and read,
to carve as is
Field's Finest Baked Ham, like all ot'-ir,r
Field hams is taken from the ,,weetest




Field Smoked, Boneless "Fast Cut"
Ham is the biggest Field 1-11,m -great 1,r
holiday gathefings As the label says
there are No Bones About It • Which is
why its been nick-named Fast Cut the
fastest easiest cutting ham in the
(-_iintry 3 to 4 pound Quarter • size or
310 15 pound Whole Ham
Field.Baked, Boneless, Ham, coated
with the finest --Western Kentucky
barbecue sauce --prepared in open
kettles in Field home-coo yery kitchens
Then it s baked leaving *rusty
barbecue layer that s as temptJng as the
frosting on a cake 9 to 12 pound sizes
Give you and yours a gift of tenderness
Buy a Field oh-so-tender ham at your
store today. ..cured 10 times longer
than most hams so they re many times
more enjoyable!
Oh, there's pteiit to clip) it
you try hard enough. You can
000h as the camera dwells on
the hull of the Enterprise,
caressing the details made
familiar by three years of the
TV series. You can aaah when
the computer-designed special
effects burst onto the screen.
And you can utter
exaggerated nostalgic laughs
when Bones gets flustered at
Spock's lack of emotional
response.
But you deserved more,
Trekkies.
After all your years of
waiting, you deserved a more
exciting Riot. The big
"plasma" cloud that menaces
Earth is not menacing or
hateful enough. Big clouds
aren't anthropomorphic
enough to hate. There is, of
course, something inside the
cloud, but I'll warn you now
not to get your hopes up when
the music begins to swell. The
thing inside the cloud isn't all
that great.
You deserved more in-
triguing aliens to keep things
interesting. Outside of a brief
scene of some Klingons, the
best thing the movie has to
offer in the way of aliens is a
bald-headed woman. Really
now, Rodenberry. You can't
shave the hair off some ac-
tress and pass her off as an
interesting alien. Where's the
hairy Wookies from Veda IV,
the furry Tribbles from Alpha
Centuri, the sentient rocks
from Vulcan?
I'm sorry, Trekkies, but
there's only one thing worse
than not making a Star Trek











• - All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• C hicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy • Baked Potato or Emrich Fries
•










• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Y▪ ou can't give too much col a good thing
• Give Sirloin Stockade Gift Certificates
Bel-Air Center
DISHILIT Nil I ITITERt
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
CREST TOOTHPASTE
5 OZ. 10c OFF LABEL REG•NIBT
HEAD & SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO 4 Oz, LOTION
OR 2.5 OZ. TUBE
WONDRA SKIN LOTION
10 OZ. 20' OFF LABEL REG.-UNSC.
$138
RAPID SHAVE 99c
SHAVE CREAM 11 OZ. 25' OFF LABEL
I
lcuj‘,21(1.;itt
. ,•4.1,ris 4 of long Ids1111(1
AQUA VELVA MUSK
, Nu,




greeting card gift box




greeting card gift box
«wdeoris 4 or lono- la%tinri
AQUA COLOGNE.
-11%- Jf12
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU
2.75 Oz, DEODORANT
2.5 Oz. A/P REG. or UNSC.
1.5 Oz. ROLL-ON REG. OR UNSC.
FROM CLAIROL
CONDITION SHAMPOO
16 Oz. NORM -DR 1-OILY
CONDITION II TREATMENT
16 Oz. BALSAM-EX BODY-EX. PROT.
FINAL NET HAIR SPRAY













   ildno& 
GIFT SUGGESTION FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY DRASTIC REDUCTION JUST IN










A terrific savings on
these quality jeans,
that look good' and
















2 pf8„ 3°°REG. 1.88
40 sq. ft. of beautiful
wrapping paper in
decorative plus juvenile
designs. A great sav-
ings!











• PRESTO • WEST BEND * WEAREVER
YOUR chlOICE:
Brand name popcorn poppers;
2 
including Prestos , West
Bend8 and Weareverl . A





A variety of styles and





1 Pair — Model SB-350R
Reg. $99.00
Sale 50$ 00













1'2 Pound Bag — Reg. 99t
Sale 69.






Warm jackets for the cold months ahead







Boy's jackets at a great savings. Variety







Wide assortment of ladies;acoats in an







Fantastic savings on coats for your
favorite little girl. Terrific Christmas buy!






Acres of Free Parking
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Mayfield Police
On The Go During
Month Of October
FRANKFORT — State
police at May field responded
to the scene of a vehicle ac-
cident about once every four
hours during October.
According to the latest
available figures on state
police activity, as released
here today by KSP Com-
missioner Kenneth E.
Brandenburgh, the Mayfield
post investigated 213 traffic
accidents during October. The
troopers also reported 1.211
arrests for speeding. drunk
driving and a variety of other
traffic violations.
During the past 10 months,
Brandenburgh said, traffic
mishaps have taken the lives
of 42 persons within the
Mayfield Post area.
McCracken County. with 11
dead as of the last day of
October, recorded the most
fatalities. Calloway County
was next with seven.
The remaining deaths were
attributed, five to Graves
County, four to Trigg County,
three each to Carlisle, Lyon
and Marshall counties, two
each to Fulton and Ballard
counties and one each to Hick-
man and Livingston counties.
Besides traffic activity, the
Mayfield post also was
credited with 34 criminal
arrests during the month,
including four for auto theft:
Since last January, the post
has reported a total of 43
arrests for auto theft and
recoveied 57 stolen vehicles.
Other October activity
totals for the Mayfield post
included 20 arrests for public
intoxication, 237 motorists
assisted, 103 crime prevention
program contacts and 26
safety education program
presentations.
At least 13 of 29 criminal
investigations conducted by.
post detectives involved







Finance, Geroge Atkins, will
be asked to respond to a final
report on the use and purchase
of state government air-craft
by Legislative Research
Commission LRC sub-
committee charged to look
into the subject.
The report, a compilation of
various memoranda.
presented to the sub-
committee will also be
presented to the standing
Committee on State Gover-
nment for approval.
The report states that
"authorized use of any state
property is limited to that use
which is necessary for the
performance of the functions
uf... state government."
The report states further
that the Constitution and
°there statutes clearly
prohibit personal use of any
state property.
The purchase of aircraft'
must appear as requested
items, the report said, in the
major equipment portion of
the governor's recommended
capital construction program
as provided in Senate Bill 44.
If. for any reason it is con-
cluded that SB 44 is not ap-
plicable, aircraft must be
requested specifically in the
budget request of the
Department of Finance, the
report said.
The report also questioned
whether aircraft could be
considered an emergency
purchase. Legislative review
and long-range planning is
necessary, the report said.
when purchase of aircraft is
,•onsidered.
The report is a result of a
letter from the Gov. Julian
Carroll and a motion by Sen.
Clyde Middleton R-
Covington) in June 1978
requesting specific policy on
the use of state-owned air-
craft.
No other business was
discussed because the sub-
committee lacked a quorum at
this final meeting of the in-
terim.
LADY RACERS
The Lady Racers Basketball
team from Murray State
University will be in Martin,
Tenn., gn Dec. 14-16 to par-
ticipite in the University of
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MORE FOOD FOR LESS




SWEET PEAS 14 Oa cis
















Save 29% Kidd 7 Oz. Jar
MARSHMEU.OW CREME
Sim 13
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INg J.hn, Defitiees Bakery Treats Pee
BAKED FRESH DAILY










51 Oz. In y
,9 Pr ',MO pr• ro.p.•
a. BIG JOHNS
6.99'











BOW Cosier Rowdy Te Stres41
FROSTINGS









-',f4 Sew 45 lc





Ism s low 114111 NIP* BIM
SAWN WRAP IN hut bi




PIE 04111ST STICKS $419n Off Om
Say 14i Rolm 6861811
PEANUTS ti Os tau449
14 I Woo 111,441/ irt
CORN CIIWS no. 1182 894
Sew 7 s lsSIiuWI
CRACKERS
Son 22 Damn Ilan











" SON 32 Campfire
BIG JOHN'S DEU HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN




ZIZ CLIP & SAVE




...),<,61. I. a.g 1.•,• •n• coup..
per family •• 1111 JOHNS ,.(d ONO





1,1•44 Flew MC 11144etee, Ilesweeelweelger.
PICKLE & PIMENTO OR
UVER LOAF Li 1169
Try Our Nee Del News Reld's Reed
HONEY LOAF OLD FASSION,
MAN a CHEESE
d
▪ (1,101d4161* I,rg •rn, ort. r n..Po. .41;
▪ 111,./V• 1110 JOHNS rn,,,
59'




CHECK WITH OUR HU FOR YOUR PARTY SNACK TRAYS AND BAKED HAMS!
Illuiskie Neal *A
BARBECUE RIBS La $239
Ms Mee flevi Os
BAKED BEANS LI 99'
11. Jobe 1 Nee Conks
4199 CHICKEN DINNER Ewa 489
CLIP & SAVE
Tar •001.<•b1• re (vg Om.. ..,e l•dpe•
0.1 /d(11.1d •1111G JOHNS tn.. N.
RI I !GI NIOIHINIs
VIE RESERVE TIN
1101IT TO UNIT 414 191114112Erik_
NANDI
WRAP 1.. N a.49'
• d
1•• •politabld 16 pep PP•l• IlIrlif •00 codoo•
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1
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MONEY AT BIG JOHN'S
FRESH MEATS
1.
this Ad Good Dot 12 %to Dot 111



































































































Big John Super Trim
CENTER RIB
CHOPS Lb
Big John Super Tender USDA Choice
BONELESS
°CHUCK ROAST Lb
Big John Super Tender USDA Choice
ARM SWISS
STEAK





Big John Super Tender USDA Choice
CHUCK STEAK lb
tt Quarter








OWN! Red dub Madera Orem
ICEBERG LiTrUCE




Michigan All Purpose U.S. Fancy Jonathon
Apples





















8 Oz Bag $1 59 SAVE 20%
Danny Boy
Yellow Popcorn















We have a beautiful selection of




'1" Sits Sive 21 % Gigot*
TOOTHPASTE 50, 79'
'1"3116 Sim 27 % Itsbihenbt
COUCH SYRUP 4O99
'1"Sizs 360 II% PAWN kiwi
CONDITIONER 002 $129
'2" Sin Savo 33 % Dial
ANTI-PERSPIRANT, 0, $129
'2" Ws kw 34s Bs* 0, Tap
SHAMPOO 70i 919
'V' Sim Soo 17s
ltCEDRIN P.M. 30 C•orh $129
HURRY!.
There's Only One Week Left To
Collect Special Register Tapes!!
TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF ANY OR ALL OF THESE That's right. A tree appliance
of your choice every time you
collect $300 worth of our
l THE CORN POPPER 2. THE FRYER 3. THE BURGER MAKER 
special register tapes.
FREE APPLIANCES
4. THE OPENER SHARPENER
S. THE DRINK MIXER
6. THE NOT DOG MAKER




2- Every time you ship here. sins
crier special clash register tapes
an this envelope. For your
convemenre, enter the date and
amounts on the chart
3 As soon as you have collected
$300: turn in the envelope and
tam for the appliance ,ru have
seer I.
4 Pick up a new envelope for your'
next F ItEE APPLIANCE:







Where can I write to the
actors on Star Trek? How did
the NASA space shuttle come
to be named the Enterprise?
Where can I get more Star
Trek stories? How can I get to
go to Star Trek conventions?
What's a fanzine? Is there a
Star Trek fan club anywhere
near where I live?
Answers to all the above
questions and many many
more are available through an
all-volunteer non-profit
organization of Star Trek fans
called the Star Trek
Welcommittee. As the name
suggests, these people are
available to welcome anyone
who is interested in Star Trek
to fandom. What is your in-
terest? Writing stories?
Drawing? Building models?
Working out how warp engines
work? Making costumes?
Game playing? Writing letters
of comment? Anything else,
such as collecting
photographs or film clips? The
Welcommittee can answer
your questions, and put you in
touch with other people who
have the same interestsyou
have.
As the Welcommittee is
made up entirely' of volun-
teers, if you want an answer to




donating their time, and
cannot afford to pay your
postage as well.
Whatever you:. inteirestis in
Star Trek fandom, the
Welrommittee will be happy'
to advise you. Just send your -
questions, along with a
S.A.S.E. ( self-addressed •
stamped envelope) to this
address.
Star Trek Welcommittee,





-People planning ahead for:
their retirement should be.
aware that Social Security
was never intended to offer a
complete.retirement income,"
Bettye Wexler, Social Security ,
District Manager in Paducah,
said recently.
Social Security benefits
provide a partial replacement
of earned income lost or
reduced berause of the
retirement, disability, or
death of a worker.
Some pension- 
estimate that retirement
income should be 60 to 70
percent of pre-retirement
earnings in order for a retiree
to maintain a standard of
living similar to that before
retirement.
Social Security benefits
generally provide 25 to 60
percent of pre-retirement
earnings, depending on the
individual's earnings over the
years. With an eligible
husband or wife, benefits
would be 37'.2 to 90 percent of




benefits with income from
company pensions, insurance
annuities, savings, stocks and
bonds, individual retirement
plans, or other investments.
The important thing for a
worker to remember," Ms.
Wexler said. "is that Social
Security is not the total an-
swer. It is a base upon which
each worker should build his
or her retirement plans."
More information about
Social Security- retirement
benefits, as well as about
disability and -survivor
benefits, can be obtained at
your nearest Social Security
office. There are many free
publications describing Social
Security benefits and copies
can be obtained at any office.
The telephone number for the
Paducah office is 443-7506; the.
number for the Mayfield office
is 247-8095.
John Brown led a raul inn Inc
federal arsenal al Fiiirper'4
crry , Va., in 1859. to seize
:irois for his planned woun,
lain stronghold where escaped
slaves might defend thew-
selves. The following (lay ilk.
and 11111e others were cap-
tured, and seven were killed
U.S. Marines under ihe
coinioatid of Gen. Robert
Ice. Brown as hanged a few.
Weeks later on charges ol
conspiracy. I reason and
ii order.
IAGE 11-B THE MURRAY ,,Ky LEDGER & TLMES, ednesday. December 12,1179
Dismissals From Local Hospital
11-21-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
l.iIls, Baby Boy Robin. Rt.
7 Bx. 169, Murray.. Young.
Baby Boy Sandra). 407
Norman, Fulton, Burks, Baby
Girl Lisa 1. Rt. 4. Murray,
Timmons. Baby "Boy-
) Teresa I. Hardin.
DISMISSA IS
Mrs. Matre L. Dodd. Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.. Mrs.
Kimberly D. Gaskins. Rt. 1,
Henry, Tenn., Kathy F.
Gibson and Baby Girl. 329 N.
17th, Mayfield, Mrs. Rita G.
Price and Baby Girl. Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia A.
Wiley and Baby Girl. Rt. 3,
Benton. Mrs. Cathy L. Hulse,
Rt. 3 Fix. 130, Murray. Mrs.
Barbara J. Byars. 722
McCanipbell. Paris. Tenn..
Donald R. Bray. Rt. 3 Bx. 1002,
Murray, Betty E. Lineberry,
639 Evergreen. Calvert City,
Mrs. Eva L. Roach, Rt. 6 Bx.
2571). Murray . Deborah G.
Crutcher. S 9th. Murray.
Mrs. Rachel I. Moss. Ht. 5 Bx.
342A. Murray Dianna G.
Harrison, P. 0. Bx. 133,
Kirksey • Mrs Karen I..
Billington. 1311 Main. Murray.
James P. Gibson. P. 0. Bx.
115, Hazel. Mrs. Carolyn M.
Manning, Rt. 1 Bx. 59,
Murray. Mrs. Tressa Heltsley.
Rt. 1. Bx. 173A. Hazel. Mrs.
Kathey E. Nance, Rt. 1,
Sedalia. Mrs. Nettie M.
Cogdell. 708 S. 3rd. Murray.
Kina N. Hurt, P. 0. Bs. 372.
Murray, Fred C. King, Rt. 4
Fix. 18, Murray, Obie J.
Mitchuson. Bx. 83, Dexter,
Roy F. Hurt,..lit. 3, Benton,
Charles R. -Campbell, Rt. 4,
Hickman, Mrs. Zana D. Beale,
513 Shady lane. Murray, Mrs.
Alice D. Keys. 509 N. 1st,
Murray. Angie Patton. 403
Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Ida E.










































































.Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
43. . p A El am .
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Murray, Mrs. Villa E Boren,
Rt. 5. Cadiz, Mrs. Jessie B.
Valentine. Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
ABMS g. Thompson. Rt. 8 Bx.
885. Murray. Mrs. Gladys S.
Harr, Rt. 5 Bx. 29B, Benton,
Tandy C. Taylor. 739 Nash,
Murray Mrs. Mary E. Ball.
Cr. Bx. 131, Hamlin, Mrs.
Estelle Brown, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Lester T. McCreery, Rt. 2,
Hazel. Paul Vonschoech, Sr..
Rt. 6 Bx. 10D. Murray, I.ko





- -Misty D. Wilson, Box 132,
Hardin. Behnda S. Cowan,
Box 8135, Woods Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Ronnie G. Arnett, Rt. 8,
CR 17. Murray, Ricky A.
Prescott. Rt. 1. Hazel, Mrs.
Debora A. Barth. P. 0. Box
267. Paris. Tenn., James K.
Walls. 506 N. Cherry, Murray,
Mrs. Anita C. Gallimore, Rt. 2,
Puryear. Tenn., Mrs.
Rosemary L. Clayton, Rt. 1,
Box 126, Hardin, Glenda
C.Bratton, 1503 Porter Ct..
Paris, Tenn., Kenneth N.
Clark. 905 N. Cherokee.
Dothan, Ala.. Julia E. Elkins,
34552 Bayview, Westland.
Mich., Daniel V. Elkins. 34552
Bayview, Westland. Mich.,
Mrs. Evelyn C. Valentine, Rt.
6, Paris. Tenn., Nirs. Lucille
V. Outland. Rt. 5. Murray.
John H. Perkins. Rt. 3, Box
339, Murray. Mrs. Anna M.




Herndon. Baby Boy ( Anita
Rt. 2, Hazel, Childs, Baby Boy
(Flora 1. Rt. 1. Puryear,
Tenn.. Willoughby, Baby Girl
( Wilma Rt. 1. Hardin.
Dismissals
Glen Cunningham, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Mary B. Cannon
and Baby Girl, 1203 South 12th
St., Mayfield, Mrs. Ruth A.
Wyatt and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Hazel. Sandra J. Garland, Rt.
1, Box 145. Kirksey, Mrs. Jerri
L. Allison. 511 Park St., Paris,
Tenn.. Brent Underhill, Rt. 8,
Box 182, Murray, Virgil P.
Compton, Rt. 7, Box 311,
Mayfield. Mrs. Mary Ellen
Sykes, J-8 Murray Manor,
Murray, William A. Zarribella,
402 North 17th St.. Murray,
Mrs. Jean D. Wilson, Rt. 2,
Box 414, Cadiz, Mrs. Gloria J.
McCoy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Mirtie Jean Lee. Rt. 9, Benton,
Mrs Jean Ann Outland, Rt. 4,
Box 255. Murray., Mrs. Martha
J. Miller, Rt. 1, Bon 399,
Whispering Oaks. Mayfield.
Mrs. Sara Ann Fort Rt. 4,
Box 394. Paris. Tenn.. Nancy.
Leonard. Rt. 2. Box 260,
Springs ille, Tenn., Mrs.
Mildred R. Hudson, Rt. 6, Box
290, Paris. Tenn.. Stanley A.




Hawks, Baby Boy (Mary).
Rt. 4 Bx. 273, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Elizabeth Gilliam and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7. Murray, Mrs.
Teresa G. Timmons and Baby
Boy, Hardin, Mrs. Robin T.
Lilly and Baby Boy. Rt. 7 Bx.
169, Murray, Tina M. Jackson,
Rt. 5 Bx. 303, Murray. Jerry C.
Ray, No. 8 Hales Tr. Ct.,
Murray. Mrs. Margaret K.
Holbrook, Rt. 5 Bx. 405A,
Murray. Robert S. Oddo, 256
Riviera Ct., Murray, Ronald
Melvin, Rt. 1, Murray, Terri
L. Carson. 1403 Henry,
Murray, Latosha S. Smith, 204
Thomas, Apt. 2, S. Fulton,
Tenn.. Max Workman. Rt. 1
Bx. 182, Murray. Mrs.
Margaret M. Waldrop, 1701
Olive. Murray. Mrs. Melinda
C. Stuber. Rt. 6 Bx. 422,
Paducah, Mrs. Lillian V.
Holland. Rt. 6. Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Novella Chadwick. Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Beulah M.
Collins, Rt. 1 Bx. 43. Al mo,
William Ed Glover i Expired),




Ricky D. Cunningham, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Peggy A.
Warner. 413 S. 9th. Murray,
Jeff Paschall. Rt. 2. Hazel.
Anis K. Thorn, Rt. 1, Alm),
Mrs. Rita S. Cherry, Rt. 4 Bx.
712, Murray, Mrs. Reba Jo
Roberts, Rt. 5 Bx. 287,
Murray. Jessie R.
Smotherman, Rt. 1, Hazel,





I Patricia), 1558 Oxford,
Murray, Mitchell, Baby Boy
(Brownie), 603 S. 4th, Murray,
Wilson, Baby Girl ( Bobbie I.
Rt. 7 Bx. 67, Mayfield. Gibson,
Baby Boy I Connie), Rt. 6.
THAT'S GREAT.. IF A
BOW IN LIOURNAIR
601 '-fOU A "C PLU5,"






' A BEER FOR
ME AND ONE
..FOR MY PO&
( WHAT AIZE LIOU
GOING TO WEAR








A- SHOP 15 IT?
LETS SEE... EACH
YEAR FOR A 1706
15 EQUIVALENT
TO Li FOR PEOPLE.




Tera D. Gallimore, Rt. 5 Bs._
694-22, Murray, Rebecca D.
Fulcher, 115 Buchanan, Hick-
man, Mrs. Flora G. Childs and
Baby. Boy, Rt. 1. Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Wilma L.
Willoughby and Baby Girl
1, Hardin. Mrs. Blanche M.
Pittman, New Concord, Mrs.
Jean A. Lawson, Rt. 1. Bx.
341B, Mayfield, Mrs. Nancy J.
Overbey, Rt. 1 Bx. 311A,
Alm), Robert H. Kelso, P. 0.
Bx. 13. Lynn Grove, Deborah
G. Cr Utter, 100 S. 9th,
Murray, • Ronnica M. Thorn-
• ton, Rt. 6, Mayfield, Mrs.
Linda L. Fennell, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Freddie Duncan,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. 011ie R.
Smith. Almo, John D.




Mrs. Sandra S. Young and
Baby Boy, 407 Norman,
Fulton, Mrs. Geraldine M.
Jones, Rt. 3 Bx. 335, Murray,
E.B. Fennell, Almo, Jarod C.
Barker, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Diane Prescott, Rt. 5 Bx.
377, Murray, Mrs. Lisa W.
Burks, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Joyce F. Dugs:tale, P. 0. Bx.
18, Smithville, Tenn., Kelly R.
Massey, 1500 Dudley, Murray,
Gregory T. Crutchfield, 203
Maple, Murray, Aubrey N.
Wyatt, 504 N. 5th, Murray,
Mrs. Sylvia Martin, Bx. 82,
Hazel, Mrs. Polly Kamin, 1498
Clayshire, Murray; Mrs. Erin
G. Reed, 1002 Payne. Murray,
Mrs. Imogene M. Neale, 1140
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Thelma A. Welch, Rt. 3 Bx.
100. Murray, Byran G. Neale,
1104 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Nell P. Hendon, Rt. 8 Bx. 523,
Murray. Robert L. Cole, 626
Ellis. Murray, Mrs. Mary
Younglove, 406 S. 8th, Murray,
Elroy Q. Sykes. J8 Murray
Manor. Murray. Mrs. Bessie
Lundquist. r expiredr. 1806




Margrett ), Rt. 6 Bx. 112,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Anita G. Herndon and
Baby Boy. Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Patricia A. McCaskill and
Baby Boy, 1558 Oxford,
Murray, Mrs. Mary B. Hawks
and Baby Boy, Rt. 4 Bx. 273,
Cadiz. Craig M. Hargrove, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Vanessa L.
Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Patricia Windrum, 1617
Sunset, Murray, Mrs. Amy C.
Grassham, Town Terrace, No.
16. Ashland City, Term., Mrs.
Rita J. Wann, 209 Wynn,
Paris, Tenn.. Mrs. Oliva J.
l8-,Dexter
William S. Grogan, Rt. 4 Bx.
114. Murray, Mrs. Elna I.
Davis, Rt. 2, Wingo, Carson
Green, IA, Southside, Manor,
Murray, Mrs. Obera E.
Brittain, Rt. 5 Bx. 110,
Murray, Mrs. Edna D.
Kingins, New Concord.
Willard H. Davis, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Trellis C.
McCuiston, Rt. 2 Bx. 71,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia L.





I HAVE TO BE CAREFUL
WHO I SERVE. I DON 'T
WANT ir LOSE MY LICENSE
1.1.egal Notice 1. Legal Notice
The Murray Community Development Agency's
first cut-off date for accepting applications will be
Friday, December 14, 1979.
At this time, we will be ranking applications that
have already been turned in. The Agency will start
taking applications again in the near future.
If you have not turned in an application and you
are interested in the rehabilitation program, please
fill out an application and turn it in by 5:00 p.m. on
December 14, 1979.
If you have any questions, concerns, or need help
filling out an application, please call the Agency
Monday through Friday from 8 e.m. till 5 p.m. at
759-1224.
Better health through better






759-4444 or For Teens;
"Living Together- 759-
4445.
Nave • Daeghter get-




John 14 15, If ye love me
keep my commandments II
John 19 -WhOSOever tran-
sgtesseth and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath no
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ he bath the
•Father and the Son • Sabbath
worship service., Saturday's 11
am til 12 am Bible stu3y. 6 til
7 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store tor the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible informarion
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store 759-4600
What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333
Cut or trim trees
753-7364 or 753-
4397.





ideal for storing house full of
furniture cors antiques,
business overflows etc.




Jill A. Morris, 1203 Poplar,
.'(..(-r Murray, John R. Linn, P. 0.
Bx. 167, Benton, Mrs. Vaynell
H. Charlton, 115 Jean, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Rhupane L.
Adams, Rt. 2 Bx. 56C, Murray,
Leroy P. Lucas, 17 Marion
Lane, Hamlin, Mrs. Connie M.
Mc-Colgan, Rt. 2, Big Sandy,
Tenn., Cheryl L. Frank, CR
Bx. 225, New Concord, Mrs.
Bobbie C. Wilson and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7 Bx. 67, Mayfield,
Mrs. Nelda A. Cook, CR Bx.
248, New Concord, Cynthia S.
Bazzell, Rt. 7 Bx. 186,
Mayfield, Mrs. Phayree V.
Cook, 7$ Fairlane, Murray,
Bonnie L. Bear, Rt. 5 Bx. 371,
Murray, Rickie L. Hobbs, ttx.
2. Sedalia, Mrs. Jeanette
Shankle, Rt. 2 Bx. 333A, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Barbara
F. Parker, Bx. 66 Shady Oaks,
Murray, Leon D. Cathey, 1506
Clayshire, Murray, Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1 Bx. 175A,
Murray, O.D. Rogers, Rt. 2
Bx. 17, Springville, Tenn., 
V.
G. Kimbel, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Frances M.
Kirkland, Bx. 53, Hazel, Joe L.
Washburn, Rt. 8 Bx. 312,
Benton, Mrs. Lovie L. Prit-
chett, Dexter.
FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE, &ON E
OF COURSE I REMEMBERED
TO TAKE THE PIE
OU 7
,
The Venerable Bede was
born in 673.
Napoleon was crowned king







Sports 75 3-19 18
Retail Display ad-
vertising 75 3- 19 19
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati-





Lost Large dark brown striped
male cat, wearing flea collar.
missing since Saturday in
vicinity of South 16th and
Wiswell Road .Reward offered'
Call 753-3562 or 753-6204
6. Help Wanted
_ _ _
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing




Housework. one or two days a
week. 753-7812.
Will do babysitting, have own
transportation. Call 489-2566. 
Will do babysitting, have
references. 753-0762. 
Will do housekeeping 753-
0351 or 753-5380.
10. Bus. Opportunity
Nice six acres of rolling, wood-
ed land, suitable for subdivi-
sion. Good road frontage,
beautiful view, and low price.
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724 
The old Carriage House
Restaurant across from Murray
State University campus is a
fine buy for someone. Doing
good business Reason for sell-
ing is owner's health. Building
is leased and the business
equrpment and inventOry are
reasonably priced Call us for
more details, Spann Realty
Associates, 7.53-7724.
1.0. Bus. Opportunity 
Business opportunity' Country
Music Entertainment
Business, complete with real
estate, lighting, sound system.
concessions. Unlimited oppor-
tunity Call Spann R_ealty
Associates. 753-7724 -
14. Want To Buy 
Paying $10.50 per dollar for 90
per cent silver coins Halves
4965-69. paying $1.80 each.
527-9139 
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
pm
Buying All Kinds of
Scrap Iron A Metals.
Industrial
Clean-Up Service
Saul, Ey. Iii 1 a.m.-4 pm.
412-1111
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm 
15: Articles For Sall
Bargains' Leaf rakes. $1 99,
Cain saw files, all sizes. 79
cents each, air conditioner
covers. $1 99. fire shovels. 99
• cents each, windshield de-icer
12 oz spray can. 88 cents.
duct tape 2-x180. roll $2 59.
stove pipe. 6- $1 39: heat
bulbs. 750 watt. infra red.
$1 39 each Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Christmas Special' Purple Mar
tin houses. 6 rooms. $23 99
12 rooms. $36 99. 18 rooms.
$49.99. 24 rooms. $59.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Bair-dryer
compact, 1200 watt, light
weight. $9 99 Wallin Hard-
ware.
Cash register, adding machine.
ready to wear clothing racks.
glass shelving and decorative
mirrors, smoking stands. Call
753-2967 after 5 pm. 
200 amp service pole. also 2
front tractor tires and wheels
new. size 10 hundreds by 16
Call 382-2327.
Quilt for sale All hand stitched
in small 9 patch Double bed
size '$100 See at public
library Wadesboro
Homemakers Club.
Several Scout uniforms, $20.
pair 750-16 truck tires. $50,
utility box trailer. $475. 759-
1739
Three country hams average
weight 23 lbs Call 436 5525
after 4 pm
Three wagon wheel lights and
one wagon wheel table with





Christmas Special' 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with comp bottoms. $29.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Revereware
Saucepan I quart. $1099. 2
quart. $14 99. 3 quart. $1699
Wallin Hardware, Pans.
Christmas Special' Slow
cooker, 51 quart, high and low
heat. Teflon II lined, $14 88
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special, Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head,
$9.99. hand held and wall
mount unit, $13.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Self-
cleaning Munsey ovens. Model
353, $2799. model 351.
$43.99: Model 359, $49 99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris. 
Christmas Special' Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33 99,
8 piece set, $39.99. 10 piece
set, $49.99, 11 piece set,
$59.99. Choice of colors.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Silvertone
cookware 7 piece set. $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special' Corelle Ex-
pressions. 20 piece sets All
patterns $46 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Christmas Special' Victorio
Number 200 Tomatoe pricer
$20 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
For sale Real nice white side
by side Frigiclare refrigerator
freer% $175 Also have older
refrigerators Call 753-0762
algr 4 pm
Norge large capacity washer




Stainless steel sinks. 4 hole,
self rimming double compart-
ment $29 99 $39.99 and






or factor) authorized parts.
sales, and service call 901 ,
642-7619 Located at 102 W
Washington St . Court Square,
Paris 111
Christmas Special' Auto
vacuum cleaner Operates on
12 volt system includes 15 ft.
cord, nozzle brush, crevice tool,
and removable 'bag. $10 99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris
19.-FarrirqUipment 
1972 160 Allis Chamber diesel.
Also 8' Case wheel disc.
cylinder and hoses All in good
condition Call 489-2716 after
'6 pm
--CaSe 660 combine 1967
model with 2 row corn header,
all in good condition Call 492-
8586
FOR SALE
Three 55 foot Augers in
good condition, one






THE CITY OF MURRAY SANITATION
DEPARTMENT IS REQUESTING BIDS
FOR UNDER CARRIAGE PARTS TO A
TD-24 INTERNATIONAL DOZER.
SPECIFICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP
AT: CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 5TH AND
POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY, KEN-
TUCKY 42071
NOTICE
The regular meeting of the Com-
missioners of the South 641 Water.
District will be held in the law office of
Harold Hurt at 4:30 p.m. on December
20, 1979.
Opportunity
Beginning January 1. 1980
Openings For
Advertising Sales Positions
Murray Ledger & Times
Good Salary-Insurance-Vacation
and Other Fringe Benefits
Experience Helpful.































































Frost proof hydra:' ft bury
depth for yards or barn lots
$25 99 Wallin Hardware
Wheelbarrows $15 88. $29 99
$3999 and $59 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
20. Sports Equipment
Iwo Winchester model 12 s
One 12 guage one 16 guage
$500 firm 436-2284
Three old shotguns. $50 or will
trade for 22 caliber pistol troll-
ing motor, $20 Call 489 2440
after 5 pm
22. Musical _
Used Spinet piano Buy this




Antique clocks for sale Will
make unique Christmas gifts
Call 753-6347 after 5
weekdays anytime weekends
Also will repair old clocks
Blacktop driveway sealer 5
galicm pail $7 99 "SupPly
limited Wallin Hardware
Paris
Christmas Special! Skil Router
model 48, 1 1 hp $24 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special' Skil cor-
dless inch drill. 2 speed.
rechargeable. reversing model
2002. $29 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Firewood for sale 474-2359
24. Miscellaneous
Chain saw Lhains Three
eighths inch pitch for the
following bar sizes 16
$1025 20 $1199,24
$14 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Christmas Special' Pro-Sharp
cRain saw sharpener, sharpens
your chain like a pro $11 99
Wallin Hardware. Pans.
Christmas Special' Skil saws.
all with 7'.1- blade model 538,
$29 99. model 574. $34 99,
model 576, $49 99. model
559 $5999. model 553,
$79 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris _ 
Firewood:425 a rick. delivered
Oak, Hickory assorted Round
and split. 18- or 24- 489-
2321
Firewood 320 and up 767-
1441
• itierglass canopy. 120'x15.
.1 ellen, for cover over storage
irHa or equipment. Call J53-
.1470 or 753-2944 
' Christmas giving, original
,1 paintings and prints. Extra
,;Jecial 24-x48- lithographs
flamed at only $6.00 each,
bile they last. Goodman's Art
shack, 753-3413. 
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick.
Call 474-2382 before 6 pm. 
Handmade baby doll clothes
for all small, medium, and
large dolls Very reasonable
753-4011.
rlawo.- sweeper. ,SwaeP -
lawn in one tenth the time
Push type, $39.99. pull type
31- 10 bu capacity. $11999.
pull type 38-, 16 bu capacity.
$18999 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail, $2699. Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Mobile home anchoring sup-
plies available at Wallin Hard-
ware Pari,
_.,.





On The Fourth Day Of Christ-










Friday, December 14 at 10 a.m., Rain or Shine at the
J.T. Todd used car lot, corner of Locust Grove Rd. and
Hwy. 121 So., approx. 2 mi. from Murray, KY, city
limits. Watch for Auction Sign. Will be selling both cor-
porate and personal property, complete liquidation of
J. T. Todd Used Cars Inc., J. T. Todd and Buck Baty,
owners.
Corporate Property: 75' x 100' concrete and steel
autobody and cleanup shop on 11/2 acre lot ( 2 of this
is paved parking), 16 cleanup and body stalls, 2 car
paint booth, 2 haulaways: 78 Pete 240,000 mi., 400
Cummins, 15 spd trans w/8 car 71 Delevan trailer,
sleeper & air conditioner; also 76 Kensworth 350
Cummins w/13 spd trans, sleeper & air, 450,000 mi
w/major engine' overhaul at 350,000 mi. has 7 car
Delevan 7 car trailer, 66 Delevan 6 car trailer, 79
Chevy club cab pickup truck w/15,000 mi., 69 Chevy
pickup 61,000 mi., extra sharp 58 Caddy Coupe 43,000
mi., plus other cars and trucks. Various shop tools &
equipment, office desk, chair, file cabinets, adding
machine, typewriter, several wheels & tires.
Personal property: 71 Kountry Aire Camper 28',
5th wheel, air conditioner, 69 HD 16 Bull Dozer -
power shift-hydraulic tilt blade only 125 operatink
hrs. since spending 12,000 rebuilding engine, ran-
den Loboy, 1965 Ford cabover w/Parkhurst 15'
grain bed w/dump, 72 International w/grain bed, 74
1066 International tractor w/duals & five 16" plows,
21 ft 'fold up disc & 4 row cultivator, 77 886 In-
ternational tractor w/cab & air, dual wheels &
plows, 300 gal spray rig, rotary tiller w/hydraulic
fold up & 4 row planter & many items not listed.
TERMS: Cash or previogsly approved check for
out-of-town buyers. Real Estate: 10% down balance
w/transfer of deed - Owners will auction the real
estate.
Detailed announcements day of sale, lunch
available, not responsible for accidents.
AUCTIONEERS
Terry Shoemaker Sob W. (Frosty) Miller
753-9324 492-8594
ihmoitivratm CLASSIFIED AD
24. Miscellaneous - 
Firewood for sale Phone Jewell
Puckett at 437-4319
Have Oak Hickory firewood.
$20 a rick, will deliver Call
753-6837
The Tote Machine. It's a dolly.
It's a cart It'a a hauler. It's a
wood carrier s an, outboard
motor caddy It's a leaf and
brush cage $19.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Two vinyl bucket seats, ex-
cellent condition Call 753-
8227 after 4 pm 
Wood for sale, $20 We deliver
Call 759-1167 after 4 pm.
,2&  Business Services -Did you realize we both are going on forty
Book Rack Trade or sell used and not one pollster ever asked our opinion
books Gift certificates.
Western Union, 808 Chestnut
Call 753-4821.
43. Real Estate
Four bedroom home on wooded
lot in city school district Den
17x24 with fireplace and wet
bar 2 full baths For more in-
formation call Purctom & Thur-
man 753-4451
Maybelle Joyner Bridals. Wingo.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns, bridesmaid's dresses
and veils, sizes 6 to 241/2.
Shown by appointments. Call
376-5387. 
26. TV-Radio
25 inch RCA color t.v..
automatic. $250. In good con-
dition. Phone 753-6531.
Sisson's Zenith T.V. Christmas
sale. All 1979 t.v.'s bought
before Christmas will be back-
ed with TAW's 4 year warranty,
at no charge. 1980 Zenith 25"
color t.v consoles start at
$599.95 with trade. Sisson's
Zenith. Lir 's are our only
business, 19 miles west .of
Murray •-onINIPW-cii ±fhorie
382-2174.
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly paymen!
on 25- color t.v Warranted
Clayton's & B Music 753
7575
271N-Obife Home Sales
For rent or sale Double wide
mobile home. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, wood burning stove, also
central heat and air condition•
ing Large shaded lot Located
in Baywood Vista. near Ken
tucky lake. Rent $150 per mon-
th. sale price, $18.000 See or
call Ray Brownfield. business
phone 753-3231. home phone
153-1/21. 
For sale 10x50 New Moon
mobile hole. fully furnished
with washer and air condi-
tioner and large hot water
heater. Excellent condition
Call 492-8523
Price reduced, must sell 1974
Magnolia double wide mobile
home Can be used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms 2 full
baths, living room, dining
room, and den. Gas heat,
carpeted throughout. new 31/2
ton central air. With or without
furniture Can be seen between
9 am and 7 pm at 147 Riveria
ourts.
1973. Revere, 12x65. 3
bedroom, 2 bath. completely
furnished including washer
and dryer. central heat and air.
priced at $5250. Call 753-
2762.
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: Two bedroom and 3
bedroom trailers in Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. 489-2611.
For sale or rent: 12x60 Two
bedroom, bath and a half, fully
turmshed. See Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court. 
29. Heating-Cooling :
Air conditioner covers, $1.99 to
$3.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Electric heaters. Automatic
with fan forced air, 1320 watt.
$14.99: 1500 watt, i18.99.
WallinHaldware, Paris. •
For sale: Shanandoah wood
stove with thermostat control
and blower. Call 489-2200. 
30-.1-usiness Rental
for rent. 1000 square foot.
Southside Shopping Center,
next to lim's Shoe Outlet. Call
753-6612.
One stall with room for one car
and body shop for rent. 753-
5618. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Efficiency apartment, living
room kitchen combination,
bedroom and bath. One block
from MSU. $110 per month.
Available January 1st. Call 759-
4538 after 12 noon.
For rent: furnished apartment
at New Concord. $80 per mon-
th. Call 436-2427.
Two bedroom duplex apart-
ment with fireplace. $265 phis
deposit. No pets. Call 753-
6329.
33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent, kit-
chen and laundry facilities fur-
nished. One block from MSU.
$50 per month. Boy's only. Call
759-4538 after 12 noon..
Rooms for rent, one block from
University. 759-4909 or 753-
1812.
on anything?"
34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom house. 11/2 miles
on 641 South. $200 per mon-
th. 753-8681.
Three bedroom. 1 11 bath, den.
utility for washer and dryer.
Newly decorated. References
and security deposit required.
$250 per month. Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray. 328-
8255 or 382-2731.
Two or three bedroom house
for rent, ideal location near
Carter school. Attached garage
and fireplace: Immediate oc-
cupancy. $270 per month. Call
759-1020 after 530 pm.
-Two bedroom house for rent.
$165 per month, 753-3582










AKC registered tiny Toy Poodle
puppies. Call 753-0957. 
Boarding and grooming for
Christmas holidays. We board
any type of pet. Make your
reservations early. Hidden
Valley Kennels. 435-4481. Lynn
Grove
For sale Registered Brittany
Spaniel. P2 years old Call
435-4525 
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming were $12.00 now
$10.00. By appointment. Con-
nie Lampe. 436-2510..
Saint Bernard puppies, AKC
registered. Call 489-2308 or
489-2360. 
43. Real Estate
Different strokes for -different
folks...modern tri-level 4
bedroom. 2 bath home with
central heat and air, family
room. eat-in kitchen, large
utility room...situated on 11/2
acre lot m-1...Priced in the
$405... Phone 7 5 3 -







A growing business! A
Home, on 10 acres







wooded I, of land on
Hwy. 732 off 94E only 1




This makes house sense' For
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
your opportunity 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, fully equipped kit-
chen A good place to raise a
family Call 7 5 3




















getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet. to it it?
Like a 1arg iidrf-robm away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you...For the complete pic-
ture, call 753-1492...Offered













behind main home in-
cluded in package.
Price now only $45,000.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 11/2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-




home in Kirksey. Very
neat and well built
home with full
ha.  ment. Lovely gar-




garage. The price is
right at $42,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty





to have your own horse




fencing, 36' x 24' red-
wood and concrete
block horse stable, and
the home is an ex-
' .main-
tained 3 bedroom, 2
bath hoe. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for all the in-




1978 Yamaha DT-125. extra
low miles, excellent condition
$600 753-9620
48. Auto. Services 
Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall'. 12-32
tread depth, 7 rib -*Rh 120
tread wear level. A78x13-,
$22.55 plus 152 FET,
E78x14", $26.10 plus 2.20
FET; F78xI4". $26.97 plus
2.32 FET: G78x14- or 15-,
$28.83 plus '2.54 FET;
H78xI4" or 15-, $30.02 plus
2.16 FET: 138x15-, $32.21




















Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24



















12th & Poplar 753-1227
Annual Sale
Storewide
10 ,„ 50% OFF
40%,off on clocks
30% off on TRINA purses
40 to 50% off on Wicker
Sale Dates






48. Auto. Services' 
For sate Four Keystone Classic
mag wheels with four Tiger -
paw 70 tires. Call 435-4181
after 6 pm.
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed. Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early. Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
49. Used Cars
1971 Audi 100-LS. a-c. good
gas mileage, local one owner
$1000. 153;95200er 5 pm. 
A little Dodgle cold. $350. Runs
good. good tires. Call 767-
2455. 
1976 Blue 280Z Datsun. 4-
speed. 753-7655. 
1960 Chevrolet, 4-door sedan,
runs good. $250. Call 753-
8124.
Extra nice 1975 Monarch Ghia.
6 cylinder, automatic, power
and air, AM-FM, 32,000 miles,
power seats. $2590. Call 498-
2595. , 
For sale: 1973 Cutlass S. 350,
good condition, factory mags.
$1300. 753-9872 anytime. 
1979 Firebird, white Trans-Am.
local one owner trade-in. Low
miles. all the factory options.
Price reduced for quick sale or
trade. A car for pride and beau-
ty. Parker Ford, 753-5273. 
1978 Fairmont Squire Station-
wagon, medium blue, luggage
rack, automatic, air, ps, low
miles, blue int1rior. Factory
,sold. P
reduced foi-quiCk sale. We 111
warranty. Parker Ford, 753-
5273.
For sale: 1978 Grand Prix. 753-
4009. 
For sale: 1972 Dodge Charger,
good condition. 436-2127. 
1976 silver Grand Prix, one
owner, family car. Excellent
condition, 31,000 miles, fac-
tory mags. Priced to sell. Call
753-3383.
Ge
1977 Trans Am, brown,
gold pin stripe, T-top, T-
A 400. $5000. Call 753-
9635.
1972 LTD wagon. seats 10.
sleeps 5. holds 1/2 ton. Good
condition. Will guarantee
$875. 753-7231. 
Must sell! 1973 MG Midget,
$900. Call 753-3984. 
1965 Mustang convertible, 90
per cent restored, 6 cylinder,
with air, automatic. power
steering and brakes, $3000.
1968 Chevrolet convertible.
307 Super Sport, a fine car.
$3200. 1965 Thunderbird con-
vertible, $3000. Early 1969
Lincoln Mark 111,11500. All
collector cars, priced to sell
fast. See Bob Cook, Hazel, KY. 
1974 Monte Carlo, maroon
with white vinyl top. $1100.
Call 753-6170. 
1975 Monte Carlo Landau,
power brakes, steering, and air,
cruise, new tires, wire wheel
covers, 6500 miles, excellent
condition. Gall 759-4908. 
1970 Plymouth Satellite. Gold.
318. excellent gas mileage.
good reliable car, many extras.
$600. 753-4879. 






1976 Vega GT stationwagon.
36,000 actual miles. Call 753-
/853. .
Would like to sell 1974
Mustang Hatchback. 489-2276.
50. Used Trucks 
1976 Chevrolet pickup Call
753-6012. 
1966 Delevan. air ride, 6 car
rig. $4500. Call 436-2764.
For sale. 1979 C1-5 Renegade
Call 753-3938. 
1974 model Ford Ranger XII.
Call 753-7458 after 5 pm. 
1979 Jeep Renegade. excellent
condition. 753-6802 or 436-
5366. 
1978 Jeep Cherokee Chief,
power, automatic, air. cruise.
tilt. back defroster, electric
back window quadrotrac. AM-
f M stereo_ fully carpeted.
white spoke wheels with new
tractor AT Goodyear tires. Blue
w4809h26b6la6ch stripping $6300
1978 Jeep C1-5 Renegade.
loaded with options, 6 cylinder.
20 mpg, $5800. Call 753-0138.
Moving must sell. 1967 Inter-
national Scout, needs some
work. $300. Call  753-0347.
5T-Campers
1973 Starcraft pop-up 753
3938
SLliipers
12' Timberwolfe camper with
propane gas stove and ice box
Sleeps four 492-8586
51-Services-Offered 
All. TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance References
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling framing.
aluminum siding, gutters. and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates_ Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
153-5821.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements. driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 153-5416.
I.
Carpenter contractor. New and
remodel. Hawley Bucy. 492-
8120. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? VOe can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
- A90 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pm. 436-2855. 
Home repairs and remodeling
services 753-2501 after 5 pm.
53. Services Offered
Guttering by Sears Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Seats
753-2310 for free estimates
Insulation blown in by Seats
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 753-
2310 for free estimates
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
efficient service, reasonable
rates Call Ernest White 753-
0605. 
Licinsed Electrician and gas In-
stallation. heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203 
Painting - Paperhanging Com-
mercial or residential Free
estimates. 759-1987. 
Roof leaking? We have the pro-
ducts for these lobs. Apply on
wet or dry roof. Also de-icer for
commercial use. Call John M
Morgan. Hazel, KY, for survey
492-8161 or 492-8696. 
Tractor work breaking, disking,.
bushhogging, blade work; snow
removal from driveways, park-
ing lots. etc. Call 753-7400






Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2.. Box 409A,
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026. 
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs. and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600. 
56. Free Column
Free puppies! Call 753-7746.










Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
Foe Nospit•IL begs. mils piano co11-751 361564,651ey 65 saran. Neter, Pvioloc
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free




•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
• HOLLISTER OSTOMV PRODUCTS







Sat. Dec. 15th 10 a.m. - George
Hodge & Son. - 205 S. 5th St.
Murray, Ky.
Everything offered for sale
must be sold - so come and bid and
you will buy it. Will be selling - an-
tiques, furniture, lamps, mirrors,
some glassware, T.V. stands, new
portable appliances and many
miscellaneous items.
Terms - Cash
Not Responsible In Case Of Accidents
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Star Of Bethlehem Causes
Intrigue For Many Scientists
By Rita C. Bobow ski
Smithsonian News Service
Nearly 2,000 years ago, the
three wise men saw a light in
the heavens, signaling to them
an event of the utmost im-
portance. In the words of the
Book of Matthew: "There
came wise men from the east
to Jerusalem, saying, where is
he that is born King_ of the
Jews? For we have en his
star in the east, and are come
to worship him."
The brief mention of the
Star of Bethlehem has in-
trigued scientists, historians
and theologians for hundreds
of years because, other than
descriptions in the New





over whether there really w




National Air and Space
Museum. In an annual public
lecture, Chamberlain traces
the various theories advanced
to explain the Star of
Bethlehem.
• .Most of us assume that the
Christmas star was an ex-
traordinary sight to behold,"
he says. "It may not have
been so spectacular. Actually,
it may have been an event
•13---pri1y professional star
gazeig--= such as the Magi
would even have noticed. And,
perhaps what the wise men
saw was not really a single
star at all."
One theory holds that the
Christmas star was a comet.
Early records kept by the
Chinese mention a comet
without a tail visible in the
spring of 4 B.C., a date which
fits the most recent estimates
of the year in which Jesus was
born. _ (Scholars now believe
that Jesus was born between 8
and '4 B.C. Since our present
calendar system was not
instituted until the 6th century
A.D., more than 500 years
after his birth, errors in
calculation are possible.)
But comets move slowly
from night to night through
the starry sky. Moreover,
comets were believed by the
ancients to be omens of im-
pending doom, not harbingers
of glad tidings.
Another theory has it that
the star might have been an
unusually bright meteor,
called a fireball. As fireballs
flash through the atmosphere,
they burn with an intense but
fleeting light. But ancient
records and modern
knowledge indicate that
fireballs are fairly com-
monplace occurrences lasting
only a few seconds.-
A third and more tenable
explanation is that the Star of
tethlehem was a "nova,"
which means literally "new
star." Actiially, novas are not
new but old stars that have
reached the end of their
evolution and have become
unstable. These exploding
stars abruptly rise to great
brilliance, then lose their
luminance slowly over a
period of weeks.
"This theory has potential,"
Chamberlain says. "A nova
could be bright enough and
last long enough to lead the
wise men on a long journey to
Bethlehem."
"In addition," he continues,
"a nova would certainly be the*
most dramatic explanation.
What could be more exciting
than to have a 'new star'
appear on the night that Christ
was born?"
One recent study of ancient
Chinese and Korean records
indicates that a nova may
have appeared in 5 B.C., but
there is no definitive account
that such an event took place.
The theory most widely
accepted by astronomers
today was put forth in tht
1600s by German astronomer
Johannes Kepler. Kepler
suggested that the Christmas
star was really a • *con-
junction" of planets.
A conjunction occurs when
two or more planets appear to
pass by each other in the sky.
Using ancient sky records,
astronomers have verified
that the planets Jupiter and
Saturn appeared in con-
junction not once but three
times between 7 and 6 B.C. —
a relatively rare phenomenon.
A conjunction would explain
the lack of other records, since
it most likely would have gone
unnoticed except by those, like
the Magi, who were trained to
watch the sky.
A conjunction takes on even
more significance when
viewed from an astrological
standpoint. The ancient
astrologers would have
considered conjunctions to be
highly symbolic events. To
them, conjunctions of Jupiter
and Saturn held special
significance — Jupiter,
symbolic of the king of the
gods, and Saturn, said to be
the protector of the peoples of
the eastern Mediterranean.
In 6 B.C., the planet Mars
joined Jupiter and Saturn
following the third con-
junction, according to the
records. All three planets
appeared in the constellation
of Pisces the Fishes), which
signified to the astrologers the
House of the Hebrews.
While the triple conjunction
is the most widely accepted
theory, it is unlikely that we
will ever know for certain
what produced the Christmas
"star." But whether the star
was supernatural or part of
the natural order of things, the
story of the Star of Bethlehem
has endured as a symbol' of
Christmas.
WHO'S WHO AT MURRAY STATE — Billy Dean Bailey of
Murray, a senior biology major following a. pre-med cur-
riculum at Murray State Uni% ersity, has been selected for
the 1979-80-edition of "Who's Who in American Universities
and Colleges" on the bases of academic excellence and cam-
pus leadership. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bailey of
Murray Route 8. Among his memberships are: Pre Med
Club; Alpha Chi: and Gamma Beta Phi,
MSU Department Head
Gives Talk At Meeting
Dr. Terry H. Foreman,
chairman of the Department
of Philosophy and Religious
Studies at Murray State
University, delivered an
address at the recent annual
meeting of the American
Academy of Religion i AAR)
in New York.
His recent study of
Friedrich Schleiermacher, the
dominant figure in Protestant
theology in the 19th century,
was one of four publications on
the history of modern
Christianity selected for
preserfration and discussion at
the History of Christianity
Section of the AAR. His study.
"Schleiermacher's 'Natural
History of Religion," was
published as the lead article in
the April, 1978, issue of the
Journal of Religion.
In his address, Foreman
discussed the significance dl
his discovery that many of the
leading ideas in Schleier-
macher's 1979 book, "On
Religion: Speeches to, the
Cultured among its
Despisers," were drawn from
the natural sciences of the
time. Foreman conjectured
that such a connection had not
previously been made because
early in the last century those
trained in religious thought
and its history had ceased to
be required to know much
about the sciences of nature.
Schleiermacher's book has
been acclaimed in this century
as "the first book ever written
on religion...as a generic
something." Foreman
suggested Schleiermacher
was enabled to view religion
"as a something in its own
right" because he viewed it as
having a natural pattern of
growth and development a
natural history) of its own.
Foreman went on to com-
ment that this naturalistic and
developmental view of
religion provided the basis for
the theory and practice of
Christian education in the 19th
and 20th centuries.
Foreman came to Murray
State as coordinator of
religious studies in 1975 from
the University of California
Son Diego, where he had
served as visiting assistant
professor of philosophy. He
earned his doctorate at Yak
University's Graduate
Department of Religious
Studies, and holds a master's
degree in philosophy from
Penn State.
The AAR, the largest
professional organization of
scholars of religion in North
America, met jointly this year
with the Society of Biblical
Literature, the oldest such
organization. Some 4,000
scholars and advanced
students attended some 250





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The drowning of a Padhcah
man in a Lexington motel
swimming pool early Sunday
morning has been ruled an
accidental death by Depty
Coroner Bill McCarney.
The victim was identified as
Robert M. Connolly. Police
wPer called to the Continental
1 .54 a.m., where
Connolly was staying while in
town to attend the University








Black & White TV
• G.E. dependability built in
• Longlasting 100% solid state
• 70-position click-in UHF tuning, pre-set VHF fine tuning,
• 'Sand' color cabinet — carrying handle
▪ Bright picture in any light
$7888
SALE ENDS DECEMBER 22nd
25" Diagona
Color TV
• G.E dependability butt in
• Longlasting 100% solid state
• In Early American or Mediterranean
$5998t
13- Diagonal Color TV
• G E 100: s010•
state — AFC
. Automatic Color Control $318"
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• G E dependabilrty built in
• E PIO' reduces lint on clothes




• G E dependable
• 3 dry Or* • White $22988
ENJOY (OUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
• H mu•I be roght or we
mabe it ,•9111
• We deliver whet we sell
• Approved factor y
per VIC!
GOODYEAR REVOLVING CHARGE
• Flexible Pay Schedule
• Monthly Statement
• Customer Ident,f ,'.ation CAR CARD for
Convenience at af, Goodyear Store
countrywilo
GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT PAY PLAN
• Longer terms than available






• G E dependability built in
• AticroThermometer`" takes out guesswork




• G E dependable
• Auto Simmer speed






Store Manager, Norman Hagedorn
Goodyear Service Store
$49488
17.6 Cu. Ft. No-Defrost
Refrigerator-Freezer
• G E dependability butt in • Saves energy A money
• 4 67 cu It 0° freezer • white
• Twin dairy & vegetable bins





• G.E. dependability built in
• Energy Conscious!"
solid stets chassis
• Sharp,' brilliant colors from
Black Matrix Picture Tube
• ACC — Automatic Color Control





• Easy-reach adiustment to deep clean
every thickness of carpet
• Beats Combs Suctions Clean
• Cleans right up to waN




. An metal •,ttra Groomer II beet
dirt out of carpet vo/20 000
shticks/ minute
• Adjusts to every carpet height




• Tool Set Model 2054
v FREE
with Model 1458 • 11995 VALUE
Model 2054
. includes vinyl hype hose adaptor dust
upholstery brushes crevice tool & straight wand
Eureka 2-Motor
"Power Team"
• Canister motor la strong suction on
above floor Motor in bead to
deep clean carpets - self adjusts
to depth
• Rolls easily — 9 locks keep on
canister
$119
Pb. 7113-211N
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